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ABSTRACT 

As more and more people require transportation, not only must it be efficient and economically 

affordable, it must also increase safety and be environmentally friendly. High road traffic 

collisions have been recognized as a global major public health and safety problem. Present auto-

dominant culture results in more traffic congestion, collisions, and environmental deterioration. 

So, there is a need to shift people from auto to a more sustainable transportation system that will 

promote reduced congestion levels, reduced environmental pollutions, improved road safety, and 

regional economic growth. This research quantified the road safety benefits of sustainable 

transportation in the form of increased transit services.  

The objective of the research was: (1) to develop an auto-based transportation planning model of 

the Regional District of Central Okanagan (RDCO) for year 2006 and 2020; (2) to conduct road 

safety analysis due to future transit and road network improvements; and, (3) to identify collision 

prone locations of the region. 

This research built AM period 4-step transportation planning model of the RDCO for the years 

2006 and 2020. It proposed RDCO specific trip generation rate and a new auto mode share 

model, which can be used for future transportation modeling of the region. This research 

developed collision prediction models (CPMs) for the RDCO, which can be used to predict 

future AM period collisions. This research also built RDCO transportation planning model for 

2020 having four sub-scenarios: (1) do-nothing; (2) only road improvements; (3) only transit 

improvements; and, (4) both transit and road improvements. It was found that transit 

improvements have the potential to significantly reduce urban and rural collisions. This research 

also suggests that construction of new roads in rural areas might result in collision increases. 

This is a very important consideration for transportation planners before constructing new roads 

in rural areas. This research also identified, ranked and analyzed collision prone locations (CPLs) 

which would help decision makers as they consider where to spend resources, targeting locations 

with the highest potential for safety improvements. It is believed that the results of this research 

would contribute significantly in future transportation planning and road safety evaluation of the 

region.  
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CHAPTER  1  INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

Transport networks provide benefits to nations and individuals by facilitating access to activities 

such as jobs, economic markets, education, and health. As communities develops and grows, 

demand for transport increases which adds more vehicular trips to road network. As a result of 

increased traffic on the road network, more road collisions occur. All over the world high road 

collision frequencies have been recognized as a major public health and safety problem. The 

enormous social and economic cost of road collisions has become one of the greatest global 

challenges.  

In Canada, demand for ground based transportation is increasing exponentially. But the supply of 

new facilities is not enough to meet the growing demand. Auto (i.e. private vehicles) is the 

dominant mode of transportation in Canada and this auto-dominant culture is resulting in more 

traffic congestion, environmental pollution, and road collisions. A safer, more efficient and more 

environmentally friendly transportation system is needed. This can be achieved by adopting 

different policies and infrastructure systems such as educating road users, enforcing strict laws, 

controlling land use and applying engineering strategies. All of these strategies support the 

movement towards a more sustainable transportation system.  

Road transportation system has three components namely the driver, the vehicle and the road 

environment. Collision occurs from any of these components or a combination of them (Sayed et 

al., 1995). In North America the drivers’ error is involved in 96% of road collisions, whereas the 

road environment and vehicle related components are involved in 30% and 10% of collisions 

respectively (Sayed et al., 1995). As driver error is the main cause behind road collisions, 

reduction of auto use may improve road safety. By developing Collision Prediction Models 

(CPMs), theoretically it has been found that reduced auto volume of the road network can result 

in reduced road collisions. So by shifting more people from auto to other mode such as transit, it 

may be possible to reduce road collisions. As transit is considered as a more sustainable 

transportation mode than auto, it is very important to find how increased transit use will reduce 

road collisions. This thesis aims to quantify the sustainable road safety benefits of increased 

transit use. The study area of the thesis is Regional District of Central Okanagan (RDCO), 

British Columbia, Canada.  
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In this introductory chapter, while section 1.1 highlights the importance of the research, section 

1.2 discusses the motivation of the research by summarizing the global road safety context and 

the need for sustainable transportation. Section 1.3 introduces the geography, transportation 

network and road safety of the study area. Section 1.4 states the research objectives and Section 

1.5 describes the structure of this thesis. 

1.2 Motivation 

1.2.1 Motivation-1: Road safety problem  

Even though transportation has benefits, it also has some costs such as traffic congestion, 

environmental pollution, and road collisions. Road collisions have been shown to take lives, 

reduce productivity and hamper economic growth. So to improve road safety scenario, it is very 

important to understand the road safety problem.  The following sub-sections will discuss the 

road safety problem in a global as well as local context. 

1.2.1.1 Global picture of road safety 

The problem of road collisions is being experienced by every country of the world.  Each year 

over 1.3 million people die and 20-50 million people suffer from non-fatal injuries due to road 

collisions (WHO, 2009). To recognize the social burden resulting from road collisions, the 

World Health Organization (WHO) dedicated ‘World Health Day 2004’ to road safety to raise 

global awareness. The United Nations (UN) carried out ‘Global Road Safety Week’ in 2007 to 

improve road safety awareness of young people (UN, 2007). According to WHO (2009) report, 

throughout the world, road collision injuries are one of the top ten leading “causes of death”. If 

new initiative are not taken then road collision will increase by 65% (Gasper, 2004) and the 

number of road collision fatalities will be doubled by 2020 (CGRF, 2009). Another report by 

WHO (2008) predicts that road collision injuries will become the 5th leading causes of death by 

2030. 

The following Table 1.1 (WHO, 2004) predicts the current and predicted road safety problems in 

different regions of the world. The regions were described by the regional classifications of the 

World Bank and classified based on Gross National Income (GNI) of each country. According to 

the World Bank (2008), if GNI is less than $975 per capita then it is low-income country, if it is 
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between $976 and $3,855 per capita then it is middle-income country and if it is greater than 

$11,906 per capita then it is high-income country. The main assumptions of the prediction were: 

(a) present policies and actions in road safety will continue; and, (b) no additional road safety 

countermeasures will be put into place. 

Table 1.1 Predicted road traffic fatalities by region (in thousands) (WHO, 2004) 

Region 
Number 

of 
Countries 

Observed Predicted 

Change 
(%) 

between 
2000-
2020 

Fatality Rate 
(deaths/ 
100,000 
persons) 

1990 2000 2010 2020 2000 2020 

East Asia and Pacific 15 112 188 278 337 79 10.9 16.8 

East Europe and Central Asia 9 30 32 36 38 19 19 21.2 

Latin America and Caribbean 31 90 122 154 180 48 26.1 31 

Middle East and North Africa 13 41 56 73 94 68 19.2 22.3 

South Asia 7 87 135 212 330 144 10.2 18.9 

Sub-Saharan Africa 46 59 80 109 144 80 12.3 14.9 

Sub-total 121 419 613 862 1124 83 13.3 19 

High-Income Countries* 35 123 110 95 80 -27 11.8 7.8 

Total 156 542 723 957 1204 67 13 17.4 

* North America, Europe 

  

The table shows that between 2000 and 2020, high-income countries will experience an average 

of 27% decrease in road collisions whereas low-income and middle-income countries will 

experience an average of 83% increase in road collisions. Even though for high income countries 

the decrease is 27%, still there will be 80,000 fatalities in 2020 which is a very high number. 

Among different regions South Asia will experience the largest growth in road traffic deaths, 

with a dramatic increase of 144%.  A recent report of WHO (2009) indicates that more than 90% 

of road collision fatalities occur in low-income and middle-income countries, even though these 

countries have only 48% of the world’s registered vehicles.  

Figure 1.1 (WHO, 2004) shows that road collision injuries are responsible for 23% of all types of 

injury deaths.  The number of premature deaths resulting from road collisions is higher than that 

of other causes. From a report of United Nations (ITC, 1999) it is found that around 70% of road 
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level. During the ‘Decade of Action’ period, up to 5 million lives is expected to be saved and 50 

million injuries to be prevented which will be a reduction of 50% of predicted 1.9 million deaths 

globally by 2020 (UN, 2009). In 2003 the European Commission adopted ‘3rd European Action 

Program to Road Safety’ with a target to reduce the number of fatalities by 50% between 2001 

and 2010 by reducing the number of fatalities from 54,000 to 27,000. Even though the target 

number of fatalities reduction by 2010 has not been completely met, significant progress has 

been observed such as the number of fatalities has fallen by more than 40% compared to 25% 

decrease between 1990-2000 (Europa, 2010). The European Commission also adopted plans for 

the next decade from 2010 to 2020, which targets reduction of 50% road fatalities on Europe's 

roads by setting higher vehicle safety standards, improving road user’s behaviour, and increasing 

the law enforcement (EC, 2010). Like other concerned countries, Canada has also undertaken 

road safety vision plans to reduce the number of road collision victims. The following sub-

section will discuss about Canadian road safety. 

1.2.1.2 Context of Canadian road safety  

Road collision is a major problem in Canada. The following Figure 1.2 gives the Canadian road 

collision history which clearly shows that total number of fatalities is decreasing over time. 

 

Figure 1.2  Canadian road collisions trend 
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In Canada each year, road collisions account for a large percentage of all accidental deaths 

(Transport Canada, 2004).  From 2000 through 2004, 32% of injury deaths were the result of 

Motor Vehicle Collisions (MVCs) (Ramage-Morin, 2008). In 2001, there were 2,778 deaths and 

24,403 injuries due to road collisions (Transport Canada, 2004). In 2006, it increased to 2,889 

deaths and 199,337 injuries, or 9.1 deaths and 630 hospitalizations per 100,000 populations 

(Transport Canada, 2007). 

Road collisions in Canada are also one of the leading causes of lost years of productive life 

(working years of a person’s life).  In the age group of 15 to 24 years, 70% of all accidental 

deaths were the result of road collision during 2000-2004 (Ramage-Morin, 2008). The Canadian 

Council of Motor Transport Administrators (CCMTA, 1998) reports that the average years of 

lost life due to a fatal collision is 40 years, compared to respiratory disease (9 years), circulatory 

disease (10 years), or tumors (15 years). In 2004 the direct economic cost (ignoring the indirect 

costs such as lost productivity, long term disability and pain sufferings) of road collisions to 

Canadians was estimated $25 billion annually which was about 2% of Canada’s 2004 GDP, 

(Transport Canada 2004). Considering both direct and indirect costs the total collision cost in 

2004 was $63 billion annually (Vodden et al., 2007) which was 4.88% of 2004 Canada’s GDP.  

With a vision of making Canada’s roads the safest roads in the world, in 1996 Canadian Council 

of Motor Transport Administrators (CCMTA) initiated ‘Road Safety Vision: 2001’. The main 

objectives of the vision were: (1) to raise public awareness; (2) to improve communication and 

collaboration between road safety agencies; (3) to enhance enforcement measures; and, (4) to 

improve national data quality and collection (CCMTA, 2007). ‘Road Safety Vision 2001’ was 

successful in terms of fatal and injury collision reduction as well as improvement of Canada’s 

position in international road safety ranking (CCMTA, 2005). This success prompted the 

CCMTA to adopt ‘Road Safety Vision: 2010’ which would emphasize the importance of 

partnerships among agencies and the use of a wide variety of initiatives to reduce road collisions. 

The overall target of that vision was to reduce the number of road collision severities (e.g., 

fatalities or serious injuries) by 30 percent during the period of 2008 to 2010, compared to the 

period of 1996 to 2001 (CCMTA, 2005). The following Figure 1.3 has been prepared using 

CCMTA annual report (2005) and Transport Canada (2010) collision statistics to give a snapshot 
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of Canada’s road safety situation. This figure indicates the fatality trend line as well as the 

desired fatalities line for Vision 2010.  

 

Figure 1.3  Canadian traffic fatality projections to 2010  
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whereas according to the Vision: 2010 expected number of fatalities was 2,400. So, there is a gap 
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it can be seen that the gap is even bigger. It clearly signifies the need of improving Canadian 

road safety condition. 

1.2.2 Motivation-2: Sustainability 

As communities develop, activities to meet their daily needs are increasing and making their 

ecological footprint on the earth. Ecological footprint is a measure of human demand on the 

Earth's ecosystems (Bonard et al., 2008). It is defined as ‘‘total area of productive land and water 
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produced by a defined population, regardless of where that land is located” (Rees & 

Wackernagel, 1996). It aims to determine ‘‘to what extent human load is within the present 

regenerative capacity of the biosphere or natural capital interest” (Haberl et al., 2001).  

Human activities are responsible for creating an unbalance of the world. Concerning about 

present and future world’s sustainability, in 1987 the United Nations published the report, “Our 

Common Future”, which focused on the change of policies necessary for achieving sustainable 

development. This report defines sustainable development as “sustainable development is 

development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future 

generations to meet their own needs.” (UN, 1987).  This report was the first report that discussed 

about different strategies and policies to achieve sustainable development. Hawken (2010) 

estimates that at present we are using 30% more of nature than what nature can regenerate. In 

other words, our present rates of natural resource extraction, consumption and waste require 1.3 

times the carrying capacity of the world. A projection from the United Nations (UN) shows that 

by 2050, we will be using about twice the carrying capacity of the Earth (Hawken, 2010). Also 

60% of the earth’s protective ozone layer has been lost in last 50 years, and 30% of the earth’s 

arable land has been lost in last 40 years (Hawken, 2010). Natural disasters, extreme climate 

changes, more droughts, more flooding, more variation in weather, wildfires, strong storms, 

spreading of tropical diseases etc. are the evidences of an unsustainable global environment. 

Global warming has become one of the greatest global threats as well. There are two debatable 

causes behind global warming; (1) natural cycle (Avery and Singer, 2007); and (2) green house 

gases.  Different studies found that around 30% of green house gases are the contribution of 

transportation (OECD, 2001; USEPA, 2006). 

Energy crises have also become a major global problem. In 2007, 82 percent of the world’s total 

energy supply came from non-renewable sources: oil (34%), coal (27%) and natural gas (21%) 

(IEA, 2009a). If the current production rate remains constant, then the estimated oil reserve is 

enough to last another 40 years, natural gas 60 years and coal 155 years (Iwaro, 2010; IEA 

2009b). From 2007 to 2035 worldwide the use of oil will increase 30%, while in the same period 

the use of oil in transportation sector will increase by 45% (USEIA, 2010). To meet the future 

demand huge volume of oil reserve is needed. But researchers have shown that oil production 

rate has reached or will reach to its peak between 2010 and 2020 (Edwards, 1997; Duncan & 
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Youngquist, 1999; Cavallo, 2002; Hirsch, 2005).  So, it is very clear that in near future 

conventional oil production rate will enter a phase of permanent decline (Krumdieck et al., 

2010). As oil production rates will decline and demand for oil will increase, the price of oil will 

increase (Pimenten, 2010).  Thus, higher price of carbon-based fossil fuel will make private auto-

based transportation less economically feasible. More sustainable alternative transport modes 

will become more attractive. 

So there is a need to shift from private vehicles to mass transit and also from carbon-based fossil 

fuel to alternate fuel source.  In 2007 the European Union (EU) targeted to increase the share of 

renewable energy and the target was “by 2020 renewable energy should account for 20% of the 

EU's final energy consumption”. United States is also planning for renewable energy so that it 

can supply 10% of the nation’s electricity by 2012 and 25% by 2020 (EERE, 2009). In Canada, 

even though some provinces have adopted renewable energy policies, but nationwide no 

initiatives have been taken yet. 

1.2.2.1 Sustainable road safety  

Clearly there is an urgent need for road collision reduction in a sustainable manner.  Sustainable 

Road Safety (SRS) is a proactive approach to create a transportation system in which the road 

environment keeps pace with transportation demands and the probability of collision occurrence 

is limited to an acceptable level of risk by means of an inherently safe road environment (Van 

Schagen & Janssen, 2010; Croft 2005). SRS approach starts with human behaviour as driver 

error consist 96% of road collision (Sayed et al., 2005). Due to unpredictable human behaviour, 

road users are considered as the weakest link in the transport chain (Van Viliet & Schermers, 

2000). But two other components behind road collisions (e.g. road environment and vehicles) are 

also important. That is why; SRS acknowledges that the safe transportation network cannot be 

achieved only relying on road users’ behaviour, but also land use and transport infrastructure 

design, vehicle performance, and strict law enforcement. The SRS concept is based mainly on 

three main principles: (1) the functionality of roads, (2) the predictability of traffic situations, 

and, (3) the homogeneity of masses and speed (Van Schagen & Janssen, 2010, Engelsman & van 

Zyl, 2007). There are another two principles: (4) forgiving road environment and anticipation of 

road users’ behaviour, and, (5) state awareness by the road user (SWOV 2006). Considering all 
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of these principles, human behaviour errors and consequences of these errors are minimized so 

that a safer transportation system can be achieved.  

Previously discussed sustainability problems (i.e. energy crises, environmental pollution) and 

road collision burden clearly promote the need of an auto-alternate transportation system which 

will be sustainable in nature. Sustainable transportation is such a system which focuses on a safe, 

efficient, economic, and environmentally friendly transportation system (Wiederkehr, 2004).  It 

is concerned about finding a proper balance between environment, economic and society (Steg & 

Gifford, 2005; Ruckelhaus, 1989; Litman, 2009a). The European Union’s Council of Ministers 

(2001) adopted the following definition of sustainable transportation: 

• A sustainable transport system allows for the basic access and development needs of 

individuals, companies and societies in a manner consistent with human and ecosystem 

health. It also promotes equity within and between successive generations. 

• It is affordable and efficient, offers a choice of different transport modes, supports a 

competitive economy, and facilitates balanced regional development. 

• It limits emissions and waste to within the planet's ability to absorb them, consumes 

renewable resources at or below their rates of re-generation, and uses non-renewable 

resources at or below the rates of development of renewable substitutes while minimizing 

the impact on the use of land and the generation of noise. 

In other words, sustainable transportation promotes reduced congestion levels, cleaner 

environments, improved road safety, and regional economic growth in such a way that it will 

have less harmful effect on the future of the earth. Basically, the concept of sustainable 

transportation is embedded in the broader concept of sustainable development and SRS. 

Sustainable transportation includes different modes such as walking, cycling, telecommuting, 

green vehicles, car-sharing and public transit ( which can include heavy rail, trolley, express bus, 

conventional fixed-route bus, minibus, demand-responsive para-transit) (Litman and Burwell 

2006). Among various modes, this thesis will focus on transit (e.g. bus) and transit oriented 

development to quantify the direct economic benefits of sustainable transportation in terms of 

road safety, by focusing on a study of the following geographical area. 
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1.3 Study area 

1.3.1 Demographics and land use of RDCO 

The study area of this thesis is the Regional District of Central Okanagan (RDCO) is situated 

along the shores of Okanagan Lake in the southern interior of British Columbia, Canada, as 

shown in the following Figure 1.4. The RDCO is comprised of the City of Kelowna, District of 

West Kelowna, District of Lake Country and District of Peachland.  

 

Figure 1.4  Geographic location of the Regional District of Central Okanagan  
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RDCO is one of the fastest growing regions in British Columbia, Canada. The region is expected 

to grow at approximately 2.31% per annum from 2006 population of 167,417 to some 221,589 

persons in year 2020, a growth of 54,172 people in 14 years (BC STAT, 2010). Its economy is 

rooted in agriculture, forestry, manufacturing and tourism. Table 1.2 (BCSTAT, 2010; COEDC, 

2009a) compares the historic and predicted population growth of those municipalities.  

Table 1.2 Population statistics of the RDCO 

Name 
1996 

census 
pop 

2006 
census 

pop 

Annual 
change 

between 
1996-2006 

(%) 

2006 
pop. 

density 
per sq. 

km 

Forecasted 
2020 pop. 

(from OCP) 

Annual 
change 

between 
2006-2020 

(%) 

City of Kelowna 
(211.69 km2) 

92,859 110,351 1.88 521.29 141,689 2.03 

District of West 
Kelowna n/a 28,793 n/a 237.14 34,447 1.40 

(121.42 km2) 

District of Lake 
Country 
(122.16 km2) 

9,330 9,790 0.49 80.14 15,243 3.98 

District of Peachland 4,675 4,938 0.56 309.01 7,127 3.17 
(15.98 km2) 

RDCO 
(2,904.01 km2) 

141,628 167,417 1.82 57.65 221,589 2.31 

City of Vancouver 
(114.78 km2) 

536,516 599,780 1.18 5225.5 663,340 0.77 

Greater Vancouver 
Regional District 
(2877.36 km2) 

1,906,506 2,199,121 1.53 764.28 2,757,615 1.81 

British Columbia 
(924,815.43 km2) 

3,724,500 4,243,580 1.39 4.59 5,148,497 1.52 

 

City of Kelowna 

The city of Kelowna was incorporated in 1905. The 2006 population of Kelowna was 110,351 

with a 1.88% annual growth over the 1996 population of 92,859 (BCSTAT, 2010). The projected 

2020 population of the city is 141,689 (City of Kelowna, 2009), which indicates that from 2006-

2020 the annual population growth rate of 2.2% will be higher than that of 1996-2006 period. It 

is the largest city in BC’s Okanagan valley and one of the fastest growing cities in BC. The city 
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is famous for its natural beauty and it is a centre of global tourism. The city is the regional 

economic centre of the RDCO. Between 1995 and 2005 average household income increased 

almost 41% with an average income of $ 63, 932 in 2005, whereas between 1996 and 2006 total 

number of employed person increased 32.2% with 54,525 employed persons in 2006 (COEDC, 

2009b). The city’s vibrant retail and commercial base makes it the 2nd largest centre for business, 

commercial, retail, urban development, and health care services in BC next to Vancouver. 

District of West Kelowna 

The District of West Kelowna is incorporated in December 2007. It is the second largest 

municipality in the Central Okanagan region with a 2006 population of 28, 793. The forecasted 

2020 population is 34,447 with 1.4% annual growth from 2006-2020. The district has a diverse 

economy, including agriculture, manufacturing, tourism, retail and construction. In 2005 average 

household income was $ 60, 639 and between 1996 and 2006 total number of employed persons 

increased 36.6% with 14,400 employed persons in 2006 (COEDC, 2009c). The largest segment 

of this labour force is in retail trade with 13.2% while 12.5% are involved in construction 

industry which is more than that of provincial 7.6% (District of West Kelowna, 2010). 

District of Lake Country 

District of Lake Country was incorporated in 1995. It is the northern-most community of the 

RDCO. At present the district is experiencing rapid population increase. Between 1996 and 2006 

the observed annual population growth rate was 0.493% with 2006 population of 9,790. The 

forecasted 2020 population is 7,127 having a 3.98% annual growth from 2006 to 2020.  Rapid 

population growth in this area has resulted in significantly increased residential and commercial 

activities. The main three industries that are employing most of the people in this area are 

manufacturing, retail trade, and construction. Between 1995 and 2005 average household income 

increased almost 47.3% with an average income of $ 68,882 in 2005; whereas between 1996 and 

2006 total number of employed persons increased 22.95% with 5,250 employed persons in 2006 

(COEDC, 2009d). 
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District of Peachland 

This district was incorporated in 1909. Peachland is the southern-most community of the RDCO. 

The 2006 population of Peachland was 4,938 with a 0.56 % annual growth over the 1996 

population of 4,675 (BCSTAT, 2010). The projected annual population growth from 2006 to 

2020 is 3.17% which is much higher than the observed rate from 1996-2006. Between 1995 and 

2005 average household income increased almost 17.9% with an average income of $55,143 in 

2005; whereas between 1996 and 2006 total number of employed persons almost doubled with 

2,155 employed person in 2006 (COEDC, 2009e). Over the past few years Peachland has 

undergone a major development program, including improvements to transportation facilities, 

municipal services and additional residential, commercial and retail facilities. 

1.3.2 Transportation network in the region 

The transportation network of this region consists of lakes and highways, railway corridors, and, 

an international airport as shown in Figure 1.5. Following sub-sections will describe each of the 

networks in the region: 

Road Transportation 

Highway 97 is Okanagan Valley’s key north-south highway with connections to several east-

west highways, including the Trans Canada Highway 1 and Highway 3, 3A, 33, 6 and 97C 

(Okanagan Connector). Highway 97 goes through each of the municipalities of RDCO. In the 

study area most of the case Highway 97 has four lanes except central part of the Kelowna where 

it has six lanes. In a hope to encourage more transit use and car pooling, from September, 2009 

High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) lane has been introduced in Highway 97 between Water Street, 

Kelowna to Highway 33, Kelowna. Highway 97 is the busiest corridor of the region. In 2009 

Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) on this corridor was 27, 320 (BCMoT, 2010). 

Auto is the predominant mode of transportation in the region with a 90% mode share for all kind 

of trip purposes. Transit, bicycle, walking mode share are 1.5%, 2.1% and 4.9% respectively 

(Winram, 2007). Greyhound Lines of Canada Ltd provides scheduled bus service to all Central 

Okanagan communities and to rest of Canada/US. There are some other services which operate 
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within Okanagan valley. Public transit is not a popular mode in this region. For daily purposes, 

average travel time by transit is 31 minutes while by auto it is 15 minutes (Winram, 2007).  

 
 

Figure 1.5 Transportation network of the Regional District of Central Okanagan  
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Figure 1.6 Transit route of the Kelowna Regional Transit Service 
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The RDCO transit service is operated by Kelowna Regional Transit System which started in 

1977 and the first significant improvement of the system came in 1996 with the introduction of 

15-minute peak hour commuter service buses on major routes. In 2005-06 total annual RDCO 

transit ridership reached over 3,000,000 trips. In 2007 average number of passengers per 

weekday was nearly 13,000 (BC Transit, 2007). A modest growth of 4 – 6% per annum was 

projected over 2020 (IBI Group, 2005). Figure 1.6 presents the transit route and important transit 

exchange within the region. At present 22 bus routes are operated in the region where 13 buses 

within Kelowna, 7 buses within West Kelowna, 1 bus within Lake Country and 1 bus within 

Peachland. In addition, Vernon Regional Transit System provides one bus service in northern 

RDCO which moves between Vernon and UBC-Okanagan.  

Rail Transportation  

Kelowna Pacific Railway (KPR) is the only railway in the study area and operates on a short haul 

rail line leased from Canadian National (CN) Rail. It consists of 167.7 km of mainline track, 10.2 

km of associated sidings and spurs, and approximately 40.9 km of running rights on Canadian 

Pacific Railway (KPR 2010). It runs between Canadian National (CN) Railway’s Kamloops yard 

and Kelowna, and, between Vernon and Lumby. At present this rail service is used only for 

freight (i.e. forest products, grain, industrial products etc.) transport. The freight service can 

handle approximately 16,000 carloads per year.  Following Figure 1.7 shows the rail route of 

KPR.  
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Figure 1.7  Kelowna Pacific Railway route  

Air Transportation 

Kelowna International Airport acts as a gateway into B.C.’s southern interior and facilitates the 

economic prosperity of the Okanagan Valley, as the 11st busiest airport in Canada. In 2009, the 

total number of trips was 1,367,631. Between 1996 and 2006, the number of annual trips 

increased from 0.l6 million to 1.22 million indicating an annual growth of 10.33%. The total 

number of projected trips in 2020 will be 2.35 million, 2 million and 1.6 million for high, 

medium and low scenarios respectively.  These projections translate to annual growth rate of 

6.2% for high scenario and 4.57% for low scenario; which is higher than the annual growth rate 

of RDCO population for that period (City of Kelowna, 2010; InterVISTAS, 2007)  

Water Transportation 

The RDCO is blessed with many water bodies. Among them Okanagan Lake is the largest lake at 

135 km in length, an average width of 4.5 km, and a surface area of 351 km².  Historically, water 

transportation was a popular mode of travel, but no longer competitive with ground-based 

transportation because of longer travel time and inconvenience during winter season.   

Kilometres 
(CN, CP) 
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1.3.3 Road safety of the RDCO 

Even though from 1996 to 2006 the RDCO population increased 18.2%, road traffic collision 

increased 87.8% in that period. In 1996 total number of collision was 2,067 and it almost 

doubled in 2006 with 3,882 collisions. Figure 1.8 shows the trend of road collision in RDCO. 

This figure indicates that the number of collision per thousand residents is increasing even 

though British Columbia (BC) is experiencing decreasing trend. That means each year the 

RDCO road users’ lives are becoming less safe, which highlights the importance of road safety 

improvement of the region.  

 

Figure 1.8  Total number of collisions per thousand populations in RDCO 
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1.4 Research objectives 

The need for a safer, more energy efficient, and environmentally friendly transportation system 

promote the necessity of shifting from present auto-dominant transportation system to a more 

sustainable transportation system. Increased transit use has higher potential to achieve a 

sustainable transportation system. However reliable empirical results are needed for economic 

justification of major infra structure investment and policy changes. The primary focus of this 

research is to quantify the road safety benefits of increased transit by pursuing the following 

research objectives: 

1. Develop an auto-based transportation planning model of the Regional District of Central 

Okanagan for (1) year 2006 and (2) year 2020. 

2. Using the transportation planning models of 2006 and 2020, conduct an evaluation of 

RDCO road safety with the development of community based macro-level Collision 

Prediction Models (CPMs). 

3. Using these models, road traffic collision analysis of the RDCO and identification of 

collision prone locations. 

1.5 Thesis overview 

The thesis is divided into six chapters. This first chapter discusses the topic of road safety, 

research motivation, the geography of the study area, and objectives of the research. 

Chapter Two reviews the literature regarding traditional transportation modeling steps including 

trip generation, trip distribution, mode choice and trip assignment.  It also reviews the safety 

literature, reactive and proactive engineering approaches, development and application of 

community-based macro-level CPMs. 

Chapter Three describes the dataset and the methodology used to build transportation planning 

model of the region for (1) year 2006 (base year) and (2) year 2020. The chapter also describes 

the methodology used for the development and the use of macro level CPMs used in meeting the 

goals of this research.  
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Chapter Four describes the resulting AM period transportation planning model of the RDCO for 

years 2006 and 2020. It describes results for each step of the model and validates the results. It 

also describes four 2020 sub-scenarios, i.e. (1) do nothing (i.e. no road network and transit 

service improvement); (2) only road network improvements but no transit service improvement; 

(3) transit service improvements but no road network improvement; and, (4) improvement of 

both road network and transit services. This chapter also developed macro-level CPMs using 

2006 data and predicts the number of AM period collisions for different sub-scenarios of 2020. 

Using the number of predicted collisions, road safety of each 2020 sub-scenario was evaluated. 

Chapter Five discusses results of the RDCO road safety analysis. It provides collision density 

maps for different years and also identified collision prone zones using statistical techniques. It 

provides collision density map along Highway 97 and identifies top fifteen collision prone 

intersections in the RDCO. Later, this chapter analyses collision patterns to get better 

understanding of collisions and calculates the economic cost of RDCO collisions. 

Finally Chapter Six presents research conclusions and recommends for future research work. 
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CHAPTER  2  LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction 

The purpose of this literature review is to describe the theoretical foundations of transportation 

planning model and community-based macro-level CPMs. This chapter is divided into two main 

sections. The first section is about transportation planning model and the next section is about 

road safety improvement programs. Section 2.2 discusses about the importance and types of 

transportation planning model. It briefly reviews traditional four-step planning model by 

discussing each of the four steps of modeling. While Section 2.3 is about reactive road safety 

improvement programs and steps involved in reactive approach, Section 2.4 discusses about 

proactive road safety approach. Section 2.5 discusses about the development and application of 

community-based macro-level CPMs collision prediction models. Finally Section 2.6 

summarizes the literature review. 

2.2 Transportation planning 

Transportation planning refers to practices for making transport policy, program and investment 

decisions. The primary purpose of the transportation planning process is to generate information 

useful to decision makers and is to find the consequences of transportation-related actions 

(Meyer & Miller, 1984). Traditionally, these models are used to forecast future traffic volume at 

a given point of time (Levinson, 1994). The main uses of transportation planning analysis are: (1) 

to improve and to modify existing facilities; (2) to design new facilities; (3) to predict future 

transportation network parameters such as traffic volumes, mode share percentages and link 

travel time; (4) to justify the performance of Transportation Demand Management (TDM) 

programs; and, (5) to observe the change in travel pattern due to change in land use.  

Based on the objectives and scales of planning process, Litman (2009b) divided transportation 

planning in different categories which are as follows: 

• Traffic impact studies evaluate traffic impacts for a particular development or project. 

• Local transport planning develops neighbourhood and municipal transport plans. 

• Regional transportation planning develops plans for a region.  
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• State, provincial and national transportation planning develops plans in a large scale for 

the province or the nation. 

• Strategic transportation plans develop long-range plans for the future. 

• Transportation improvement plan identifies projects that can be implemented in near 

future. 

• Corridor transportation plan identifies projects to be implemented on a specific corridor. 

• Mode or area-specific transport plan identifies various initiatives to improve the use of a 

particular mode (e.g. public transit, cycling, walking) or for a particular area. 

 

Tennoy (2010) & Litman (2010) showed that the transportation system, travel behaviour, and 

land use are interconnected.  Transportation demand is a sub-set of the Land Use (LU) planning 

process, because land use developments can significantly affect the spatial distribution of 

employment and population, and thus can affect the demand for transportation (Hasan & Hoque, 

2008). Transportation modeling involves various steps. The following sections will discuss 

transportation planning model structure and steps involved in it.  

2.2.1 Traditional transportation planning model 

The four-step planning model is the most widely used model by transportation planning agencies 

because of its relatively understandable process and low economic cost (McNally 2000; Litman, 

2009b). The total modeling process is divided into four steps, namely trip generation, trip 

distribution, mode choice, and trip assignment. At first the study area is divided into numerous 

aggregation units named Traffic Analysis Zones (TAZs). Generally TAZ boundaries are set by 

major roads or by zonal boundaries. Then total number of generated trips (i.e. produced and 

attracted) for each zone is calculated and these trips are distributed to different destinations. For 

each travel mode, trips are assigned to road network based on route specific generalized costs 

(i.e.travel time, travel distance, fuel cost, fare etc). Results from the final step are compared with 

actual observed road network volumes, and adjustments are made to calibrate the model until 

desired accuracy is achieved. The following Figure 2.1 illustrates the steps involved in planning 

process:  
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Figure 2.1 Four step transportation planning model 

2.2.1.1 Trip generation 

Trip Generation is the first step of the conventional four-step transportation planning process. It 

aims to predict the number of trips generated and attracted by each area unit (zone). In other 

words, this step answers the question of “how many trips produced or attracted to any zone”. 

This step can calculate existing travel demand as well as forecast future travel demand.  

Trips can be classified by purpose, by time of the day, and by person. Purpose based trips can be 

classified as trips for work, trips for education, trips for shopping, trips for recreation and other 

trips. Generally purpose based trips are classified as home-based work (HBW), home-based 

other (HBO) and non-home based (NHB). Trip purpose has the ability to affect travel behaviour 

of a person. But travel behaviour is highly influenced by the traveler’s socio economic attributes 

such as income level, vehicle ownership, house hold size, age of traveler, family size and 

education level (Zhengbing et al., 2009). Buchanan (1963) and Handy (1993) also suggested that 

a person’s travel is influenced by the character of the community he lives and also by the spatial 

structure of the region of which that community is a part. As the total number of generated trips 

is the sum of trip production and attraction, it is very important to understand variables that are 
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responsible for producing and attracting trips. Meyer & Miller (2001) identified trip production 

variables as household income, vehicles per household, number of workers per household, 

residential density, and distance between trip origin and central business district (CBD); while 

trip attraction variables as employment levels, zonal business floor space, and accessibility to the 

work force. In addition to personal trips, freight trips are also important because of their 

significant contribution to congestion level. Freight trips are usually influenced by the number of 

employees, number of sales, and location of commercial firms (Mathew & Krishna Rao, 2007).  

There are commonly three approaches used in the trip generation analysis: (1) regression 

analysis; (2) cross-classification analysis; and, (3) trip rate analysis. Regression technique is one 

of the popular methods for trip generation model (Ortuzar & Willumsen, 2001).  It attempts to 

discover a relationship between the number of generated trips and the socioeconomic 

characteristics within the zone. It expresses the number of trips by a function containing 

explanatory variables. The most common form of trip generation model is a linear regression 

model as given in equation (2.1): 

 

Ti = a0 + a1x1 + a2x2 + ……+ aixi           (2.1) 

where,  

Ti= total number of generated trips; 

ai = the coefficient of regression equation; and, 

 xi = explanatory variables. 

 

There are some weaknesses associated with regression method. If the variable values are 

aggregated at zonal level, then lots of data (i.e. variation) can be lost during aggregation. Also if 

the trip generation rate and variables are not linearly related, then assumption of linearity would 

introduce some bias (Seo et al, 2000). Finally, to perform regression analysis it requires 

household survey and other data which may not be possible to collect due to some constrains. 

Cross-classification technique is another popular method that considers trip making 

characteristics as a function of household attributes. It assumes similar trip making 

characteristics for households that are classified into same category (Anderson & Olander, 2002). 

This method works with the expected number of daily trips generated per household whose 
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characteristics are categorized by household attributes (i.e. income per household, number of 

vehicle per household). For each category, the number of trips per household is tabulated in a 

table named ‘cross-classification table’.  Separate tables can be prepared for separate trip 

purposes. When each element (or cell) of the table is multiplied by the number of households of 

that category and these values are added, then total number of trips for that category is obtained. 

Adding the total number of trips of each category will give the total number of trips for the entire 

zone.  For zone ‘i’, purpose ‘p’ and person type ‘n’, the total number of generated trips(Tip)  is 

(Daly, 1997):  

Tip=∑k hki.пknp           (2.2) 

where, 

hki =the number of households of category ‘k’ in zone ‘i’; 

пknp = the average number of trips made by a household of that category by person type ‘n’  

      and purpose ‘p’.  

The average number of trips (пknp) per category is estimated from a local home interview survey 

or is taken from standard trip-rate data.  This method is a widely used trip generation model. 

However, this method has some weaknesses which are as follows: (Goodman & Kruskal, 1979; 

Stopher & McDonald, 1983; Chatterjee et al., 1977; Kitamura, 1981)  

• No statistical test to evaluate the reasonableness of the observed trip rates;  

• As the number of available sample for each cell is different, reliability of the individual cell 

value is not consistent. Even sometimes some cells do not have any values;  

• To determine the best set of categories (i.e. household groups), there is no effective way 

unless an extensive trial-and-error procedure; 

• The average value is used for trip rates and average value doesn’t consider the variances 

among households; and,  

• The estimated trip rates are reliable only when transport systems and land-use patterns have 

not undergone major changes (e.g. no new traffic analysis zone).  

Third method for trip generation is the application of trip generation rate. Ortuzar & Willumsen 

(1990) suggested the use of trip rates instead of zonal total trips so that the effect of the zone size 

can be eliminated. This method can estimate the total number of trips for different land use and 
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building types. Using attribute specific trip rate, it is possible to calculate total number of trips 

for an attribute, and adding trips for each attributes, total number of trips generated from an 

analysis zone can be calculated. The Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE)'s trip generation 

informational report provides trip generation rates for different types of land uses, institutes and 

residential areas. These rates are developed based on the data obtained from the United States 

and Canada. It gives trip rates for different time periods (i.e. weekdays, weekends, peak hour) of 

a day and also the percentage of traffic to enter or exit a site. The limitation of rate method is it 

does not consider the location of the area, cost of transportation, and many other important 

factors. It is important to calibrate trip rates using locally observed data.  

2.2.1.2 Trip distribution 

 

Trip distribution is a process by which produced trips from one zone are distributed to other 

zones of the study area. This process determines how and where the produced trips will be 

distributed. Each zone is taken once at a time and a determination is made of how the produced 

trips will be attracted by other zones. The trip pattern within a study area is usually represented 

by means of a trip table which is called Origin-Destination (O-D) table. The distribution of trips 

is assumed to be dependent upon various factors such as availability of jobs, transportation 

facilities, travel time and zonal attraction. 

Different methods have been used in trip distribution analysis.  Among them, Fratar model is one 

of the oldest trip destination choice models. This method was presented by Thomas J. Fratar in 

1954. By using growth rates the model extrapolates a base year trip table to obtain future traffic 

volume. Therefore, for each zone base year trip table and growth factor are needed. The method 

suffers from some limitations as it doesn’t take account the change of spatial accessibility due to 

increased supply or changes in travel patterns and congestion (Levinson & Kumar, 1995).  

The Intervening opportunities model is another trip distribution model.  Stouffer (1940) gave the 

basic hypothesis of the model as ‘for a particular trip purpose the probability of choosing a 

destination  is directly proportional to the number of opportunities at the destination zone and 

inversely proportional to the number of intervening opportunities that are closer to the origin’. In 

this method, the attraction of a zone does not decrease continuously with distance, but by the 
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number and attractiveness of intervening opportunities that is passed by traveler. The in-situ 

attractive properties of the destination are modeled as opportunities and the impedances are 

measured in terms of the number of opportunities in other zones that are close to the origin. 

Normally the application of the intervening opportunities model requires the destination zones to 

be specified in an order of decreasing accessibility from each origin (Muranyi and Miller, 1966; 

Ruiter, 1967; Wills, 1986). However, the model is not often used in practice, probably for the 

following reasons: 

• The theoretical basis is not very clear to understand by practitioners; 

• The idea of matrices with destinations ranked by accessibility is more difficult to handle 

in practice. 

The Gravity Model is the most widely used trip distribution model to distribute trips between 

zones. This model is derived from Newton’s Inter-Planetary model of attraction. The assumption 

of the model is all trips starting from a given zone are attracted to other zones in direct 

proportion to the attractiveness of the destination zone, and in inverse proportion to the travel 

impedance (i.e. operating cost, travel time, distance, parking fee, walk time, wait time etc.) 

between the zones (Sosslau et al., 1978). So the attractiveness and accessibility of zones are used 

as inputs, and, the output is an origin-destination table to show the distribution of trips from each 

zone. General form of the gravity model is given in equation (2.3): 
 

 

 (2.3) 

 

where,  

Tij=number of trips from zone ‘i’ to zone ‘j’; 

Pi=number of trip productions from zone ‘i’; 

Aj=number of trip attractions in zone ‘j’; 

Fij= friction factor; and, 

Kij=adjustment factor. 

K-factor is the reflection of socio-economic characteristics of each pair of zone. It is a specific 

zone-to-zone adjustment factor to allow the incorporation of the effect of socio-economic 

variables on travel patterns. It can reflect some conditions that are not captured by the model or 
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difficult to formulate. The K-factor is the ratio between the observed and the estimated trips for 

any given pair of zones (Duffus et al., 1987). Stopher & Meyburg (1975) suggested the use of 

same K-value for future prediction unless K-factor is statistically related to the socio-economic 

characteristics of the zones. Later Duffus et al. (1987) suggested that the use of K-factors is not 

necessary in future predictions because K-factors can result in larger errors in prediction than 

without their use.   

The friction factor (F) represents the spatial separation between zones.  F is the reciprocal of 

impedances. The shape of the F-factor curve is usually an inverse exponential function (Duffas et 

al., 1987), which implies the increase of impedances between a pair of zones will decrease the 

probability of trip making between those zones. For different trip purposes the shape of the F-

factor curve remains same, but for the same impedance value friction factor (F) changes based on 

the purpose of the trip. So it is important to calibrate the model to obtain purpose based friction 

factor equation. This can be done by making household travel survey and by traffic count. But 

this process is data extensive, time consuming, and expensive. Anderson et al. (2002) suggested 

that for a small area if the average trip length is similar for all trip purposes, then using the same 

value of friction factor will distribute trips in a similar fashion for all purposes.   

Generally travel time is considered as the most important impedance in trip destination choice. 

However, inclusion of variables other than travel time can give better prediction of travel 

behaviour. This can be done by the use of discrete models. The role of discrete choice models in 

decision-making support has significantly grown, particularly in transportation, as it is critical to 

understand and forecast choice behaviour in a detailed way (Bierlaire, 2007). With the 

development of disaggregate approaches, discrete choice models have been used for travel 

demand estimation (Ben Akiva & Lerman, 1985; Bhat et al., 1998; Train, 1998). Discrete choice 

model assumes that the set of alternatives considered by the decision-maker, is finite and discrete 

(Levinson & Kumar, 1995). While the gravity model usually uses travel time as impedance, 

discrete models bring different discrete variables that represent a choice from a set of mutually 

exclusive choices. These discrete variables are expressed by a utility function. According to 

utility maximum theory, the traveler will always try to maximize the utility for his/her journey. 

Probability model for destination choice can be formulated using utilities. Allen (1984) used 

utilities of a discrete choice model to determine the impedance of trip distribution model. Ben-
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Akiva & Lerman (1985) also developed combination of destination and mode choice utility 

based models for work and non-work trips.  

2.2.1.3 Mode choice 

Mode choice is the third step of traditional four-step transportation planning model. This step 

attempts to assign person-trips to various alternative modes (i.e. auto, transit, bike etc.) available 

in the study area. This step determined what mode will be used and to what extent. Mode choice 

depends on the behaviour of the traveler. There are two basic ways of modeling travelers’ 

behaviour. One approach is called “aggregate approach” which directly models the mode share 

of all or a segment of travelers by choosing each alternative as a function of mode attribute 

characteristics and traveler’s average socio-demographic attributes. The second approach is 

called “disaggregate approach” which recognizes travel behaviour as a result of numerous 

individual decisions and models individual choice responses as a function of available mode 

characteristics and socio-demographic attributes of each individual.  

Koppelman & Bhat (2006) suggested that for the travel behaviour modeling of a group of 

individuals, the disaggregate approach has several important advantages over the aggregate 

approach. First, the disaggregate approach works with individual travel behaviour to explain the 

changes in travel behaviour as a result of changes in mode alternative attributes. Second, the 

disaggregate approach is likely to be more transferable to different time and different geographic 

context. Third, as discrete choice models are used to understand individual travel behaviour, it 

helps to change individual travel pattern in a proactive desired way by adopting mode attribute 

related strategies. Fourth, the disaggregate approach is more cost effective and efficient than the 

aggregate approach in terms of model reliability per unit cost of data collection, because 

aggregate approach loss variability of data during aggregation process and to obtain same level 

of precision aggregate approach require more data. Finally, if properly specified, disaggregate 

models can obtain un-biased parameter estimates than that of aggregate model.  

Traveler’s mode choice is related to socioeconomic variables and mode-related attributes. Arasan 

et al. (1996) identified three basic factors behind mode choice decision as:                   

characteristics of the journey (e.g., length, time of day, and purpose), traveler’s socioeconomic 

characteristics, and the transport system. Racca and Ratledge (2004) identified land use pattern 
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as another important variables. However, travelers’ mode choice not only depends on the 

socioeconomic structure and transport system but also on the traveler’s perception of the mode 

(Gebeyehu & Takano, 2007).  

In mode choice decision, utility is a very important parameter. Utility is an indicator of value to 

an individual. It is a function containing alternative attributes and individual characteristics that 

describes an individual’s utility valuation for each alternative.  Individual’s choice behaviour is 

the outcome of a decision process in which individual tries to maximize his/her utility 

(McFadden, 1978; Ben-Akiva & Lerman, 1985). It is modeled by random variables, in order to 

account for many sources of uncertainty in the decision process.  

Utility of each alternative is related to its attributes such as travel time, in-vehicle travel time, 

out-of-vehicle time, cost of travel, parking facility, walk distance and reliability on time arrival. 

Utility is also dependent on road users’ characteristics such as income of traveler, traveler’s sex 

and age, number of automobile in traveler’s household and number of adults in the traveler’s 

household. The utility value of a mode ‘i’ can be expressed as: 

Ui= A + BX + CY + DZ + . . .                     (2.4) 
 
where, A, B, C, D are the coefficients and X, Y, Z are mode attributes. 

 
The utility maximization theory states that a traveler will select a mode which will give him/her 

highest utility during decision making. That ensures the certainty of choosing highest utility 

based ranked mode under the observed choice conditions. The utility model that contains certain 

predictions of choices is called deterministic utility model. This model assumes that the analyst 

will understand individual’s perception about different alternatives and the decision making 

process. But practically it is not possible to fully understand individual’s perception and 

circumstances. Therefore, the deterministic model may lead to error in behaviour prediction.  

Koppelman & Bhat (2006) identified three primary sources of error in using deterministic utility 

functions. First, traveler’s perception about the alternative attribute may be incomplete or 

traveler may have incorrect information about some or all of the alternatives. Second, the analyst 

or observer may has incorrect understanding of the same attribute relative to the individuals and 

also incorrect or incomplete understanding of the utility function that is used  to predict 
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individual travel behaviour. Third, the analyst may not know or account specific circumstances 

of the individual’s travel decision.  Other than the above mentioned sources Manski (1977) 

identified other sources of error, such as measurement errors and proxy variables. 

Therefore, mode choice models should recognize the analyst’s lack of information about 

individual behaviour and alternative attributes. The analysts should consider the uncertainty 

associated with mode choice variables to achieve better result than predicting travel behaviour 

with certainty. To take account of uncertainty, utility can be considered in two components: (1) 

first component of the utility function is called deterministic or observable portion of utility 

which is observed by the analyst; and, (2) second component accounts the difference of unknown 

utility used by the individual and the analyst (Horowitz, 1991; Ben-Akiva & Bierlaire, 2003; 

Koppelman & Bhat, 2006). The second component is expressed by a random error term and the 

utility function becomes: 

  �� �� ��                                                                        (2.5) 

where,  

U it is the true utility of the alternative ‘i’ to decision maker type ‘t’; 

V it is the deterministic or observable portion of the utility estimated by the analyst; and, 

ε it is the random error part that represents uncertainty. 

The error terms are unobserved, unmeasured and analyst has no prior information to model error 

term. A wide range of distributions could be used to represent the distribution of error terms over 

individuals and alternatives. The error terms for each individual can be assumed as a sum of 

small components which are missing from the deterministic utility function. Each of these 

components has relatively small impact on the value of each alternative and according to central 

limit theorem the sum of these small error components will be normally distributed (Koppelman 

& Bhat, 2006). This normal distribution assumption leads to the formulation of the Multinomial 

Probit (MNP) probabilistic choice model. This MNP model has the advantages of capturing all 

kind of correlations among alternatives (Ben-Akiva & Bierlaire, 2003) which makes it a flexible 

tool for demand modeling (Horowitz, 1991). However, due to high mathematical complexity of 

the MNP model, it becomes difficult to estimate, interpret and forecast. So in practice the 
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application of MNP model has become very limited (Ben-Akiva & Bierlaire, 2003; Koppelman 

& Bhat, 2006).  

The simplest and the most frequently used utility based model is Multinomial Logit Model 

(Horowitz, 1991; Ghareib, 1996; Thamizh Arasan et al., 1996; Ben-Akiva & Bierlaire, 2003). 

Koppelman & Bhat (2006) described the main assumptions of the Multinomial Logit Model 

(MLM) as: (1) the error components have an extreme-value (or Gumbel) distribution; (2) the 

error components are identically and uniformly distributed across attributes; and, (3)   the error 

components are identically and uniformly distributed across individuals.  Based on these 

assumptions a probability based model can be developed that will give the probability of 

choosing one mode over others. Following equation (2.6) is the general form of MLM which is 

given by (McFadden, 1974; Domencich & McFadden, 1975; Ben-Akiva & Lerman, 1985; 

Koppelman & Bhat, 2006). The probability of choosing an alternative ‘i’ ( i=1,2,3…,j) from a set 

of ‘j’ alternatives  is: 

  
�����
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�

              (2.6) 

where, 

  Pr(i) is the probability of the decision-maker choosing alternative ‘i’; and, 

Vi is the systematic component of the utility of alternative ‘i’. 

Equation (2.6) implies that the probability of choosing an alternative will increase monotonically 

with the increase of the utility of that particular alternative and the probability will decrease with 

the increase of other alternative’s utility. Following Figure 2.2 shows that if transit service 

improves, then the associated utility of transit will be higher and the percentage of transit 

ridership will increase. On the other hand, if the auto mode gives higher utility then people will 

use more autos and transit ridership will decrease. 
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 Figure 2.2 Multinomial Logit Model (MLM) curve    

Koppelman and Bhat (2006) described the advantages of MLM as: (1) simple mathematical 

form; (2) ease of estimation and prediction; and, (3) ability to add or remove any alternatives 

from the model. However, the MNL model has been widely criticized for its Independence of 

Irrelevant Alternatives (IIA) property. Ben-Akiva & Benlaire (2003) defined ‘IIA’ property as 

“the ratio of the probabilities of any two alternatives is independent of the choice set”. According 

to the property any change in an attribute of one alternative will have the same proportional 

impact on the probability of other alternatives. It assumes equal competition between all pairs of 

alternatives, but this assumption is inappropriate in many choice situations. For example, bus and 

light rail both are transit service and sometimes they have similar attributes such as same travel 

time, same fare structure, and same lack of privacy. According to the IIA property MLM doesn’t 

consider these similarities and if these similarities are not considered it may give wrong 

prediction of travel behaviour. To overcome this limitation various models have been proposed 

so far and among them Nested Logit (NL) model (Williams, 1977; McFadden, 1978; Daly and 

Zachary, 1978; Gil-Moltó & Hole, 2003) is widely used.  

The NL model retains most of the computational advantages of MLM except deviation of the IIA 

property (Borsch-Supan, 1987). The NL model divides alternatives of similar characteristics into 

subsets (nests) so that IIA assumption is valid within each nest but not for alternatives in other 
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nests. So alternatives in a common nest will exhibit a higher degree of similarity and 

competitiveness compared to alternatives in other nests. Following Figure 2.3 shows a NL model 

structure where auto and public transit modes are divided into sub-nests. According to the figure, 

the competiveness between bus and light rail will be higher than other mode (i.e. auto, walk, and 

bicycle). Similarly for auto, drive alone and shared drive will exhibit more similarities and 

competiveness when auto is chosen as the mode of travel. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3 Nested Logit model structure 

2.2.1.4 Traffic assignment 

As the fourth and final step of the traditional transportation planning, traffic assignment is the 

process of how travel demand and transportation supply interact in transportation networks .This 

step assigns vehicular trips into road network and also determines which path will be used for a 

given set of origin-destination pair. For each mode it assigns trips based on the minimum 

generalized cost for the O-D pairs.  The fundamental aim of the traffic assignment process is to 

reproduce the observed transportation system with traffic volume on roads. The major purposes 

of traffic assignment procedures are: 

1. To estimate traffic volume on links of the network and to aggregate network measures. 

2. To estimate inter zonal travel cost (i.e.travel time and distance, operating cost) between trip 

origins and destinations. These costs can be used in the trip distribution step to refine the 

model. 

3. To analyze the travel pattern of each origin to destination (O-D) pair. 
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4. To identify heavily congested links to perform better traffic management.  

5. To identify the routes that are used for a particular origin to destination (O-D) pair.  

6. To analyze which O-D pairs use a particular link or path.  

7. To obtain turning movements volume for the design of future junctions. 

 

Different methods are used to assign vehicular trips on the road network. Among them All-or-

Nothing is the oldest and simplest method.  In this method all trips for a given O-D pair are 

assigned to a single path offering minimum impedance (i.e. cost, distance, time etc.) for the 

journey. This method is also called as Shortest Path method because all drivers assumed to use 

the shortest path for a given O-D pair.  It assumes the capacity of links is unlimited and each link 

can carry any volume of traffic. This model is unrealistic because it assigns all trips in one single 

route regardless of the actual capacity of the link.  As capacity and travel time on a congested 

route is not considered, travel time is a fixed input in the model and it does not vary depending 

on the congestion on links. However, this model can act as a building block for other types of 

improved assignment methods; because of its ability to identify driver’s desired route for a given 

pair of O-D in the absence of congestion (Mathew, 2007).   

Generally link travel time is a function of traffic volume and travel time increases with increased 

traffic volume. The relation between travel time and traffic volume is expressed by ‘link cost’ 

function. According to Suh et al. (1989), the link cost function used in traffic assignment is also 

named as capacity function, capacity restraint function, link capacity function, link performance 

function, and congestion function. Conventionally it is assumed that the link cost function 

increases monotonically with the increase of traffic volume. Different types of link cost functions 

have been proposed to calculate link travel time and delays due to congestion (Rudjito, 2006). 

The most widely used link cost function is ‘BPR function’ which is proposed by The Bureau of 

Public Roads (BPR), USA in 1964. Following equation (2.7) is an example of BPR function: 

  �


���
�           (2.7) 

where,  

T= actual travel time; T0 = free flow travel time on uncongested link;  

Q= actual traffic volume; Qmax= link capacity; and, α, β = constant 
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Generally the recommended α and β values are 0.15 and 4 respectively. The value of α=0.15 

means that at capacity the travel time of the link will be 15 percent higher than the travel time at 

free flow condition. The parameter β determines the slope of the link cost function to represent 

level of congestion.  

Considering the link capacity constrain, various types of traffic assignment techniques have been 

proposed such as incremental, user-equilibrium, system optimal and dynamic assignments. 

Incremental assignment is a process in which fractions of traffic volumes are assigned to network 

step by step. In each step, a fixed proportion of total trips are assigned based on all-or-nothing 

assignment. After assigning trips in each step, travel time for each link is recalculated using link 

cost function and the next increment of trips is assigned to a route that offers shortest travel time. 

This process continues until all the trips are assigned. Higher number of increments will increase 

the accuracy of the results. However, this method is influenced by the order in which volumes 

for O-D pairs are assigned. So there exists a possibility of bias in the results. 

Selecting a route offering minimum cost is the normal tendency of drivers. This human tendency 

of minimizing cost was described by Wardrop (1952) in his first principle which is: “The travel 

time between a specified origin and destination on all used routes is same or less than the travel 

time on routes that would be experienced by a traveler on any unused route”. This principle 

assumes that drivers will use only those routes which offer least cost to travelers and others 

routes of the network with higher cost will not be used. It gives the impression that drivers have a 

perfect knowledge of the travel costs of each route and driver can choose the best route to 

minimize his/her cost. This deterministic behavioural assumption leads to a model called 

‘Deterministic User Equilibrium’ (DUE) model. However, it is not practical to completely 

determine driver’s behaviour and this limitation of DUE model exhibits less accuracy to 

represent reality (Rudjito, 2006).  

Wardrop’s first principle was only for a single user class and it doesn’t consider volume of traffic 

on other routes of the network. So Wardrop (1954) proposed an alternative way of assigning 

traffic to network, known as Wardrop’s second principle which is:  “At equilibrium condition, 

traffic in congested network should be arranged in such a way that the average travel time is 

minimum”. According to this principle drivers can cooperate with one another or can get 
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network information in order to minimize total system travel time. This assumptions lead to 

another assignment method called ‘System Optimum Equilibrium’ (SOE) assignment. However, 

the assumption of SOE is not realistic, but it can be useful to transport planners and engineers to 

minimize the total travel costs of the system (Mathew, 2007). 

Again, deterministic driver’s behaviour assumes that drivers will follow a route with minimum 

travel cost. But in reality this assumption is very strict in a sense that the driver’s perception of 

travel cost for a particular route should not be the same for all drivers. Stochastic User 

Equilibrium (SUE) model assumes that driver’s perceptions of costs of a particular route are not 

identical among all drivers. SUE model considers the variation of driver’s evaluation of a route. 

So some drivers will consider one route as the cheapest route, whereas other drivers will choose 

another route as the cheapest. Thus, SUE model may select some routes as cheapest which are 

actually not cheapest (Van Vliet & Dow, 1979).  

Previously discussed incremental, equilibrium, DUE, SUE models are the part of ‘Static 

Assignment’ technique.  Static assignment is such a technique that assumes traffic system 

variables (i.e. traffic flows, travel times, costs) for an O-D matrix are constant over the analysis 

period. These static methods do not have the ability:  (1) to clearly represent the variation of 

demand flows and network performances during congestion; and,  (2) to reproduce some 

important dynamic phenomena (e.g. vehicle queue formation and dispersion) (VISUM, 2007). 

Even sometimes in large networks static assignment models overestimate link volumes and in 

that case Dynamic Traffic Assignment (DTA) can solve the problem (Merchant & Nemhauser, 

1978; Carey, 1986). 

The properties of dynamic traffic assignment have the ability to represent the actual travel 

behaviour, and hence it can improve the accuracy of the model results (Szeto & Lo, 2006). Szeto 

& Lo (2006) mentioned that the properties of DTA strongly depend on two components: (1) the 

travel choice principle; and, (2) the traffic-flow component. The travel choice principle models 

travelers’ intensity to travel. If any travel is made then travel choice principle determines how to 

select modes, routes and departure time. Travel time is the important element of considerations 

in that process and Stochastic Dynamic User Optimal (SDUO) is used to make travel choice. 

Here SDUO is the dynamic extension of Wardrop’s (1952) principle (Ran & Boyce, 1996). The 
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traffic-flow component represents the propagation of traffic on a transport network and it gives 

the network performance in terms of travel time. Lo & Szeto (2002) shown that modeling this 

part could be cumbersome and rendering result formulation could be hard to solve. However, the 

uses of DTA models are still theoretical and they are not widely used for traffic assignment. 

In general, trip based traditional transportation planning models are widely used due to its 

simplicity. But there are some limitations associated with the traditional modeling approach. The 

main sources of the limitations are given below:  (Kitamura et al., 1995; & McNally & Rindt, 

2008)   

• The traditional four-step procedure does not represent the decision mechanisms underlying 

travel behaviour. It is very important to understand traveler’s behaviour because even small 

changes can change individual travel pattern. 

• The four-step procedure treats each trip as an independent entity for analysis, ignoring the 

spatial and temporal interrelationship between trips and activities.  

• Inadequate specification of the interrelationships between travel and activity participation, 

including activity linkages and interpersonal constraints. 

• It does not consider travel as a demand derived from activity participation decisions. 

People do not decide how many trips to make before deciding what to do, where to go, and 

how to get there 

• It does not specify individual choice sets, when choices have to make among alternatives in 

a constrained environment. 

2.2.2 Activity based model 

As human activities are linked to each other, trips made to pursue different activities are also 

inter-related. So consideration of human behaviour has lead to another transportation planning 

technique which is called ‘activity based modeling’. It starts with the recognition of human 

behaviour to understand why and how human activities are engaged over a time period. The lack 

of human behavioural consideration in traditional trip-based models has been criticized by 

several authors (Ben-Akiva, et al., 1998), who emphasize the importance of activity-based 

approach. 
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Jones et al. (1990) provide the definition of activity-based analysis as a “framework in which 

travel is analyzed as daily or multi-day patterns of behaviour, related to and derived from 

differences in life styles and activity participation among the population.”  Kitamura (1996) 

describes the activity-based approach as the only approach that can offer coherent frameworks 

for policy analysis and demand forecasting with different types of TDM programs to improve 

mobility and reduce environmental impact. A framework of the activity-based modeling 

approach can be found in Appendix A. The complex, data intensive and expensive nature of this 

approach hasn’t made it widely used for transportation planning. 

The activity based transportation planning approach has several advantages over traditional trip-

based approach, as summarized below (Kitamura et. al., 1995; Jones et. al., 1990): 

• It focuses on travel behaviour pattern and treats daily activity-travel pattern as a whole, not as 

discrete trips. 

• It has the characteristics to incorporate various trips making constraints into model. 

• It can address the issue of induced or suppressed demand by representing activity engagement 

human behaviour. 

• It examines timing and duration of activities to predict travel behaviour along a time axis. 

• It can evaluate the change in travel behaviour due to any TDM program. Therefore, it can act 

as a comprehensive evaluation tool to find the effect of transportation policy on daily travel 

pattern of people. 

• It is flexible and versatile to be modified for any specific study objectives or to address 

various policy scenarios. 

• It considered spatial, temporal and inter-personal constraints to predict better travel behaviour.  
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2.2.3 Transportation planning model software 

Transportation planning models require huge amount of datasets and it is very hard to handle 

those spatial and non-spatial data. Planning for a large area involved lots of TAZs and associated 

data. So to do the transportation planning, several softwares are used, including: 

Emme3 

It is a very popular transportation planning modeling software. Over two decades, modellers and 

planners have relied on Emme and it has become one of the most sophisticated transportation 

planning model software (INRO, 2010). It has the ability to model private and public transit 

assignment, strategy analysis, and automation framework. It offers planners a complete and 

comprehensive set of tools for demand modelling, multimodal network modelling, and 

implementation of evaluation procedures. GIS integration and powerful ‘Emme prompt’ tool 

make it a very powerful modeling tool. It requires very good knowledge of script writing and 

sometimes it becomes very difficult to use for new practitioners. 

TransCAD 

TransCAD is the first Geographic Information System (GIS) designed transportation modeling 

software to store, display, manage, and analyze transportation data (Caliper Corporation, 2010). 

It combines GIS and transportation modeling capabilities in a single integrated platform. It can 

be used for all modes of transportation, at any scale or level of detail. It provides (1) powerful 

GIS engine; (2) tools for mapping, visualization, and analysis; and, (3) application modules for 

routing, travel demand forecasting, logistics, and territory management.  

VISUM 

VISUM is a comprehensive, flexible software system for transportation planning, travel demand 

modeling and network data management (PTV, 2010). It is used for metropolitan, regional, 

statewide and national planning applications. It can integrate all modes of transportation (i.e., 

car, car passenger, truck, bus, train, pedestrians and bicyclists) into one network model. It 

provides a variety of assignment procedures and 4-stage modeling components which include 
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trip-end based as well as activity based approaches. It can be also integrated with GIS and other 

format dataset. This software is relative easy to learn for new practitioners. 

2.3 Reactive road safety improvement programs  

Worldwide road collisions have become a global major social and economic burden.  

Recognizing the fact, many road authorities and researchers have initiated various road safety 

improvement programs (RSIPs). While many RSIPs focus on education, enforcement, and 

engineering, transportation engineers focus mainly on engineering measures. The traditional road 

safety improvement program is based on reactive approach which addresses road safety in 

reaction to existing collision histories. The objective of reactive RSIPs is to identify and treat 

hazardous locations, based on the analysis of collision, traffic, and highway data (Sayed, 1998a; 

Khisty & Lall, 1998).  Hazardous locations are defined as those locations where the collision rate 

is higher than the norm. Hazardous locations may consist of intersections or segments of roads/ 

highways.  The main three steps in reactive RSIPs are (Sayed, 1998a): 

1. Location identification: detecting hazardous locations (black spots); 

2. Problem identification: diagnosing collisions and locations to find causes behind road 

collisions; and,  

3. Solution identification:  finding remedial measures to solve existing problem. 

2.3.1 Black spot programs 

Sayed et al. (1995) showed that 32% collisions in North America and the United Kingdom are 

due to road environment related factors. If collision prone locations (CPLs) can be identified, it is 

possible to reduce road environment related collisions by applying engineering measures. So it is 

very important to identify collision prone locations or black spots. A black spot is defined as any 

location that has a collision potential of significantly higher than the normal collision potential of 

a group of similar locations (Sayed, 1998a).  Black spot programs include identification and 

ranking of hazardous locations. To ensure the proper use of limited resources spent only on true 

hazardous locations; it is important to have a sound procedure which will properly identify and 

rank black spots so that resources can be spent on those locations which have the highest 

potential for road safety improvement. In identifying black spots, collision potential of a location 
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can be expressed by several measures, including: collision frequency, collision rate, collision 

severity, severity index, or a combination of them.  

The collision frequency measure gives the number of collisions occurring at a location during a 

specific time period. To minimize the effects of random fluctuations, Zegeer (1982) 

recommended the use of an observation time period of between one and three years. McGuigan 

(1982) and Sayed (1998b) defined the limitations of this measure as it doesn’t consider traffic 

volume or exposure level when comparing across different locations. As high traffic volume 

locations exhibit higher probability of collisions, frequency measure can lead to a bias by ranking 

high volume locations as more collision prone than low volume locations, even though low 

volume locations may exhibit higher collision potential. McGuigan (1982) recommended the use 

of traffic volume to identify black spots.  

Collision rate is defined as collision frequency divided by some unit of exposure such as million-

vehicle-kilometres (MVK) for sections, and million-entering-vehicles (MEV) for intersections. If 

any location experiences higher collision rate than a defined collision rate, then that location is 

identified as a black spot. Hauer (1995) and Hauer et al. (2002) identified collision rate as a 

traditional approach. However, this method has several problems. First, it identifies low volume 

locations as hazardous even though these location exhibit low collision frequency. Second, 

‘collisions per unit traffic volume’ ratio assumes a linear relationship between traffic collisions 

and traffic volumes, which has been shown to be incorrect (Hauer, 1995). Third, for short road 

segment lengths, results can be biased (Zegeer, 1982; Nicholson, 1980). 

Another measure to identify black spot is called as Collision Severity Index (CSI). It is defined 

as the weighted sum of fatal, injury, and Property Damage Only (PDO) collisions. Different 

weights are used by different agencies based on the cost and impact of collisions. In British 

Columbia (BC) some road authorities weight the severity of fatal collisions (F) as 100 times of 

PDO collisions and 10 times of injury collisions (I) (Sayed, 1998a), that gives: 

CSI= 100F + 10I + PDO            (2.8) 

Many transportation agencies also use rate-quality control method to identify black spots. The 

method is based on the assumption that traffic collisions are rare events and the probability of 

their occurrence can be approximated by the Poisson distribution (Zegeer, 1977). This method 
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compares the traffic collision rate for a particular intersection or roadway segment with a critical 

rate and if the observed collision rate is equal or higher than the critical rate, then that location is 

identified as a black spot. The critical collision rate is calculated by a function containing the 

average collision rate of similar locations and the vehicle exposure at the study location.  

Among all of these measures, collision frequency and collision rate methods are widely used. 

Both of these methods have their limitations and there is a debate of choosing one method over 

another them. Zegeer & Dean (1977) suggested the use of both collision frequency and collision 

rate criteria in a two-step procedure to overcome their individual weaknesses in black spot 

identification. Commonly, collision frequency is used as the first step to identify black spots and 

collision rate is used to rank identified locations. However, whatever method is used, it requires 

some statistical techniques to identify black spots which is discussed in the following section. 

2.3.2 Statistical techniques  

Road collisions are not normal events, rather they are random events. Due to random nature of 

collision, it is not possible to calculate the true mean collision frequency of a location. But it can 

be estimated as an ‘expected’ value using reasonable assumptions and empirical techniques 

(Sayed, 1998a). Statistical techniques are used to eliminate randomness of observed collision 

frequency and to estimate the expected value of the mean collision frequency with some degree 

of accuracy. 

The accuracy of an estimate is usually expressed in terms of standard deviation or variance of the 

estimate. Thus, calculation of variance of mean collision frequency is very important in road 

safety analysis. The value of variance depends on the distribution assumed for collision 

occurrence. As collisions are independent, random and non-negative events, Poisson distribution 

assumed to fit better because of the following properties: (Sayed, 1998a; Johnson, 2005): 

• The number of events occurring in a particular time interval or specified region is 

independent of the number of collision that occurs in another time interval or region. (i.e. 

independent); 

• The probability of occurring more than one event during a very short time interval or 

small region is negligible (i.e. rare events); and, 
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• The probability that a single event will occur during a very short time interval or in a very 

            small region is proportional to the length of the time interval or size of the region. 

One important statistical issue in road safety improvement programs evaluation is selection bias 

or Regression-to-the-Mean (RTM) bias (Hauer et al., 1988; Sayed & de Leur, 2001a). The RTM 

is the tendency of extreme events of a random variables to be followed by less extreme events if 

no change has occurred in the underlying causal mechanism (and vice versa) (Hauer et  al., 1988; 

Sayed et al., 1997; Sayed & de Leur, 2001a). It means “highest goes lower and lowest goes 

higher”. In road safety analysis, RTM bias also occurs when high collision frequency of a 

particular location is followed by a lower collision frequency, even though traffic condition 

remains same. Eventually, the collision frequency return to its long-term mean value as time 

goes by. As collision frequency fluctuates around its mean, RTM bias may occur when a site 

with high collision frequency is selected as black spot even. Because that high collision 

frequency is not the true mean of the site. This RTM bias may lead to a ‘false’ labelling of a site 

as hazardous. To overcome this problem, a statistical technique called Empirical Bayes (EB) 

method is used. 

2.3.3 Empirical Bayes technique 

The Empirical Bayes (EB) method is a statistical technique which is used in road safety analysis 

because of its ability to reduce RTM bias (Higle & Witkowski, 1988; Brude & Larsson, 1988; 

Hauer, 1992; Sayed et al., 1997; Sayed, 1998a). EB technique has the potential to identify black 

spots and also to measure the effectiveness of any countermeasure with higher degree of 

accuracy. The method not only considers the collision history of a particular location, but also 

considers the collision history of similar locations (the reference group). Thus, the EB approach 

combines two clues by means of a weighted average as given in the following equation (2.9) 

(Hauer et al., 2002a) as: 

Estimate of expected collisions for a location = (weight) x collisions expected at similar locations                                        

                    + (1 – weight) x count of collisions at this location    (2.9)      
            

Here the value of ‘weight’ depends on the distribution assumed for observed and expected 

collisions. The value of ‘weight’ can be calculated using statistical methods which will be shown 

later. The main assumption of the EB technique is the Bayes theorem. According to the theorem, 
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the conditional probability of the behaviour of an entity depends on two pieces of information: 

information of the entity itself and some engineering judgments on the underlying properties of 

the entity. Mathematically, the theorem can be stated as (Sayed, 1998a): 

  
���|��.����
∑���|��.����         (2.10) 

where, 

 Ø = a parameter; 

 P(Ø) = prior probability distribution of Ø events occurrence; 

 P(x|Ø) = observed distribution of the entity itself; and, 

P(Ø|x) = the posterior distribution of Ø events expected to occur using prior and   

               observed distribution. 

The prior distribution if an entity is derived based on the properties and past experience of the 

entity (Sayed, 1998). The EB approach derives prior distribution based on the observed data of a 

reference group which consist of locations with similar properties. Higle & Witkowski (1988) set 

out the EB method to identify collision prone locations based on two assumptions. First 

assumption is the actual collision rate is treated as random variable and it follows Poisson 

distribution. So the observed probability distribution becomes: 
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where, 

 λ� = collision rate at location i; 

Ni= number of collision at location ‘i’ during analysis period; and, 

Vi= number of vehicle passing through the location ‘i’ for the analysis period. 

The second assumption is the probability distribution of the ‘reference group’ collision rate, 

fR(λ), follows a gamma distribution with parameters α and β. 
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So the first step is to estimate the value of α andβ. There are various methods (e.g. method of 

simple moment, method of moment estimates are available to calculate their values. Among 

them the method of simple moment (MSM) is the simplest method where α and β are chosen in 

such a way that the mean and variance associated with the gamma distribution are equal to the 

mean ( &') and variance (s2) of the reference group. This can be done by making, 
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The second step is to combine the ‘reference group’ probability distribution (the prior 

distribution) with the location specific collision observed rate to obtain the location specific 

probability density function (i.e. the posterior distribution), which is expressed as: 

 

  +�,-./�,1�2 3 +�/�|-, 1��+!�-�          (2.14) 

 
The distribution of posterior distribution is also assumed to follow Gamma distribution and the 

value of 4� and 5� is calculated by 

  � � � �         (2.15) 

Thus, the resulting probability density function becomes 
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If the collision rate of the location, Xi, is greater than the observed mean of the reference group 

collision rate, XR , then location ‘i’  is considered as collision prone. Mathematically, location ‘i’ 

is considered as collision prone if 

  7,-� 8 9!./� , 1�2 8 :           (2.17) 

or if: 
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where, 

 δ= the desired level of confidence; 

 X= 3 ∑ >?@?
�
∑ A?@?
�

 ; and, 

 N= the number of locations in the reference population. 

Later Sayed & Abdelwahab (1997) recommended a small modification to Higle & Witkowski’s 

method and the base of the modified method is collision correctability.  This method focuses on 

those collisions which have correctable characteristics so that road safety agencies can focus on 

those collisions to reduce collisions. They introduced the concept of critical collision rate, λB?, 
and formed the following equation:  
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Solving equation (2.19) the value of critical rate (-I�� is obtained. If ratio of the observed 

collision rate (λi) and the critical rate, �-I�� is greater than one, then the location is considered as 

collision prone zone and vice versa. 

Sayed, Navin & Abdelwahab (1997) proposed another modified black spot identification 

technique which is termed as ‘countermeasure-based approach’. In the identification of black 

spots, this method does not follow traditional approach. Instead of looking for high collision 

frequency locations, this method identifies a location as collision prone if it exhibits well-defined 

collision patterns to be remedied by specific countermeasures. It assumes that a location having 

well defined collision pattern can be treated more effectively than a high collision frequency 

location with poorly defined collision patterns. This method starts with identifying collision 

patterns that can be targeted by countermeasures and later searching for locations that have an 

over representation of these patterns.  Sayed, Navin & Abdelwahab (1997) defined the term 

‘over-representation’ as a high likelihood of collision occurrence at a place.   

Even though the EB method is widely used for road safety analysis, but the method described by 

Higle & Witkowski (1988) has two problems (Hauer, 1992; Sawalha, 2002). First, using a 

location’s collision rate as a measure of its safety has been shown to have the potential for 

misleading results because of the non-linear relationship between traffic volume and road 

collisions (Hauer, 1995). Second, finding a suitable reference group is difficult to estimate the 

mean and variances of the prior distribution. To estimate mean and variance of the reference 

group, it requires a large sample set which is difficult to find. Without a suitable reference group 

reliable parameter estimation of the prior distribution is not possible. Also it is not possible to 

find reference locations which have exactly similar traits as the study location. The difficulty of 

finding reference locations increases with the increase of the number of traits. Great care is 

needed to select the members of the reference group and sometimes it is not possible to find 

exact reference group (Hauer, 1997). If the reference locations do not match with the study 
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location then the result will not be reliable (Sawalha, 2002). This reference group selection 

related problem can be refined by the use of CPMs (Hauer, 1992; Sayed, 1998a).  

2.3.4 Using collision prediction models   

The problem of having a large reference group of similar characteristics can be overcome by 

multivariate regression technique (Hauer, 1992, 1995; Sawalha, 2002). The multivariate 

regression works with the development of CPMs. Even though the CPM variables are obtained 

from the reference group data, but the advantage is, the variables of the reference groups need 

not to be similar rather categorically similar (e.g. two-lane roads, signalized intersections, 

unsignalized intersections, etc.) (Hauer, 1992). So CPMs do not need a large reference groups 

with similar characteristics rather they express a relationship between the expected level of safety 

of an entity (the dependent variable) and a set of traits (explanatory variables). CPMs can be used 

to estimate the mean and variances of the imaginary reference group of each location (Hauer, 

1992). Using the reference group data, CPMs are developed and location specific traits are 

entered into the CPM to predict the location specific mean of the prior distribution. Hauer et al. 

(1988) showed that the prior distribution follows gamma distribution with a mean E(Λ), and a 

variance:  

  
JK�L�M*

N             (2.20) 

The shape and scale parameters (i.e. α and β) can also be calculated as: 

α=κ              (2.21) 

 and 
K�L�
N              (2.22) 

Here κ is a shape parameter which is derived during CPM development.  

The next step is to use local collision data to refine the prior estimate of virtual reference group’s 

data. Using Baye’s theorem, this step combines location specific collision history and reference 

group’s distribution to get a refined safety estimate of the location. The result of the refinement is 

a posterior distribution. The mean of the resulting Posterior distribution is termed as the 

empirical Bayes safety estimate for location ‘i’, (EBi). The posterior distribution is also gamma 

distributed with shape and scale parameters as given below (Hauer et al 1988, 2002a; Kulmala 

1995) 
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             (2.23) 
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The mean (EBi), and the variance, Var (EBi) of the posterior distribution is calculated as (Hauer, 

1992): 
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Equation (2.26) can be written in the form of equation (2.9) (Sawalha & Sayed, 2005a): 
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where, 

 count= observed collision frequency of the study location; 

 weight= 
N
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 Var (O�Q��� 3 K�L��*
N  = the variance of the CPM estimate. 

The value of weight increases with higher value of κ, as a result of that the EB estimate of the 

location will be closer to CPM prediction and vice versa. Hauer (1997) noted that if the predicted 

and observed times are not equal, then some modifications should be applied. He suggested the 

use of a ratio (r) between observed time and prediction time to. Thus, weight becomes:  

 
%
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         (2.28) 

It has been shown that the EB method is effective in reducing RTM bias and for that reason the 

EB method is used for identification of collision prone locations. 

2.3.5 Identification and ranking of collision prone locations using CPMs  

The EB method can be used in identification of collision prone locations. The steps needed for 

CPL identification is set out by Sayed (1998a) and Sawalha & Sayed (1999). The identification 

can be done in three steps. In step one, with the development of CPM, the prior distribution of 

the imaginary reference population is defined with expected mean collision frequency and 
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variance using equation 2.21 and 2.22. The mean of the prior distribution can be found from 

CPM prediction, E(Λ)  or the 50th percentile (P50) of the Prior distribution’s probability density 

function. In step two, the observed collision frequency (count) of the location is used, together 

with E(Λ) and κ , to define gamma distributed posterior distribution. The shape and scale 

parameters of the distribution can be calculated using equation 2.23 and 2.24. In the last step the 

EB estimate of the location (EBi) is calculated using 2.25  and the value of EBi is compared to 

the regional average (E(Λ) or P50) calculated from the prior distribution of imaginary reference 

group. If for a significant probability, δ  (usually not less than 0.95), the EB estimate of the 

location exceeds the average of the reference group then the location is considered as collision 

prone location (CPL). It is usually done by integrating the posterior probability density function 

in the range from 0 to E(Λ), to determine with what level of probability EBi and E(Λ) values are 

different. Mathematically, the location is identified as collision prone if the following condition 

is met: 
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Figure 2.4 graphically shows the method of identifying CPL at a defined confidence level.  

  

 

Figure 2.4 Empirical Bayes identification of collision prone location 

This area should be < (1-δ) to be 
identified as CPL at the δ confidence level 
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After the identification of collision prone location, the next step is to rank those CPLs to ensure 

the locations in highest need of improvement are given more attention. Traditionally, ranking 

criteria use the difference between the observed and the expected collision frequency. This 

method is called Potential Collision Reduction (PCR) method. 

PCR= EB-E (Λ)            (2.30) 

PCR ranking method focuses on the highest potential for collision reduction. But this method has 

two weaknesses. The first weakness is the use of the mean value of expected collision, E (Λ). As 

mean implies that up to half of the ‘similar’ sites would have lower mean collision frequencies 

than the expected mean, the PCR value would be greater for lower collision frequency locations 

and these locations would be ranked higher. The second weakness of the PCR criterion is that it 

tends to ignore low collision frequency locations that have experienced significant collision 

increases. So another method named Collision Risk Ratio (CRR) is used which can address the 

weakness of PCR method by ranking the locations based on the ratio of observed to expected 

collisions. 

  
Kk
K�L�            (2.31) 

A third method is proposed that uses collision modification factors (CMFs) to rank CPLs based 

on the anticipated safety benefits as a outcome of countermeasures (Hauer et al., 2002b): 

Anticipated safety benefit  = observed (RTM corrected) collision frequency · CMF 

= EBi .CMF        (2.32) 

This method also has some limitations as all of the identified black spots are not similar and they 

do not require similar types of countermeasure. Moreover, different countermeasures have 

differing CMFs. So, this criterion requires some prior knowledge of each site and its possible 

countermeasure (and CMF) to ensure an accurate ranking. But it is not possible to anticipate the 

possible countermeasure and associated CMF. That is why this method is not widely used; rather 

PCR and CRR methods are used. Instead of using PCR and CRR separately, by summing the 

ranks obtained from PCR and CRR, a combined ranking for each zone is prepared sometimes.  

The zone(s) with the higher ranking score are recommended for diagnosis and remedy. 
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2.3.6 Diagnosis and remedy of black spots  

After the identification and ranking of black spots, the next step is to diagnose those locations to 

find the possible cause behind collisions. The diagnosis step is done in two steps. First, the 

collision history of the location is analyzed to identify the clusters of particular collision types. 

Second, physical and operational condition of the location is analyzed, including observations of 

driver characteristics and consultation with local road agencies. Based on the data gathered in 

two steps, predominant types of collisions and possible causes behind them are identified.  

Once the causes have been identified, the next step is to identify possible countermeasures 

(remedies) to improve road safety condition of the location. Often, more than one possible 

countermeasure is identified for a location and economic analysis is conducted to find the 

feasibility of each alternative. The most popular economic analysis method involves a benefit-

cost (B/C) analysis of each candidate countermeasure (Sayed, 1998a). While the costs are related 

to installation and operation of the countermeasure, benefits are measured in terms of reductions 

in: travel time, delay, collision frequency, and collision severity. If the B/C value is greater than 

one, then the benefit is greater than the associated cost, indicating the countermeasure is 

economically beneficial. If there is more than one countermeasure, the countermeasure having 

highest B/C is selected to maximize the economic benefits. 

Reactive RSIP is the traditional approach that focuses on the reduction of collisions to improve 

safety. Even though the reactive approach has been proven to be very successful, it has some 

major drawbacks. This approach requires several years of collision data to identify black spots 

before the application of any countermeasure to improve road safety. As it takes lots of lives and 

damages properties before any action is taken, it makes a huge impact to society. Moreover, 

retrofitting countermeasures at identified black spots is usually costly.  Therefore, road safety 

authorities and researchers have emphasized on pursuing more proactive engineering approaches 

to prevent black spots from occurring in the first place. 
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2.4 Proactive approach to road safety 

It has been found that the driver, vehicle, and the road environment are the main three 

components of collision occurrence and collision can occur due one component or a combination 

of them. Sayed et al. (1995) found that 96% collisions are involved with driver’s error. So it is 

very important to adopt such strategies that focus on minimizing driver’s error. de Leur & Sayed 

(2003) identified the most effective and long lasting road safety engineering strategies as that 

proactively focus on engineering safer road environments to reduce exposure and collision risk 

of drivers and their passengers. 

The proactive engineering approach to road safety improvement focuses on predicting and 

improving the safety of planned facilities rather than improving the safety of existing facilities 

(de Leur & Sayed, 2003). The aim of the approach is to evaluate safety throughout every stage of 

planning a new facility so that the safety risk can be minimized by precluding black spots from 

occurring at all. If road safety is explicitly addressed before a project is built, it reduces the 

number and cost of reactive safety countermeasures that have to be retrofitted into existing 

communities. There has been much work done on identification of the shortcomings of the 

reactive approach versus the need for a more proactive engineering approach to road safety (van 

Schagen & Janssen, 2000; de Leur & Sayed, 2003) and all of these studies suggest that adoption 

of proactive approach can reduce the social and economic burden of road collisions. When road 

safety is explicitly evaluated throughout the planning and design process, enhanced effectiveness 

and sustainability can occur before the drivers are exposed to the road system (Lovegrove, 2007).  

Although there exist sufficient reliable empirical tools for traditional reactive approach, proactive 

approach is at a relatively early stage of their development and implementation (de Leur & 

Sayed, 2003; Lovegrove, 2007). de Leur and Sayed (2003) identified the main obstacle of using 

proactive approach as the lack of (1) opportunity within traditional planning process to 

proactively consider road safety; (2) proper methodology and reliable tools; and, (3) systematic 

approach and framework to evaluate road safety in a proactive manner. de Leur and Sayed 

(2003) highlighted the need for a guideline and framework to consider road safety throughout the 

design and planning process. They proposed a proactive road safety planning framework which 

is given below:  
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Figure 2.5 Proactive road safety planning framework (de Leur & Sayed, 2003) 

The main goal of proactive approach is to consider road safety before the road users are exposed 

to the system. Different types of proactive techniques are being used. Sayed et al. (2010) 

summarizes the trend of different proactive engineering initiatives such as the use of safety 

conscious planning models, the explicit evaluation of safety in road design, and the automated 

safety analysis of video data. Following sub-sections will discuss two proactive empirical tools: 

(1) road safety audits; and, (2) combination of CPMs and regional transportation planning 

models. 

2.4.1 Road safety audits 

The internationally accepted definition of road safety audit is “Road safety audit is a formal and 

independent safety performance review of a road transportation project by an experienced team 

of safety specialists, addressing the safety of all road users” (Ho et al, 2011). Road Safety Audits 

(RSAs) can be applied either in reaction to an existing identified hazardous location, or 
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proactively as a part of road planning and design exercise. Audits can be performed for a small 

project (i.e. single intersection) as well as for a large project (i.e. regional planning).  RSA has 

the ability to provide an explicit, formalized safety evaluation of road projects of any size.  RSA 

has been shown to be the most beneficial and easiest part to be integrated in an agency’s existing 

safety program (Wilson, 2004). While the cost to conduct an RSA has been estimated at 0.2 – 

0.5% of total project costs, the benefits are huge having a first year rate of return in the range of 

120% to 146%, and a B/C ratio of 36:1 (ARRB, 1999; Jordan, 2001, Wilson, 2004). Austroads 

described an analysis of nine audit sites with 250 different design stages and the results showed 

that RSA associated benefit–cost ratios ranged from 3:1 to 242:1 while for existing roads, 

benefit–cost ratios ranged from 2:1 to 84:1 (Wilson, 2004). Moreover, RSAs are recommended 

as a part of all regional and community-wide planning exercises (Wegman, 1996; de Leur & 

Sayed, 2003; Hadayeghi et al., 2003).  

2.4.2 Use of collision prediction models 

CPMs can be used in proactive road safety programs. CPMs can be combined with transportation 

planning model to estimate the expected outcome of road safety of the plan. CPMs can be of two 

types: micro-level CPMs and macro-level CPMs. Micro-level CPMs works at a particular 

intersection or at a small segment of a road/highway while macro-level CPMs works at a larger 

scale such as zone, neighbourhood or community. Both of these models have been used as an 

empirical tool to do proactive, planning level analysis. Ho and Guarnasche (1998) combined 

micro-level CPMs with Greater Vancouver Regional District (GVRD) Emme/2 regional 

transportation planning model to evaluate road safety of the planning. They used traffic volume 

of major and minor roads as well as attributes of different facilities (e.g. types of intersections, 

number of lanes and road segment types) as input to the CPMs. The result of the analysis was not 

expected and they recommended to use refined CPMs for non-standard intersections and also 

refined forecasted traffic volume when comparing a base and future scenario. Later Lord & 

Persaud (2004) attempted to integrate refined micro-level CPMs with an Emme/2 transportation 

planning model of the Toronto area. The refined CPMs included different road and intersection 

configurations (e.g. 4 lane arterials, 3-way intersections), and collision categories (e.g. PDO, 

injury, and fatal). They concluded that use of micro-level CPMs in safety planning is 

cumbersome and the assumption of fixing the characteristics of all other intersection except the 
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study intersection is not necessarily correct. These two studies highlighted the lack of micro-

level CPMs to fill the gap between what is needed and what is available in terms of reliable 

proactive safety planning tools.  These studies also suggested the use of macro-level CPMs as an 

empirical tool to pursue proactive road safety. 

One of the main limitations of using micro-level CPMs in regional safety evaluation is to reliably 

predict traffic volumes on inner local roads of a neighbourhood. To overcome this problem 

Dutch researchers (Poppe, 1995; 1997a) proposed the use of neighbourhood traits such as 

population and area in lieu of traffic volumes on inner roads, which has lead to the development 

of community-based, macro-level CPMs. Hadayeghi et al. (2003) and Lardon de Guevara et al. 

(2004) developed macro-level CPMs that statistically significantly related collision frequency 

with population density, employment, intersection density, and road types. However, neither 

study attempted to use the CPMs in a road safety planning evaluation. In 2006, using a refined 

methodology, Lovegrove and Sayed (2006a) developed 47 macro-level CPMs for the Greater 

Vancouver Regional Districts (GVRD) using more than 200 input variables.  Instead of looking 

at a specific micro-level location, they developed macro-level CPMs for relatively large areas 

(i.e. neighbourhoods). It allows the models to be applied at a larger scale which is more 

compatible with the planning process.  

Lovegrove & Sayed (2006b) combined macro-level CPMs with road safety planning. They used 

CPMs to evaluate the road safety of four different neighbourhood road patterns (grid, cul-de-sac, 

fused and two other theoretical patterns), and of area-wide traffic calming techniques. Lovegrove 

& Sayed (2007) also demonstrated the application of macro-level CPMs to identify black spots 

and to recommend possible remedial countermeasures. Thus macro-level CPMs can be used to 

enhance traditional road safety methods, and to provide early-warning to road safety engineers.  

Lovegrove et al. (2010) also demonstrated the use of the models to evaluate the road safety 

effects of a regional transportation plan. They used macro-level CPMs with a 3-year GVRD 

regional transportation improvement plan and proved that the new plan will reduce the expected 

collision frequency compared to a do-nothing scenario. They recommendations the practical use 

of macro-level CPMs as an improved empirical road safety evaluation tool for both existing and 

planned neighbourhoods. 
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It is important to mention that Khondaker et al.  (2009) developed collision prediction models for 

the RDCO. But the data quality and results were not good because it used the output from an old 

transportation planning model. It also suffers from the problem of miscoding some important 

urban/rural areas. So the author successfully transferred macro level CPMs from GVRD (1996) 

to the City of Kelowna (2003) to predict number of collisions. 

2.5 Development of community based macro-level collision prediction models 

The need for macro-level collision prediction models in proactive road safety application have 

been demonstrated by several road safety researchers and agencies. Community-based, macro-

level CPMs develop statistically significant relations between collision frequency and zonal (i.e. 

neighbourhood) traits. The main difference between micro-level and macro-level CPMs is 

instead of looking at a single intersection or a road segment, macro-level CPMs use multiple 

intersections and road segments across a zone. The advantage of macro-level CPM is it doesn’t 

need accurate forecast of traffic volume of each intersection and road segment of the region.  

Several researchers attempted to develop macro-level CPMs. Levine et al. (1995) developed a 

model that related roads collisions to zonal population, employment and road characteristics. But 

this model was based on linear regression which is not appropriate to represent the non-negative, 

non-normal, non-linear nature of collisions. Fotheringham (2000) used a Geographically 

Weighted Regression (GWR) model with some explanatory variables such as population and 

employment, to analyze the spatial variability of collisions between zones, with inconclusive 

results. Hadayeghi et al. (2003), following the same GWR methodology found similar 

inconclusive results. Using geo-statistical techniques, Kim & Yamashita (2002) tried to relate 

police collision data with land use categories and ended up without success.  Even though geo-

statistical techniques appear to hold promise, they are not successfully used in macro-level CPMs 

development.  

Hadayeghi et al. (2003) developed a series of macro-level collision prediction models to predict 

the mean collision frequency for each zone by aggregating data across 463 traffic zones in 

Toronto, Canada. He used generalized linear modeling (GLIM) approach to predict collisions 

(fatal and non-fatal collisions) as a function of socio-demographic, traffic demand, and network 

data variables using Negative Binomial (NB) regression. Instead of using individual link or node 
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data, he built macro-level CPMs using aggregated node and link data across each zone. 

Explanatory variables used in the research, included vehicle-kilometres travelled (VKT), arterial 

road lane-kms, number of households, area, posted speed, average zonal congestion, intersection 

density, total employed labour force, and total minor road kilometres. Several other possible 

explanatory variables were explored, including different employment sectors, land uses, 

neighbourhood geometry, driver age, gender, road conditions, collision reporting practices, and 

police enforcement levels. The following CPM in equation 2.33 was used to predict expected 

number of collisions. 

  O�Q� 3 \�1tuvw`∑v���          (2.33) 

where, 

 E(Λ)=mean collision frequency; 

 VKT= zonal total forecasted VKT from Emme/2; 

 xi= zonally aggregated explanatory variables (e.g. population, employment); and,  

 b0,b1, bi = constants (model parameters) 

 

Lardon de Guevara et al. (2004) created planning-level collision prediction models for Tucson, 

Arizona. Assuming NB error structure and using log-linear transformation technique, they 

develop macro-level CPMs assuming non-linear, exponential function which is as follows: 

   O�Q� 3 `∑v���           (2.34) 

where, 

 E(Λ)= collisions per two years; 

 xi= independent variables; and,  

 bi = constants (model parameters) 

 

Hadayeghi et al. (2007) updated and improved the previous research (Hadayeghi et al., 2003) 

using collision, socioeconomic, demographic, road network, and traffic volumes data for the city 

of Toronto’s 481 traffic zones. Specific land uses, types of employment and the presence of 

transit facilities were new variables considered in that study. The model form was similar to 

equation (2.33) using NB error structure and generalized linear modeling (GLM) procedure.  
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The CPM should consider the effect of zero traffic on road. In case of equation (2.34) even if the 

traffic volume is zero, it may predict some collision to occur. Sawalha & Sayed (1999) noted that 

the model must yield logical results. Specifically, there must be zero risk of collision with zero 

exposure. Hauer et al. (1988) related collisions to exposure via the product of traffic flows raised 

to some power. In addition to traffic flow, Miaou (1996), and Sawalha & Sayed (1999) have 

shown that other variables such as geometric features of road, traffic controls system etc. can 

affect collision pattern. Based on empirical case studies, they suggest that the proper CPM form 

should consist of exposure measure(s) (raised to some power) multiplied by an exponential 

function incorporating other explanatory variables. Following a comprehensive literature review 

and data extraction process, Lovegrove (2007) developed and presented forty-seven macro-level 

collision prediction models, each significantly associated with one or more of twenty-nine 

variables identified using refined GLM methods. The general model form used is given in 

equation 2.35 which meets the principle ‘zero-exposure = zero collision frequency’. 

  � x� v���            (2.35) 

where, 

E(Λ)= predicted collision frequency (over 3years); 

 VKT= external exposure variables (e.g. VKT, TLKM); 

 xi= explanatory variables (e.g. population, employment); and,  

 a0, a1, ai = constants (model parameters) 

Lovegrove & Sayed (2006a) also developed community-based, macro-level CPMs for the 

Greater Vancouver Regional District (GVRD). They categorized all the input variables in four 

different groups and developed 16 different CPM groups which are shown in Table 2.1.  The 

basis of different groups came from: 

• Four themes of neighbourhood traits (traffic exposure, road network, socio-demographics, and  

  TDM); 

• Two classes of land use (rural or urban); and, 

• Two sources of exposure data derivations (modeled or measured), whereas “modeled” exposure  

   variables are output from transportation planning models and “measured” exposure variables    

   are derived from geo-referenced mapping. 
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Table 2.1 Collision prediction model groups 

Themes Land Use Derivation Group # 

Exposure 

Urban 
Modelled 1 

Measures 2 

Rural 
Modelled 3 

Measures 4 

Socio-Demographic 

Urban 
Modelled 5 

Measures 6 

Rural 
Modelled 7 

Measures 8 

Transportation Demand Management (TDM) 

Urban 
Modelled 9 

Measures 10 

Rural 
Modelled 11 

Measures 12 

Road Network 

Urban 
Modelled 13 

Measures 14 

Rural 
Modelled 15 

Measures 16 

 

Lovegrove & Sayed (2006a, 2007) also proposed guidelines to use macro level CPMs and these 

guidelines have been proven to have the potential to act as empirical tool to pursue proactive 

road safety. The following subsections will describe about regression technique and model 

formulation of macro-level CPMs. 

2.5.1 Regression techniques  

Two statistical modeling methods have been used mainly for estimating CPM parameters: 

conventional linear regression modeling, and, generalized linear regression modeling (GLM). 

Traditional approach uses linear regression, assuming a Normal (Gaussian) distribution error 

structure. However, it has been found that the normal distribution of error terms for modeling 

road collisions is not appropriate (Sayed & de Leur, 2001a). The non-normal error distributions 

are found to better describe the unexplained random variations in road collisions (Kulmala, 1995; 

Miaou, 1996). The GLM method predicts collisions that fit better with the observed collision 

data. GLM has the capability to be used for a wide range of probability distribution such as 

Normal, Poisson, Negative Binomial, Gamma error structure. More recently, Hadayeghi et al. 

(2010) investigated the local spatial variations in the relationship between the number of zonal 
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collisions and potential transportation planning predictors through the development of 

Geographically Weighted Poisson Regression (GWPR). Hadayeghi et al. (2010) also showed the 

use of Full-Bayesian Semiparametric Additive (FBSA) and Geographically Weighted Poisson 

Regression (GWPR) methods can result in better prediction than GLM method.  

2.5.1.1 The GLM Process  

There are several GLM statistical software packages (e.g. GLIM4, SAS, GenStat) that can be 

chosen to do the regression analysis (Dobson, 1990). They can be used to model data that follow 

a wide range of probability distributions. The random nature of collision is explained by 

probability distribution of error term around the mean. Generally Poisson and Negative Binomial 

(NB) error structure are the most commonly used distribution in GLM. In Poisson structure the 

mean and the variance are assumed equal which makes the calculation easier. But the advantage 

itself is also a limitation of Poisson structure as most collision data are over-dispersed (the 

variance is greater than the mean) (Kulmala & Roine, 1988; Kulmala, 1995).  Miaou & Lum 

(1993) identified there possible sources of over-dispersion in collision. They sources are: (1) 

CPMs cannot contain all the variables that explain collision occurrence; (2) there are 

uncertainties in vehicle exposure data and traffic variables; and, (3) collision data comes from a 

non-homogenous environment. For the over-dispersion characteristics of collisions, NB structure 

better represents the error structure than Poisson distribution. 
 

The decision on whether to use Poisson or NB structure is based on a methodology proposed by 

Bonnenson & McCoy (1993). First, Poisson error structure is assumed and the assumption is 

verified by calculating a dispersion factor (σd). If σd exceeds the value of 1.0, then the data have 

greater dispersion and Poisson distribute assumption is incorrect. So NB error distribution should 

be used. 

  y
��xj)r� z*

��{            (2.36) 

where, 

Pearson |( =∑ J}��K�L��M*
�xj �}��

��~%  ; 

N = number of locations; 

yi = observed mean collision frequency at location ‘i’ over a specified time period; 

Var (yi) = variance of the observed mean collision frequency at location ‘i’; 
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E(Λi) = expected mean collision frequency for location ‘i’ obtained from CPM; and,  

P = number of CPM parameters. 

Once an error distribution, model form, and link function is specified, the multivariate regression 

software can estimate the value of model parameters, and the value of the overdispersion or 

shape parameter, κ, using one of three methods: the Maximum Likelihood (MLE) method, the 

expected value of the |( statistic method, and the mean Scaled Deviance method(Lawless, 1987). 

However, MLE method has been shown to provide better accuracy compared to other methods 

(Sawalha & Sayed, 2005a; Miaou, 1996). The next step is to select explanatory variables to be 

used in CPMs. 

2.5.2 Selection of explanatory variables 

There are different factors behind road collisions and it is important to identify those influencing 

factors so that road collisions can be predicted with higher accuracy. Sawalha & Sayed (2005a) 

recommended forward stepwise procedure to add independent variables in model form. In this 

procedure, variables are added to the model one by one and tested for significance, starting with 

the exposure variables. Each time a variable is added to the model, the addition of the variable is 

evaluated based on several criteria. First, its logic (i.e. +/- sign) should be assessed as to whether 

it meets with intuitive expectations or not. Second, the t-ratio of the added variable’s estimated 

coefficient must be significant at the 95% confidence level. Last, the addition of the variable to 

the model should cause a significant drop in the CPM’s Scaled Deviance (SD) at 95% confidence 

level. If the error structure is Poisson distributed, the SD is defined as: 
 

  �� 3 2∑ ���V F }�
K�L��H

��~%           (2.37) 

 

and if the error structure follows a NB structure, SD is defined as (McCullagh and Nelder, 1989): 
 

  �� 3 2∑ X���V F }�
K�L��H e ��� [ Z��V F }�GN

K�L��GNHY
��~%        (2.38) 

 

If a drop of least χ(�.��,% 3 3.84  is observed then the added variable significantly enhances CPM 

predictive accuracy, and it is not correlated with other independent variables of the model 

(Sawalha & Sayed, 2005a).  In the next step another variable is added to model and the criteria 

are evaluated for the newly added variables. Addition of variables continues unless all desired 

variables are tested.  
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Lovegrove & Sayed (2006a) identified the following variables that positively related to collision 

frequency: 

• Exposure variables: vehicle kilometres travelled (VKT), total road lane kilometres 

(TLKM), and average congestion (VC). 

• Socio-Demographic variables: job density (WKGD), population density (POPD), 

unemployment (UNEMP), residential unit density (NHD). 

• TDM variables: shortcut capacity/attractiveness (SCC, SCVC), number of drivers 

(DRIVE), total commuters (TCM), total commuter density (TCD). SCC measures the 

ability of vehicles to shortcut on local roads through a particular zone, in vehicles per 

hour. SCVC is simply SCC multiplied by congestion level VC. 

• Network variables: signal density (SIGD), intersection density per unit area (INTD), 

intersection density per lane-km (INTKD), arterial-local intersection percent (IALP), 

arterial lane kilometre percent (ALKP). 

Lovegrove & Sayed (2006a) also identified variables that are negatively related to road collision 

frequency: 

• Socio-Demographic variable: family size (FS). 

• TDM variables: core size and percentage (CORE, CRP). 

• Network variables: 3-way intersection percent (I3WP), local road lane-kilometre percent 

(LLKP), and Core area (CORE). 

2.5.3 Goodness of fit 

After the selection and addition of explanatory variables, it is necessary to test how well the 

model fits the observed data. So a goodness of fit test is necessary.  Various researchers 

(Sawalha & Sayed,1999; Sayed & de Leur, 2001b; Sawalha & Sayed, 2005a) described the 

methodology for testing the goodness of fit for CPMs. One criteria is, the SD, Pearson 

χ( statistics value should be less than the χ( distribution value with (n - p - 1) degrees of freedom 

at 95% confidence level. Also a plot can be done between the Pearson Residuals (PRi) and the 

predicted collisions for each location. PR is defined as the difference between the predicted and 

the observed collision frequency divided by the standard deviation (NAG, 1994). 
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  �
K�L���}�
��xj�}��            (2.39) 

In a well-fit model PRi values should cluster around zero over the full range of predictions 

(Bonnenson & McCoy, 1997).  Another measure of model goodness of fit is to plot the average 

of squared residuals (SR) versus the predicted collision frequency. The average of squared 

residuals is defined as: 

  �^`]\b` T+ �� 3 ∑ �K�L��}��*��
�
�           (2.40) 

where n is the number of locations in each group (e.g. five locations at a time). This is typically 

done after ranking the locations in order of predicted collision frequency and by plotting the 

averages of predicted collisions (taken in groups)  versus the averages of squared residuals (taken 

in groups) over the full set of observation (Sawalha & Sayed, 2001). For a well fit model, the 

points should cluster about the variance function line for a negative binomial error distribution. 

The variance function line is drawn using the following function: 

  1\]���� 3 O���� [ K�}��*
N           (2.41) 

2.5.4 Outlier analysis 

During the assessment of model goodness of fit, it may not meet the expectations. Lack of model 

fitness is often related to data quality problems. Outlier analysis is performed to identify and 

remove unusual or extreme observations that are not typical of the rest of the data. Normally 

outliers are the results of error in data collection and recording. Sayed & Rodriguez (1999) and 

Sawalha & Sayed (2005b) described the use of the Cook’s Distance (CD) measure for outlier 

analysis.  

  CD� 3 �?
��%��?� �r�

���(           (2.42) 

where, 

hi= leverage value; 

 r���= is the standardized resudial of point ‘i’ = 
�!�

�%��� ; and, 

p = number of parameters. 
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The higher value of CDi indicates the stronger influence on the model. Sawalha & Sayed (2005b) 

suggested sorting the observations in descending order of CD and removing points with the 

largest CD value. After removal of each point, the model is re-run with κ fixed at its previous 

value to observe the change in goodness of fit. If the SD change is greater than χ(�.��,% 3 3.84, 

the GLM software is re-run to estimate all parameters, including a new κ and a new CD for each 

of the remaining point. Sawalha & Sayed (2005b) recommended monitoring the t-statistic of 

each variable to ensure the significance of the variables. This stepwise outlier analysis is repeated 

until the change in SD becomes less than 3.84.  

2.5.5 Guideline for selecting appropriate model 

Collision prediction models can be developed based on several criteria such as the type of 

collisions (e.g. fatal, injury), the time period (e.g. AM, PM, midday) and the traits of variables 

(exposure, S-D, network, TDM). For a particular objective it is very important to select the 

appropriate model to be used. A six-step selection process has been recommended by Lovegrove 

(2007) which is given below:  

• The first step is to choose the type of CPM (i.e. micro- or macro-level) based on the 

scope of the safety evaluation.  

• The second step is to select model by considering the safety application task (i.e. reactive 

or proactive safety analysis). 

• The third step looks at the predominant type of land use in each neighbourhood under 

evaluation and select which land use type (i.e. urban or rural) will be used.  

• The fourth step is involved in selecting trigger variables. Trigger variables are those 

variables which can significantly change the collision frequency and collision pattern. 

• The fifth step identifies which type of collision (i.e. total, severe, AM, PM, nonrush, 

and/or pedestrian) are of interest in the safety evaluation.  

• The sixth and final step is to check the source of data to use in the selected models. 

Adequate data ensures that the selected models will provide accurate and credible results. 
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2.5.6 CPM prediction  

Community-based macro-level collision prediction models can predict the number of collisions 

based on some input variables. As it is a prediction, it could be associated with some prediction 

errors. CPM predictions are based on some random variables and the result can vary over a wide 

range. The variance of collisions prediction is described as (Lovegrove, 2007): 

  
JK�L�M*

N                                       (2.43) 

where,  

E(Λ)= predicted collision frequency (over 3years); and, 

κ = shape parameter. 

 

If the predicted collision frequency is used for comparing future scenarios, then only a relative 

comparison of the future scenarios is desired. To do that, CPMs are used to predict the future 

number of collisions for each TAZ and the number of collisions is typically summed across all 

zones of influence to provide an overall collision estimate for each scenario. The difference in 

the two sums between two scenarios is evaluated to find whether the difference is statistically 

significant or not for a desired level of confidence interval. The following equation (2.44) can be 

used for the evaluation purpose (Lovegrove, 2007): 
 

 
K�L���K�L*�
���iJf�g�M

√�

�%�$�
(             (2.44) 

   

Where, n= the number of zones of influence used in deriving the sums; 

 O�Q%� \V� O�Q(�= the sumes of zonal predictions for the scenarios being compared; 

Var [O�Q�M = the greater of Var [O�Q%�M or Var [O,Q(��; 
α= the desired level of confidence typically 95%; and, 

T= the T-statistics =1.96 @ 95% confidence for large n 
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2.6 Summary 

Transportation planning produces useful information for decision makers so that it helps to make 

transport policy, program and investment decisions.  Traditional transportation planning model 

includes four steps namely: trip generation, trip distribution, mode choice and trip assignment. 

While the first step determines the number of trips generated from an area, the second step 

determines the destination of each trip. In step three and four, trips are assigned to road network 

for each mode available in the planning context. Section 2.2 and 2.3 presented a comprehensive 

review of each step involved in transportation planning. The next Section 2.4 discussed about 

road safety programs. 

Road collisions have become one of the greatest social and economical burdens to society. Each 

nation is suffering from road safety burden and to reduce road collision burden, road safety 

agencies have implemented various Road Safety Improvement Programs (RSIPs). The traditional 

RSIP is reactive approach which works in reaction to existing collision history. Identification and 

ranking of CPLs is an important part of reactive road safety programs. Diagnoses of collisions 

and recommendation of countermeasures are the next two steps when CPLs are identified. 

However, reactive approach requires a pre-existing collision history, treats a limited set of black 

spots based on available funding, and involves costly retrofits in existing communities. As a 

result, researchers and road safety agencies are perusing more proactive approach. 

Proactive approach is an approach that focuses on predicting and improving the safety of a new 

planned facility so that the safety risk can be minimized before road users are exposed to it. 

Combination of collision prediction model (CPM) and regional planning model has proven to be 

an improved empirical tool to evaluate the road safety of a regional planning. Macro-level CPM 

can play a vital role in that safety evaluation process. This chapter discussed about the statistical 

issues, development, and application of CPM in proactive road safety program. 
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CHAPTER  3  DATABASE DESCRIPTION AND METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter consists of four main sections. In section 3.2, the data sources of collisions, socio-

demographic variables and road networks are given. The next section 3.3 describes the 

methodology of data extraction, including aggregation unit, aggregation approach and different 

variables definitions. In section 3.4, the four step transportation planning model development 

methodology is described, including method used and calibration process. Section 3.5 describes 

the methodology for collision prediction model development, including information on 

regression technique, model form, goodness of fit and outlier analysis. Section 3.6 describes the 

methodology for identifying collision prone locations. Finally Section 3.7 summarizes the data 

extraction and methodology of the research. 

3.2 Data sources  

The data used for this research came from several sources. The following sections will describe 

the data source for each type of variable.  

3.2.1 Collision variables 

Collisions data was obtained from Insurance Corporation of British Columbia (ICBC). ICBC 

handles most auto insurance collision claims in British Columbia (BC), and it is the central 

warehouse of collision database. They provided collisions data for the period of 2004 to 2006. 

The data is geo-coded and it includes details of each collision. The attribute file associated with 

‘shapefile’ includes the severity of collisions as well as spatial and temporal description of the 

collisions.  The availability of ICBC geo-coded claim data is a great advance in road safety 

analysis as it overcomes many of the traditional unreported, unattended, and/or incomplete (i.e. 

self-reported) collision data problems (Lovegrove, 2007). The given collision dataset defines 

three types of collisions: fatal, injured and PDO; whereas fatal collision as ‘F’; injury collision as 

‘I’; some PDO collisions as ‘N’ (when property damage > CAD 1,000); and, some PDO 

collisions as ‘M’ (when property damage <= CAD 1,000). Figure 3.1 shows the spatial 

distribution of collisions in RDCO for year 2006. Figure 3.1 shows the total collision (i.e. 

includes all types of collisions) densities (collisions/Km2) and Figure 3.2 shows severe collision 
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(i.e. only fatal and injured collisions) densities in the region. Clearly for both types of collisions, 

collision density is higher in central Kelowna compared to other locations of the RDCO. 

 

Figure 3.1 RDCO total collision densities 

Kilometres 
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Figure 3.2 RDCO severe collision densities 

Kilometres 
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3.2.2 Exposure variables 

Exposure variables can be of two types: modeled data and measured data. The digital road 

network data was obtained from ‘Geobase’ (2010). The road network data contains several 

attributes such as length, number of lanes, posted speed, road class types etc. Traffic volume data 

on Highway 97 and Highway 33 was downloaded from the BC Ministry of Transportation 

(BCMoT, 2010) website. This highway data provides 24-hour traffic count for some selected 

intersections. During the period of the research, there was no reliable transportation planning 

model for RDCO which can give present and forecasted traffic volume on each link. So this 

study focused on building a four-step transportation planning model of the RDCO and the 

modeled exposure data (i.e. VKT, VC, SPED) for each link was obtained from the VISUM 

model. After that the link shapefile was imported to ArcGIS to calculate the value of each 

exposure variable. Zonal vehicle-kilometres-travelled (VKT) can be obtained by equation (3.1). 

 

  � � ���~%               (3.1) 

where, 

 1tu�= total VKT in TAZi; 

 1T�U�`�= traffic volume assigned to link ‘i’; 

 �`VbWc�=length of link ‘i’ in TAZi; and, 

n= number of links in the zone. 

 

Other than VKT, speed and volume-capacity ratio (i.e. congestion) are also important exposure 

variables. Average zonal speed (SPED) is the average of link speed of a zone weighted by traffic 

volume. Average zonal congestion (VC) is the average of link volume/capacity ratio of a zone 

weighted by link length. Equation 3.2 was used to calculate average zonal congestion level. 

Measured exposure data (i.e. TLKM) was calculated manually from the digital road network.  

  �
∑ �������� ������ ���
�

∑ ���� ���������
�
                                                                 (3.2) 

where, 

 1��= average zonal congestion level in TAZ ‘k’; 

 1��= congestion level at link ‘i’; and, 

 �aV  �`VbWc�=length of link ‘i’ in TAZk. 
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3.2.3 Network variables 

In the study, all of the network variables are measured data. Some of these data were obtained 

digitally and some of these manually. The digital road network and road intersection map was 

obtained from ‘Geobase’. Manual aggregations were performed to extract data on intersection, 

road geometry, and road-lane-kilometres. ArcGIS 9.2 software was used to calculate intersection 

density and total lane kilometre of different roads (i.e. highways, arterials, collectors and local 

roads). The geo-coded bus stop location of the RDCO transit service was provided by BC Transit 

(BC Transit, 2006). The digital bus route map was not available. So 2006 RDCO bus routes were 

created using 2006-bus schedule guide (City of Kelowna, 2006) and 2020 bus routes were 

prepared according to the Central Okanagan Smart Transit Plan (IBI Group, 2005).  

3.2.4 Transportation demand management (TDM) variables  

TDM variables were obtained from 2006 Census data. Several types of TDM variables were 

collected such as the number of commuters and mode split. Again the number of commuters 

(TCM) was broken down according to the choice of travel mode (i.e. drive, passenger, transit, 

bike, walk, taxi) which enabled to calculate the number of commuters by each mode. The 

traveller’s trip characteristics were obtained from a RDCO household travel survey by Winram 

(2007).  Among other CPM variables, CORE is an important TDM variable which is defined as 

the largest portion of the traffic zone, not bisected by major roads (van Minnen, 1999). 

Lovegrove (2007) identified two other TDM variables namely shortcut capacity (SCC) and 

shortcut attractiveness (SCVC). These variables provide a zonal descriptor of the 

neighbourhood’s local road access network. Calculation of these variables needs huge time 

because it requires manual inspection through each TAZ. Also as this research is not going to 

develop TDM related CPMs, these variables were not calculated. The impact of these variables 

on results can be verified in future research. 

3.2.5 Socio-demographic variables 

The socio-demographic (S-D) variables were measured, and derived from Census Canada 

database. Databases of 1996, 2001 and 2006 were used to obtain data for each Dissemination 

Area (DA). Here, DA refers to a small area composed of one or more neighbouring blocks and it 

is the smallest standard geographic area for which all census data are disseminated (Census 
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Canada, 2006). The data includes various attributes such as population, average income, number 

of people per household and number of employed persons. The data for each DA was obtained in 

tabular form and the table was joined with the geo-coded map of DA so that information for each 

DA is available in ‘shapefile’ format.  ‘Shapefile’ helps to do spatial analysis in ArcGIS 

software.  The advantage of using ArcGIS is that it has the inherent ability to handle and manage 

bulk amount of data to do spatial analysis. This research used ArcGIS 9.2 software for all spatial 

analysis. As an example, population data was obtained in tabular form and using ArcGIS it was 

joined with DA map to calculate and display population density. The following Figure 3.3 shows 

the RDCO population distribution in terms of population density (POPD). The highest density 

zones are in red and the lowest density zones are in yellow color.  Other density zones are in 

between. This figure clearly shows that the population density in 2006 was much higher in 

central Kelowna compared to other locations of the region. 
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Figure 3.3 2006 population density of the RDCO 

Kilometres 
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The number of students in education institutes (i.e. schools, colleges, universities) is also an 

important input variable for trip generation process. Schools include elementary schools, 

secondary schools and high schools. The location of 56 RDCO schools, 1 college and 1 

university was obtained from CanMap® and the student number of each school for year 2004 -

2009 was obtained from BC Ministry of Education (2010) website.  

3.2.6 Land use 

Land use pattern is one of the main variables in transportation planning model as well as 

collision prediction model. RDCO land use map for year 2006 was obtained from CanMap®.  

While, the map includes different types of land use patterns, this research considered four 

different categories of land use types; they are: (1) residential area, (2) industrial area, (3) 

commercial area, and, (4) institutional area. The land use map for year 2020 was obtained from 

the Official Community Plan (OCP) of each of the municipalities in RDCO. Figure 3.4 shows 

future land use types of the region in 2020.  
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Figure 3.4 RDCO future land use in 2020 

 

Kilometres 
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3.3 Data extraction methodology 

Sufficient sound quality data is one of essential requirements of a reliable statistical analysis. 

Data should be collected from a reliable source. Sometimes data extraction and management is 

necessary to obtain data in useable format.  A successful data extraction process increases the 

chance of obtaining a well-fitted statistical model. For this research, several criteria were 

considered during data selection and extraction process. These criteria were: (1) the variable data 

should be sufficient but not expensive to be collected; (2) the variable data should be collected 

and extracted in a relatively accurate and replicable way; (3) variable definitions should be 

reasonable and easy to understand; (4) the variables should be predictable to be used in future; 

and, (5) the variables should be relevant and practical for use. The next section discusses about 

aggregation unit, aggregation approach and data stratification process. 

3.3.1 Aggregation 

Sometimes aggregation is necessary when the unit of available data and the unit of analysis are 

different. For the research, most of the data was obtained from census Canada where the unit was 

DA. But for the analysis, Traffic Analysis Zone (TAZ) was chosen as analysis unit. So 

aggregation was necessary to obtain useable data for each TAZ.  

3.3.1.1 Aggregation unit 

For transportation planning model and collision prediction model development, TAZ was used as 

the aggregation unit. The whole RDCO region was divided into several TAZs. US Census 

Bureau (2001) defines TAZ as “TAZ is a special area delineated by state and/or local 

transportation officials for tabulating traffic-related data, especially journey-to-work and place-

of-work statistics”. It is a unit of geography, most commonly used in conventional transportation 

planning models. Generally TAZ boundaries are set by major roads or by zone boundaries. The 

size of a TAZ is chosen in such a way that the socio-demographic characteristics (e.g. income, 

population density) among TAZs become homogenous. The TAZ map of the RDCO was 

obtained from the City of Kelowna (2003) in CAD file. ArcGIS 9.2 was used to convert the CAD 

file to ‘shapefile’. This map divided the whole region into 500 TAZs, whereas City of Kelowna 

had 378 zones, District of West Kelowna had 69 zones, District of Lake Country had 42 zones 

and District of Peachland had 11 zones. Most of the case, TAZ boundaries overlapped DA 
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boundaries very closely and this reduced the possibility of aggregation bias. A map of the RDCO 

TAZ can be found in Appendix B. 

3.3.1.2 Aggregation approach 

Even though the TAZ boundaries are very close to DA boundaries, the boundaries do not always 

match.  A TAZ can wholly or partially lie within a DA boundary. So it is possible to obtain one 

part of a TAZ in one DA and other part in another DA. To improve data quality and to reduce 

aggregation bias, it is very important to pay attention while aggregating data for TAZs. Some 

assumptions were considered during the aggregation process. One assumption was to consider 

the uniform distribution of DA attribute values across its entire area. Another assumption was to 

aggregate attribute values based on the common area between TAZ and DA.  If any data was 

aggregated as a summation, the common area between TAZ and DA was used. As an example 

the following equation (3.3) was used to calculate the total number of population for TAZ ‘i’:  

 

  ¡¢£��� ¤¢ ���
Ir¥¥r� xj�x v��¦��� ¡¢£� x�y ¤¢�

xj�x r§ ¤¢�
��~%        (3.3) 

 

Another assumption about population aggregation was to consider ‘zero’ population if any TAZ 

was located in ‘open area’ land use category. Sometimes it was also necessary to calculate the 

average value of an attributes. In that case, instead of simply averaging DA values, weighted 

average was calculated based on the common area between TAZ and DA. As an example, for 

calculating the average value of household income (HHI) for a particular TAZ ‘i’, the following 

equation (3.4) was used:  

  ¡¢£���
∑ ,¨¨©ª«����Ir¥¥r� xj�x v��¦��� ¡¢£� x�y ¤¢�2��
�

�r�x� xj�x r§ ¡¢£ ���             (3.4) 

 

This study also used land use map of the region. To obtain land use pattern of each TAZ, ArcGIS 

9.2 was used. A built-in function called ‘intersection’ was used to obtain the land use pattern of 

each TAZ. It is important to mention here that the 2020 land use map of the District of West 

Kelowna didn’t include two Indian reserve areas. The area of these Indian reserves is 7% of the 

total area of the West Kelowna district. This area was not too large to be ignored. So, for these 

two reserve areas, 2006 land use pattern was assumed.   
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 To calculate the number of collisions inside of TAZ, ‘spatial joint’ function of ArcGIS was 

used. It enabled to calculate collision density and to identify zones with higher collision 

densities. Generally community-based macro-level CPMs development process ignores 

highways because of their limited access. Traffic flows in highways are not characterized by the 

traits of surrounding neighbourhoods (Hadayeghi et al., 2003). So, road collisions at highways 

are not significantly influenced by surrounding neighbourhood characteristics. But within 

RDCO, Highway 97 and Highway 33 do not have limited access everywhere. As it goes through 

the central part of Kelowna (especially Kelowna downtown), most of the cases it is easily 

accessible by local traffic. So, highway collisions are significantly related to local traffic volume 

and therefore, highway data was not excluded while developing CPMs for the RDCO.  

3.3.1.3 Data stratification 

To minimize aggregation bias and to obtain reliable results, stratification was performed for both 

independent and dependent (i.e. collisions) variables. For collisions, instead of using only one 

year data, three-year (2004 – 2006) data was used. The main reason of choosing three year 

period was to reduce the effect of random fluctuation of collisions. Another reason was of 

choosing 2006 collision data it would be consistent with the 2006 RDCO transportation planning 

model. Collisions can be of different types (i.e. fatal, severe and PDO collisions) and therefore, 

collisions were stratified into two groups: total collision (all types of collisions) and severe 

collisions (i.e. fatal and injury). Also collisions between 6AM and 9AM were selected to be used 

in CPMS, because the RDCO transportation planning model was built for AM period (6-9AM). 

Stratification of explanatory variables was done in three levels according to the model 

development guidelines by Lovegrove, (2007). The first level included the four themes of: 

exposure, S-D, TDM, and network variables. The second level of stratification was based on 

exposure variables. Two types of exposure variables were used: modeled (i.e. VKT) and 

measured (i.e. TLKM). Measured data consist of observed data that can be measured from 

existing road network. On the other hand, modeled data consists of traffic volume, speed, and 

congestion (V/C) which are the output from transportation planning model. The third level of 

stratification was based on the type of land use. Literature suggests that the land use pattern can 

significantly explain collision patterns and there exists significant differences between urban and 

rural zones in terms of size, population, and employment. If the differences in land use pattern 
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are not considered, it may introduce bias. Therefore, both types of land use, urban and rural, were 

considered.  Zones were classified based on the 2006 population density (pop/km2). If the 

population density to a zone was under 800 persons per square kilometre, then it was considered 

as a rural zone unless it was commercial or industrial area. Also if the population density was 

over 800 persons per square kilometre, then it was considered as urban zone. These population 

density criteria were also used in the Okanagan Valley Quest Model (Lovegrove and Stanos, 

2006) which was the first RDCO regional integrated strategic growth plan for air, land, water and 

transport. Details description of this is beyond the scope of this research.  

  
Figure 3.5 Urban and rural zones in RDCO 
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Table 3.1 lists the candidate variables with possible data source, year, abbreviation, extraction 

method (e.g. measured/modelled) and RDCO total value for each variable.  
 

Table 3.1 Candidate variables for developing CPMs 

Collisions Symbol Method Source Year 
RDCO 

total 
Zonal avg. min max Std Dev 

Total collisions 

over 3years 
T3 Measured ICBC 

2004-

2006 
10871 22 0 371 44.88 

Severe collisions 

over 3years  
S3 Measured ICBC 

2004-

2006 
3033 6.06 0 183 19.18 

Total AM period 

collisions over 3 

years 

TAM3 Measured ICBC 
2004-

2006 
1121 2.36 0 61 4.99 

Severe AM period 

collisions over 3 

years 

SAM3 Measured ICBC 
2004-

2006 
413 0.87 0 27 2.26 

Exposure 
      

Vehicle KMs 

Travelled 
VKT Modelled 

VISUM 

model 
2006 520950 1099.1 0 21160 10496 

Average zonal 

congestion level 
VC Modelled 

VISUM 

model 
2006 n/a 0.1 0 0.78 0.135 

Average zonal 

travel speed 
SPED Modelled 

VISUM 

model 
2006 n/a 50/61 0 87.41 14.6 

Total lane KM TLKM Measured Geobase 2006 3269.02 6.54 6.54 65.40 0.45 

Zonal area (KM
2
) AR Measured 

City of 

Kelowna 
2006 443.57 0.88 0.013 19.22 1.84 

Socio- Demographics 
     

Urban zones URB Measured Census 2006 242 n/a n/a n/a n/a 

Rural zones RUR Measured Census 2006 258 n/a n/a n/a n/a 

Population POP Measured Census 2006 167,417 334.84 0 24,306 2605 

Population density POPD Measured Census 2006 n/a 356.87 0 4861.25 448.1 

Population 

between age 15 to 

64 (%)  

POP 

15_64 
Measured Census 2006 n/a 63.25 0 79.76 11.35 

Employment rate EMPP Measured Census 2006 n/a 59.61 0 79.67 13.37 

Unemployment 

rate (%) 
UNEMPP Measured Census 2006 n/a 5.14 0 19.1 2.37 

Average zonal 

family income 
FS Measured Census 2006 n/a 2.65 0 3.3 0.43 

Average children 

per family 
CHILD Measured Census 2006 n/a 0.85 0 1.4 0.27 

Average income INCA Measured Census 2006 n/a 32476 0 62172 8430 
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Collisions Symbol Method Source Year 
RDCO 

total 
Zonal avg. min max Std Dev 

TDM 
      

Total commuters 

from each zone 
TCM Measured Census 2006 537305 1074.61 105 3340 546.55 

Commuter density TCD Measured Census 2006 n/a 5481.48 25.82 67389.6 7943.1 

No of commuters 

by biking (%) 
BIKE Measured Census 2006 n/a 1.86 0 14.23 2.52 

No of commuters 

by walking (%) 
WALK Measured Census 2006 n/a 4.8 0 30.2 5.22 

No of commuters 

driving (%) 
DRIVE Measured Census 2006 n/a 80.5 10.45 97.01 10.87 

No of commuters 

as car passengers 

(%) 

PASS Measured Census 2006 n/a 7.47 0 19.02 3.03 

No of commuters 

by bus transit (%) 
BUS Measured Census 2006 n/a 2.35 0 19.02 2.52 

Network 
      

 No. of 

intersections 
INT Measured Geobase 2006 6586 13 0 87 15 

Intersection 

density 

(int/area_km2) 

IND Measured Geobase 2006 n/a 18 0 296 38 

No. of Arterial 

lane-KM 
ALKM Measured Geobase 2006 337.49 0.706 0 11.96 1.568 

No. of Arterial 

lane-KM/TLKM (%) 
ALKP Measured Geobase 2006 n/a 12.24 0 100 22.69 

No. of Collector 

lane-KM 
CLKM Measured Geobase 2006 387.66 0.811 0 33.95 2.149 

No. of Collector 

lane-KM/TLKM (%) 
CLKP Measured Geobase 2006 n/a 12.37 0 100 20.64 

No. of Local lane-

KM 
LLKM Measured Geobase 2006 2400.9 5.023 0 39.8 5.766 

No. of Local lane-

KM/TLKM (%) 
LLKP Measured Geobase 2006 n/a 73.09 0 100 28.27 
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3.4 Methodology for 4-step transportation planning model  

Transportation planning model is very important to provide adequate transport network 

information to decision makers. To do transportation planning, various transportation planning 

software (i.e.EMME3, VISUM, TransCAD) are available. Previous chapter discusses the 

features of each software. Considering level of efforts, availability, time consumption, and 

relative easiness, VISUM-11.0 software was selected to use to build the RDCO transportation 

planning model.  

3.4.1 Building network 

This research was intended to build transportation planning model for two scenarios: one was for 

2006 scenario and another one was for 2020 scenario with four different sub-scenarios. The base 

year was selected as 2006 because of the availability of 2006 Census data. Also year 2020 was 

selected because of the availability of predicted 2020 official community plan (OCP) data. The 

basic steps involved in building and analysing networks were same for both scenario models. 

This section describes the basic assumptions and steps involved in the modeling process.  

To build a road network in VISUM, four important elements are required; they are nodes, links, 

zones, and connectors. A node represents the end of a roadway or the intersecting point of roads. 

In VISUM a node is characterized by several attributes including through capacity, turning 

restrictions, and turning capacity. The capacity of a node can significantly influence the travel 

time of a trip. Canadian Capacity Guide (CCG, 2008) gives a list of saturation flow rates of 

signalized intersections for different regions in Canada. For BC it gives the flow rate for Victoria 

region and the recommended capacity in Victoria, BC is 1,735 Passenger Car Unit (PCU)/hr for 

sub-urban area, and 1,565 PCU/hr for downtown area. Also Highway Capacity Manual (HCM, 

2000) recommends the saturation flow rate in the range of 1,700 to 2,200 PCU/hr. But saturation 

flow rate does not represent the actual capacity of an intersection. Because saturation flow rate 

gives the number of vehicles that pass an intersection if 100% time of a signal cycle is allocated 

to that approach. But practically this is not possible because other approaches also get green time 

to allow their vehicular movement. So capacity of a node is less than the saturation flow of that 

node. If the green time of a signal is 50% of the total cycle time, then capacity of that intersection 

will become 50% of the saturation flow. The GVRD EMME2 transportation planning model 
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assumed node capacity of 400 PCU/hr/lane for stop sign controlled intersections and 1,600 

PCU/hr/lane for free flow intersections. The RDCO digital road network does not include 

intersection capacity as well as the type of intersection control (i.e. signalized, stop sign). So the 

intersection capacity was assumed 1,000 PCU/ hr/lane. Future research is needed to identify 

intersection types as well as to adjust intersection capacity.  

Links (i.e. roads) are one of the most important elements of road network. The main attributes of 

a link is characterized by the length, capacity (PCU/hr), free flow speed, number of lanes in each 

direction and travel time. The RDCO geo-coded road network contains information such as link 

length, number of lanes. But it doesn’t include capacity of links, rather it includes road types (i.e. 

arterial, local etc.). So the capacity of each link was assumed based on the type of the road.  

Again GVRD transportation planning model was used to assume link capacity values. Following 

Table 3.2 gives the capacity assumed for each type of road. By multiplying the capacity and the 

number of lanes, total capacity (PCU/hr) of each link was calculated. Also as it was not possible 

to know the percentage of heavy vehicles on each link, the value of this was set to zero (i.e. 

default value). Future study could help better prediction of heavy vehicle volumes on roads. 

Table 3.2 Assumed link capacity of each road class  

Type of road Link category 
Capacity 

(PCU/hr/lane) 

Alleyway / Lane 1 900 

Local/Strata 1 900 

Local/Street 1 900 

Local/Unknown 1 900 

Service lane 1 900 

Resource/Recreation 2 500 

Ramp 3 300 

Collector 4 1300 

Arterial 5 1500 

Expressway/Highway 6 1900 

Freeway 6 1900 

 

Zones are the starting point and destination of trips. In VISUM every zone can be assigned a 

zone boundary which represents the spatial extension of the zone. Mathematically TAZs are 

reduced to a zone centroid. Centroid is assumed to be the generating point of all trips, meaning 
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that all trips to/from a zone are assumed to produce from or attract to that point.  As the location 

of centroid doesn’t have any significant impact on the trip distribution and trip assignment 

results, for simplicity the centroid of residential area of a TAZ was assumed to be the centroid of 

that TAZ. This step was done using ArcGIS. The location of each centroid was examined 

carefully and if any centroid was found to be on water bodies, then the location of the centroid 

was moved manually to a new location that seemed to be the centroid of residential area. In the 

next step each centroid was linked to respective TAZ specific attributes. After that the centroid 

shapefile was imported to VISUM to represent ‘zone’. Details of the TAZ attributes will be 

discussed later. 

Connectors connect zones to road network. It connects zone and node so that mathematically the 

road users can exit and enter the zone. Each connector has two directions. The ‘out’ direction is 

used for distribution and ‘in’ direction is used to collect traffic from surrounding road network. 

This research used two-directional centroid connectors and most of the cases several connectors 

were used for each zone so that traffic can go to the nearest node depending on the direction of 

travel. It will distribute traffic in local streets which can give better neighbourhood specific 

traffic volume. The network elements of a typical transportation planning model can be found in 

Appendix G. 

3.4.2 Trip generation 

Trip generation is the step which calculates total number of trips produced and/or attracted from 

a zone. Previous chapter discussed three different methods for trip generation. Among them 

regression and cross classification method require trip generating characteristics of households 

which can be obtained by detailed traveller’s surveys. But these surveys are expensive and time 

consuming. For the study area, no detailed survey and trip generation rate was available. Due to 

these constrains, it was decided to use ITE trip generation rate (8th edition) to calculate the 

number of trips from each zone. The analysis period of this research is AM period (6am-9am) 

and ITE provides hourly AM period rates. As during the first hour of AM period (i.e., 6am-7am) 

traffic volume is not very high, it was assumed that the total traffic volume between 6am- and 

9am would be 2.2 times than the hourly ITE AM period rates. Also it was decided to calibrate 

ITE trip rates based on the 2007 household survey data (Winram, 2007). 
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There are lots of variables which can affect the number of trips for a zone. Based on the data 

availability, following data sets were chosen to use for trip generation. Table 3.3 lists the trip 

generation variables along with ITE recommended trip generation rates (for 3hours). These trip 

rates were used for both 2006 and 2020 model. 

Table 3.3 Trip generation variables and ITE recommended rates (ITE, 2008)  

Variable Unit 
Trip 

production 
rate 

Trip 
attraction 

rate 

Residential area 
 Area 
(Acre) 

 1.768 0.312  

Industrial area 
Area  

(1000 ft2)  
0.528   1.232 

Commercial area 
 Area 

(1000 ft2) 
 1.320 1.320  

Institutional area 
Area  

(1000 ft2)  
 0.312 1.248 

No. of students in elementary school 
 No. of 
students 

 0.277 0.283 

No. of students in secondary school 
 No. of 
students 

 0.268  0.656 

No. of students in middle school 
 No. of 
students 

0.446 0.545  

No. of students in college 
 No. of 
students 

 0.132  0.308 

No. of students in university 
No. of 

students  
 0.132  0.308 

 

It has been found that for most of the RDCO schools, the total number of students decreased 

from 2004 to 2009. Also from 1991 to 2006 the percentage of population under 19 years 

decreased from 25.3% to 22.4% and in 2020 this percentage will be 18.5% (City of Kelowna, 

2009). This indicates that from 2006 to 2020, the percentage of population under 19 years will 

decreases by 3.9%. To calculate the number of school-going students in 2020, it was assumed 

that the student number would also decrease by 3.9% from 2006. The RDCO region has one 

college which is the Okanagan College, Kelowna campus. In 2006/07 it had total number of 

4,067 student and the projected 2020 student number is 6,400 (RPG, 2007). The University of 

British Columbia Okanagan is the only university in the region. In 2006 the total number of 
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students and employee was 5,000 and it is expected to have 8,500 by 2020 (PFS, 2010).  The 

transportation planning model also allowed for external zones. The Regional District of North 

Okanagan (RDNO) was the North external zone and Penticton was the South external zone. This 

model also had provision for East and West external zones. But as the volume from/to East and 

West external zones were negligible, the volumes were set to zero in 2006 model.  But the traffic 

volume for RDNO and Penticton was calculated using the 2007 household travel survey. It was 

found that during 6-9 AM 2,578 trips travelled from the RDNO to the RDCO and 1,998 trips 

travelled from RDCO to RDNO (Winram, 2007). As the 2007 household survey was held in 

April-May, 2007; it was decided to use 2007 data for the base year (i.e. 2006) VISUM model. 

The volume for Penticton was also calculated in the same way.  The 2007 household travel 

survey data can be found in D. 

3.4.3 Trip distribution 

Trip distribution is the process which distributes trips to different destinations. This step 

determines the destination of each trip and produces an O-D table which shows the number of 

trips for each pair of zone. A comprehensive literature review was done in the previous chapter 

and it has been found that Gravity model is the most widely used trip distribution model. So this 

research also used the Gravity model. The form of the model is given in equation (2.3) which 

clearly shows that the possibility of making trips decreases with the increase of impedance. 

Travel time was used as impedance in the equation. The free flow travel time and journey travel 

time are calculated and stored in a ‘skim matrix’. For each O-D pair, skim matrix stores different 

types of information like travel time, travel distance and cost.  

Friction factor ‘F’ can be expressed by different functions. As the shape of the F-curve takes the shape of 

a negative exponential curve, the function assumed for F-curve was: 

Fij=e-ct                                                                                                                              
(3.5) 

where,  

 Fij = friction factor for the pair ‘i-j’; t= travel time in minutes; and, c is the coefficient.  

 

The value of ‘c’ depends on the purpose of the trip and traveller’s characteristics. The value of 

‘c’ can be obtained by trial and error procedure followed by a calibration process. Unfortunately, 
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there is no established friction factor curve for the study region. A traffic study was done on 

Okanagan Lake Bridge by Halcrow Group (2004), which used ‘c’ values ranging from 0.12 to 

0.14. It is important to mention here that the study was done primarily for such traffic that would 

cross the proposed bridge. As a starting point of this research, initial ‘c’ value was considered 0.1 

and the resultant trip distribution was observed and compared to 2007 distribution. The value of 

‘c’ was increased gradually and after some trials; it was found that for a ‘c’ value of 0.2 the 

modeled distribution is close to the observed distribution. So, ‘c’ value was chosen as 0.2. Future 

research is needed to find more accurate ‘c’ value (i.e. friction factor curve) for the region. Also 

due to the unavailability of zonal employment data, it was not possible to calculate the value of 

K-factor. So the value of ‘K’ was assumed ‘1’ for both 2006 and 2020 scenarios. Literature also 

suggests that the use of ‘K’ may introduce error in predicting future trip distribution (Duffus et 

al., 1987). 

Using link length and free flow speed, the gravity model calculated the initial travel time for each 

O-D pair and it distributed trips based on the minimum travel time (in minutes). But as traffic 

volume increase, congestion and travel time also increase. As the new travel time can change trip 

distribution pattern, it is necessary to update O-D table based on the new travel time. So after 

performing the last step (i.e. trip assignment), new travel time was calculated and returned to the 

skim matrix so that refined travel time could improve trip distribution process. This process was 

continued until desired accuracy was achieved. It is also necessary to calibrate O-D table based 

on the observed data. But for the study region, there exists no O-D table to calibrate the 2006 

VISUM model. So several auto trips were made within the study area and the observed travel 

time was used to verify the modelled travel time.  

3.4.4 Mode choice 

Mode choice is the third step where trips are assigned to a particular mode. This is the step that 

determines which mode will be chosen by a traveller for a particular trip. This step also 

calculates the percentage of mode share by travellers. Disaggregate mode choice models are the 

most widely used models to determine mode share. It calculates the utility of a mode based on 

the socio-economic condition and mode specific perceptions of the travellers. This information 

can be obtained by conducting a detailed travel survey at household level. Unfortunately, for the 

RDCO there was no mode related travel survey to allow calculating mode specific utility values 
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at disaggregate level. Conducting a traveller’s survey would be an important topic for future 

research. As it was not possible to obtain disaggregate level data, this research instead focused on 

building an aggregate based mode choice model. Census 2006 data were considered for the 

purpose. The following variables were considered for the mode choice regression purpose:  

Table 3.4 Mode choice candidate variables 

Variables Symbol 

No. of bus stops BStop 

Bus stops density BStopD 

Length of bus route (KM) LBKM 

Length of bus route/TLKM LBKMM 

Bus headway BH 

Walk-access time WAT 

Cost ratio (=transit fare/auto operating cost) CostR 

Average household income HHI 

Employed person (%) EMP 

Average vehicle per household VHH 

Population between 45-64 age (%) POP45_64 

Travel time ratio TTR 
 

Even though impedances (i.e. travel time) are very important for mode choice decisions, if there 

exist no bus route and/or bus stop in an area, people will not select bus as their travel mode. 

Therefore, this research considered transit related attributes such as the number of bus stops, bus 

headway, walk access time to bus stops. ‘Walk-access time’ indicates the time required to walk 

from the zonal centroid to the nearest bus stop. It was assumed (in minutes) manually by a 

careful observation of the location of zonal centroid and nearest bus stops.  

Another important variable was ‘cost ratio’ which represents the ratio of transit fare and auto 

operating cost. For a 18,000 km per year driven car, the 2006 auto driving cost was $0.518 per 

km (for Cobalt LTZ car) and $ 0.652 per km (for Caravan car) (CAA, 2007). An average of 

$0.59 per km was used as the auto driving cost in 2006. Auto parking cost is another cost related 

variable. But in most of the RDCO, auto parking is almost free except downtown area. To be 

conservative, parking cost was not included in the ‘cost ratio’ variable. Assuming $2.00 transit 

fare and $0.59 per km auto operating cost, the cost ratio for 2006 was calculated as 3.89.  
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A household survey by Winram (2007) indicates that almost 40% of total and 65.8% of auto trips 

were made by travellers aged in the range of 45 to 65. So the percentage of population aged 

between 45 and 64 was also considered as a variable. Travel time is another important parameter 

for mode selection. Because people try to select such a mode which will minimize his/her travel 

time. In RDCO, the average travel time by bus in 2007 was 1.79 times more than that by driving 

auto.  But this average value didn’t represent the actual travel time ratio for each TAZ. Travel 

time ratio is dependent on various factors such as the O-D of the trip, availability of the preferred 

bus and transfer time needed to change bus. As for the region, there exist no travel time table for 

O-D pairs, ‘travel time ratio’ was not included in mode share equation. The bus headway for 

2006 was obtained from Kelowna Regional Transit System and the expected headway in 2020 

was obtained from Central Okanagan Smart Transit Plan (IBI Group, 2005). Other socio-

demographic variables for 2006 were obtained from the 2006 Census Canada. The 2020 

prediction of other variables was done only for those variables which were selected for the mode 

share equation and the predicted values are given in the next chapter.  

 ‘GenStat’ statistical software was used to make mode share equation which will calculate the 

percentage of travellers using auto. DA was used as the unit of regression analysis and Census-

2006 data was used for the regression analysis. At first, a linear regression model was attempted 

to build. Each variable was included in the model by following forward stepwise procedure. The 

goodness of fit and the t-statistics of each variable were assessed at 95% confidence level. If the 

modeled R2 value was close to 1.0, then the model was considered as a well-fitted model. But if 

it was not close to 1.0, outliers were removed to improve the model fitness. Even after that if the 

R2 value was not close to 1.00, then it was decided to use non-linear mode choice models. When 

a well-fitted model was developed, then the model form applied to estimate the percentage of 

auto user for each TAZ. The percentage of auto user was used to calculate the number of auto 

trips from each TAZ. It enabled to make an O-D table only for auto trips, which was applied into 

VISUM model to perform the next step which is trip assignment. 
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3.4.5 Trip assignment 

Trip assignment is the last step of four-step transportation model that assigns trips to road 

network. If an assignment method is selected and the capacity constraints are defined, then 

VISUM can assign trips to the road network based on the minimum impedance criterion. 

Following BPR function was selected to consider link capacity constrain: 

  Isj �


���
¬                    (3.6) 

where, 

 Tcur= link travel time; and, 


���
 =

���� �jx§§�I r�s¥�
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Figure 3.6 Relation between link travel time and congestion on link 

Figure 3.6 shows the travel time on a link increases with the increase of Q/Qmax. It can be noted 

that the rate of travel time increase is relatively higher after the link volume exceeds the link 

capacity.  

Node capacity and node type (i.e. signalized, unsignalized) are also important parameter to 

determine link travel time. The characteristics of signalized and non-signalized intersection are 

different. Presence of signalized intersections results in higher link travel time when compared to 
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links having unsignalized intersections. So it is important to identify the type of intersection. But 

for the study area, types of all intersections were not known. Based on the observation, some 

major intersections were identified as signalized and different impedance function was assumed. 

Equation 3.7 represents node impedance function for unsignalized intersections, while equation 

3.8 is for signalized intersections. 

Isj �
�jx§§�I r�s¥�
�ry� Ix{xI��}

�jx§§�I r�s¥�
�ry� Ix{xI��}

(
    (3.7) 

Isj �
�jx§§�I r�s¥�
�ry� Ix{xI��}

�jx§§�I r�s¥�
�ry� Ix{xI��}

(
     (3.8) 

 

Quadratic form has the advantage of imposing some fixed delay in the equation. Signalized 

intersections increase delay due to traffic signal. Even stop sign controlled intersections also 

impose some delay because a vehicle will slow down or wait sometime at the intersection. So 

delay occurs at the intersection regardless of the type of intersections. As for the RDCO 

intersection types were not known, 0.166 minute (10 seconds) fixed delay for unsignalized 

intersection and 0.25 minute (15 seconds) fixed delay was imposed for signalized intersections.  

Previous chapter discussed a lot of assignment techniques, where each technique has its own 

advantages and disadvantages. Among different techniques, ‘user equilibrium assignment’ 

technique was chosen due to its relatively better assignment result and less computational time 

requirement. After the trip assignment process, the traffic volume on each link was checked and 

if the difference between two successive iterations was more than +/- 10 autos, then a ‘Go to the 

Operation’ function was used. This function took the output from trip assignment process and 

feed it into ‘skim matrix’ to calculate new travel times.  The new calculated travel time was used 

into the trip distribution step to refine O-D table. This process was continued until the difference 

of traffic volume on each link became less than 10 autos between two successive iterations. 

Finally the model was validated with the observed data obtained from BC Ministry of 

Transportation and City of Kelowna traffic count map.  For each intersection, number of entering 

traffic volume was calculated and it was compared with observed data. If the percentage of error 

was within +/- 30%, then it was considered as acceptable.  The screenline count was also 
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compared, but in that case 10% error was considered to be acceptable (Lin & Navin, 1999). The 

overall transportation planning process is given in the following Figure 3.7:  

 

Figure 3.7 Steps involved in 4-step transportation planning model 

3.5 Collision prediction model development methodology 

The methodology for CPM development was based on the literature reviewed earlier. CPMs can 

be developed for four different traits given by Lovegrove (2007). One of the main objectives of 

the research was to compare the predicted collision frequency in 2020 for different scenarios. 

Based on the four-different traits, 16 different CPM groups can be developed as given in Table 

2.1. But it would consume time and it would be beyond the main objective of the research. As 

auto transit 
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exposure variables are the most influencing variable in CPMs, this research developed only 

exposure related CPMs. For each scenario following eight types of CPM was developed:  
 

• Urban modeled total collision model; 

• Urban modeled severe collision model; 

• Urban measured total collision model; 

• Urban measured severe collision model; 

• Rural modeled total collision model; 

• Rural modeled severe collision model; 

• Rural measured total collision model; and, 

• Rural measured severe collision model.  

 

For developing CPMs, modeled outputs (i.e. VKT, VC, SPED) were obtained from the VISUM 

transportation planning model. Steps involved in calculating these variables are shown in 

Appendix C. Following sections describe the methodology and steps involved in the 

development of macro-level CPMs for the region.  

3.5.1 Regression 

It has been shown that Generalized Linear Regression Modeling (GLM) regression method has 

the advantages of overcoming limitations associated with the use of conventional linear 

regression in modeling traffic collisions (Hauer et al. 1988, Sawalha & Sayed, 2001). GLM 

method has an established methodology, while Geographically Weighted Poisson Regression 

(GWPR) and Full-Bayesian Semiparametric Additive (FBSA) methods are relatively new and 

complex. As the objective of this study is to compare the predicted collisions in 2020 and GLM 

is relatively easier to use, GLM technique was selected for the regression purpose. ‘GenStat’ 

statistical software was used for the development of collision prediction models. From a careful 

observation it was observed that the RDCO collisions were over-dispersed (variance is greater 

than the mean). It was also verified while developing collision prediction models. Based on the 

literature at first, the error structure was assumed to follow Poisson distribution and the value of 

σd was calculated. If the value became less than 1.00, then the model formulation was carried 

using Poisson distribution. Otherwise, if σd exceeded 1.00, then NB structure was used for the 

model development.  
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3.5.2 Form 

Several types of CPM forms were discussed in the literature and after reviewing the literature, 

the CPM form suggested by Lovegrove (2007) was selected to use. The selected CPM form is 

given in equation (3.9). This equation contains an exposure term ‘Z’, which satisfies the ‘zero 

risk’ logic.  Here, ‘zero risk’ means no road collision will occur if there is no traffic on roads.  

The value of ‘Z’ can be modeled (i.e. VKT) or measured (i.e. TLKM). 

  � x� ∑v���              (3.9) 

where, 

 = predicted mean collision frequency; 

 a0,a1,bi= GLM derived parameter estimates; 

 Z=exposure variable; and, 

 xi=independent variables. 

 After log-linear transformation of equation (3.9), following equation (3.10) was obtained to use 

in GLM regression. Using the collision, exposure and explanatory variable data, the software can 

determine the constant term and parameter estimates of the equation (3.10).  

 
  �VJO�Q�M 3 �V�\�� [ \%�V�®� [ ∑ �¯� . &����~%                   (3.10) 

3.5.3 Selection of explanatory variables 

Explanatory variable selection followed a forward stepwise procedure, as described in Sawalha 

& Sayed (2005a). According to the procedure, each model was constructed by adding one 

variable at a time, and by testing the change in model fitness due to the added variable. The first 

variable tested in each model was the exposure variable (Z) due to its usual dominating 

prediction influence (Sawalha & Sayed, 2005a; Miaou, 1996). Additional candidate variables 

were then systematically added to the model. The decision to retain a variable in the model was 

based on four criteria. First, the logic (i.e. +/-) of the estimated parameter had to be associated 

intuitively with collisions. Second, the parameter estimate t-statistic had to be significant at the 

95 percent confidence level (i.e. > 1.96). Third, the addition of the variable to the model should 

have caused a significant drop in the Scaled Deviance at 95 percent confidence level (i.e. SD> 

3.84). Fourth, the variable had to show little or no correlation with any of the other independent 

variables. For example, transit mode split is highly correlated with auto mode split; hence, only 
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one mode split variable (i.e. auto or transit) should be included in the model. Correlation between 

variables was checked by viewing correlation results in the software. Once explanatory variables 

were selected for a model, the next step was to find the model goodness of fit. 

3.5.4 Goodness of fit 

The method used to evaluate the model goodness of fit was described by several researchers. In 

the research, SD measures and Pearson |(  tests were performed to evaluate the goodness of fit.  

The equations of these two measures are repeated here for convenience: 

Pearson |( =∑ J}��K�L��M*
�xj �}��

��~%                                                     (3.11) 

  �� 3 2∑ X���V F }�
K�L��H e ��� [ Z��V F }�GN

K�L��GNHY
��~%                                          (3.12) 

 

If the value of these criteria were greater than the χ( distribution value with (n - p - 1) degrees of 

freedom at 95% confidence level, then the model was considered poorly fitted to observed data. 

So model refinement was done in the form of outlier analysis.  

3.5.5 Model refinement 

If any model failed to satisfy the goodness of fit test, then it was refined using outlier analysis. 

The refinement process was done based on the Cook’s Distance (CD) technique described by 

Sawalha & Sayed (2005b). Using the equation (2.42) the CD value for each observed collision 

was calculated and ranked according to descending order. The point having highest CD was 

selected and removed from the model. Then the model was re-run without changing the previous 

value of κ. For 95% confidence level, if the new SD statistic value was less than 3.84 than the 

previous SD value, then the outlier was removed and the model was rerun to estimate a new κ 

and new estimates of CD. The process of removing outliers was continued until the resulting SD 

value satisfied the goodness of fit criteria. The t-statistics value of each variable was also 

checked to ensure the significance of each variable. If the resulting model satisfied all of the 

criteria, then it was considered to be a good fitted model to use. For each successfully fit model, 

no more than a few of the several hundred data points were found to be outliers (i.e. well under 

5%).  
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3.6 Identification of collision prone locations 

A black spot is a location which exhibits significantly higher collision potential when compared 

to average collision potential from a group of similar locations. To ensure that resources are 

spent only on locations with the highest potential for safety improvements, it is important to 

follow a sound procedure to properly identify and rank black spots for diagnosis and treatment. 

This research identified collision prone zones based on the literature described in Section 2.3.5.   

As urban and rural areas have significantly different collision potential, the identification process 

was done for both urban and rural areas using three years (2004-2006) collision data. Total 

number of collisions for each TAZ was calculated using ArcGIS 9.3. Also from the CPMs, 

predicted number of collisions, E(Λ),  for each TAZ was obtained. Using the observed and 

predicted collisions, the Empirical Bayes (EB) estimate of each location was calculated. Then EB 

of each TAZ was compared to the regional average, E(Λ), which was obtained from CPMs. At 

95% confidence interval, if the EB estimate of a location exceeded the reference group average, 

then the location was considered as collision prone zone (CPZ). Equation 2.29 was used for the 

identification purpose. After the identification of collision prone zones (CPZs), they were ranked 

by both Potential Collision Reduction (PCR) and Collision Risk Ratio (CRR) methods. Using the 

results from these two ranking methods, a combined ranking was prepared for both urban and 

rural areas. 

A collision density map was also prepared for Highway 97. For that purpose, the entire length of 

the corridor was divided based on the TAZ boundary. ‘Intersection’ function in ArcGIS was used 

to the step. Later, the segment lengths were re-calculated so that it represents the actual divided 

segment length, not the previous undivided length.  If any segment length was less than 1 km, 

then consecutive segments was merged together so that the length became more than 1 km. Later 

the number of collisions (2004-2006) was calculated for each segments and it was normalized by 

segment length to represent collision density.  

In the ‘intersection’ shapefile, each intersection was represented by a single point. Road 

collisions do not occur just at the middle of an intersection, but also near the intersection point 

due to stop and deceleration of vehicles. So a 30 m radius of area was considered around each 

intersection and ‘Buffer’ function of ArcGIS was used to create circular areas. Then, the number 
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of collisions inside of the circular area was calculated using ‘Spatial Joint’ and based on the 

collision frequency collision prone locations were ranked in a descending order.    

3.7 Summary 

This chapter is about the database description, data extraction and methodology used for building 

transportation planning model as well as for developing collision prediction model. Good, 

reliable source of data is the most important criteria for having a well fitted model. Several 

criteria was considered during data selection and extraction process, such as: (1) the variable data 

should be sufficient but not expensive to be collected; (2) the variable data should be collected 

and extracted in a relatively accurate and replicable way; (3) variable definitions should be 

reasonable and easy to understand; (4) the variables should be predictable to be used in future; 

and, (5) the variables should be relevant and practical for use. A sound procedure of data 

extraction and aggregation is also necessary. At first this chapter discussed about the data source 

of each kind of variables. ICBC, Census Canada 2006, Geosuite were the main data sources.  

The aggregation unit of analysis was TAZ and data were aggregated for each TAZ. Also data 

stratification was done based on the type of land use, time of collisions and severity of collisions. 

Table 3.1 was produced to list all the candidate variables for developing CPMs. This table gave 

the variable name, abbreviation, data source, year and statistics of each variable. 

This chapter also discussed a detailed methodology used for building the RDCO transportation 

planning model for year 2006 and year 2020. VISUM-11.0 software was selected for modeling. 

Candidate variables for trip generation and mode share were listed in Table 3.3 and 3.4. Different 

assumptions and methods were also discussed for each of the steps involved in four-step 

transportation planning. Later this chapter described the methodology used for developing 

community based macro-level collision prediction models. It discussed about the regression 

techniques and model form. It also discussed the steps of selecting explanatory variables, 

assessing model goodness of fit and performing outlier analysis. The methodology defined in this 

chapter was applied to develop models which are presented in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER  4  MODEL DEVELOPMENT RESULTS 

4.1 Introduction 

Based on the methodology outlined in Chapter Three, four step transportation planning model 

and CPMs were developed. In section 4.2, the results of the 2006 (base year) RDCO 

transportation planning model is presented. The next Section 4.3 discusses about the future 

vision of the Kelowna Regional Transit System and also about the future RDCO road network 

improvement plan. Section 4.4 represents the results of four different sub-scenarios of the 2020 

transportation planning model. Section 4.5 discusses about the development of community-based 

macro-level CPMs for total collisions as well as for severe collisions by using the 2006 

transportation planning model outputs. Section 4.6 predicts the number of collisions for each of 

the 2020 sub-scenarios and compares the road safety benefits of each scenario. Finally Section 

4.7 summarizes the model development results. 

4.2 The 2006 RDCO transportation planning model 

This research focused on the development of a transportation planning model for the Regional 

District of Central Okanagan (RDCO). Year 2006 was considered as the base year for the model 

due to the availability of Census-2006 data that was used in the development, calibration, and 

validation processes. Also morning ‘rush hours’ (i.e. 6am -9am) was selected as the time period 

of the model, because demand load reaches its maximum in that period. Based on the method 

described in the previous chapter, the 2006 RDCO 4-step transportation planning model was 

developed and calibrated using VISSUM-11.0 software. The results of each step are presented in 

the following sub-sections.  

4.2.1 Step 1 results: trip generation  

Trip generation rates were followed from the ‘Institute of Transportation Engineers’ (ITE) 

recommended trip rates. Table 3.2 lists the names and associated trip generation rates of each of 

the trip generating variables. The variables values were aggregated for each TAZ by using 

ArcGIS-9.3. The values were entered into VISUM as ‘zone attributes’ and trip generation rates 

were entered into VISUM’s trip generation module. As the VISUM model also allowed for 

external zones, external traffic volumes were also entered into the model. Based on the 

methodology, in 2006 North external zone produced 2,578 trips and attracted 1,998 trips. Also in 
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2006, South external zone produced 124 trips and attracted 1,281 trips. As the number of trips 

from/to West and East external zones was negligible, it was set to ‘zero’.  After performing the 

trip generation step, total number of generated (i.e. produced + attracted) trips from each zone 

was calculated. The total number of model-forecast trips produced from and attracted to each 

zone was compared with the 2007 inter-regional household travel survey data, which is 

summarized in Appendix D.  It was found that the percent error in total production was 0.49% 

and percent error in total attraction was 20.8%. As the error in predicted attraction is higher than 

the observation, the attraction rates were readjusted based on the total number of attraction and 

percentage of error for each city. The average percentage of error was calculated weighted by the 

number of attractions and attraction rates were reduced accordingly for the next trial. After 

several re-adjustments the error in total attraction was reduced to 3.03%. As the error in 

prediction was very low, the trip generation results were considered acceptably calibrated. Table 

4.1 represents the final adjusted trip generation rates and Table 4.2 gives the final predicted 

number of trips compared with the observed 2007 data.  

Table 4.1 Final adjusted trip generation rates for the RDCO 

Variable Unit 
Trip production 

rate 
Trip attraction 

rate 

Residential area Area (Acre) 1.768 0.253 

Industrial area Area (1000 ft2)  0.528 0.999 

Commercial area Area (1000 ft2) 1.32 1.0713 

Institutional area Area  (1000 ft2)  0.312 1.013 

No. of students in 
elementary school 

No. of students 0.2772 0.23 

No. of students in 
secondary school 

No. of students 0.268 0.5324 

No. of students in 
middle school 

No. of students 0.4455 0.4419 

No. of students in 
college 

No. of students 0.132 0.2500 

No. of students in 
university 

No. of students  0.132 0.2500 
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Table 4.2 Trip generation results of the 2006 transportation planning model 

Location 
Type of 

trips 
Modeled   total 

trips (2006) 
Observed total 

trips (2007) 
Error (%) 

RDCO 
Production 95,566 95,097 0.49 

Attraction 97,473 94,519 3.03 

City of Kelowna 
Production 69,473 67,485 2.86 

Attraction 78,827 75,513 4.20 

District of Lake 
Country 

Production 8,357 8,164 2.31 

Attraction 4,894 5,067 -3.53 

West side  
(West Kelowna 
& Peachland) 

Production 15,034 19,448 -29.36 

Attraction 10,473 13,938 -33.09 

 

From Table 4.2 it can be seen that the errors in calculating production and attraction are marginal 

except for the West side (West Kelowna & Peachland) region, these errors were expected as the 

District of West Kelowna was incorporated in 2007, and, between 2006 and 2007 it went through 

major developments in terms of employment, housing and other facilities. These improvements 

caused a significant increase in traffic between 2006 and 2007. It might be the reason of fewer 

trips in the 2006 VISUM model when compared to 2007-observed data. On the other hand, the 

City of Kelowna and the District of Lake Country are well-established municipalities and the 

resultant modeled trips are very close to the observed trips.  

Finally, using the readjusted trip generation rates, total number of generated trips for each TAZ 

was calculated and following figures were prepared. Figure 4.1 shows the total number of 

generated trips across RDCO zones and Figure 4.2 shows the trip generation density (i.e. no of 

trips/area) across RDCO zones. From the figure it can be seen that trip generation density is 

focused in the town centres of Kelowna, Lake Country, and West Kelowna. These results were 

expected as most of these areas are dense residential/commercial urban areas and hence, produce 

more trips compared to rural areas. 
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Figure 4.1 Total number of generated trips in 2006 across RDCO zones 

 

Kilometres 
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Figure 4.2 Trip generation density in 2006 across RDCO zones 

 

Kilometres 
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4.2.2 Step 2 results: trip distribution 

After calculating the total number of produced trips by each zone, the trip distribution step 

assigned the produced trips to various destination based on the Gravity model. Travel time was 

considered as travel impedance and the friction factor function was mentioned in the previous 

chapter. At the initial stage free flow travel time was used to distribute trips. Later capacity 

constraint function (i.e. BPR function) was used to update travel times by using the traffic 

volume on each link which was obtained after the trip assignment step. After several iterations, 

the final travel time for each trip was calculated and the average modeled travel time was found 

to be 15.99 minutes. It was very close to the observed average travel time of 16.8 minutes in 

2007 AM periods (Winram, 2007). Following Figure 4.3 shows the travel time distribution and it 

can be seen that the travel time of almost 50% trips was in the range of 9 to 18 minutes. 

 

Figure 4.3 Distribution of travel time from the 2006 RDCO VISUM model 

The distribution of travel distance was also obtained from the VISUM software, which is shown 

in the following Figure 4.4. It can be seen that travel distances of almost 50% trips were in the 

range of 6 to 12 km. Assuming 50 kmph travel speed and average travel time of 15.99 minutes, 

average travel distance becomes 13.2 km and from the VISUM model the average travel distance 

was calculated as 14.04km, which is close to the observed 13.2 km. 
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Figure 4.4 Distribution of travel distance from the 2006 RDCO VISUM model 

To calibrate the trip distribution model, it is very important to know the observed traffic volume 

between each pair of origin and destination, which can be obtained from O-D table. But for the 

study area, there existed no O-D table and hence, it was not possible to calibrate the model using 

observed data. In lieu of data, was decided to compare modeled travel time with observed travel 

time for a sample of predefined origins and destinations. Several trips (in Fall, 2010) were made 

inside the RDCO region to observe travel time. Table 4.3 compares the modeled and observed 

travel time for these selected routes. The routes that were used for the purpose can be found in 

Appendix E. Each trip started and ended at a zonal centroid as per VISUM modelled network. 

For easy recognition of the zone location, nearest road intersection is mentioned in the Table 4.2 

and the zone numbers are given in parenthesis. The survey trips were made in the AM periods 

(6-9 AM) and in the early part of AM period the traffic volume are usually less and vehicles can 

move at a higher speed compared to the speed during midday. That is why the observed travel 

times in 2010 were very close to the modeled travel time of 2006. Also it can be seen that for 

route #5, the observed travel time was higher than the modeled travel time. The reason behind 

higher travel time could be the significant increase of Highway#97 traffic volume between 2006 

and 2010.  
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Table 4.3 Comparison of observed and modeled travel time 

Route 

No. 
From (zone) To (zone) 

Modeled 

Travel 

time 

(min) 

(2006) 

Observed 

Travel 

time 

(min) 

(2010) 

Error 

(%) 

1 
Pandosy St./ Cadder Ave 

(274) 

Hwy 33/Hollywood Rd 

(493) 

10min   

9 sec 

10 min 

50sec 

-6.73 

 

2 
Hwy 33/Hollywood Rd 

(493) 

Highway 97/Abott St. 

(459) 

10 min 

32 sec 

10 min 

40sec 

-1.27 

 

3 
Highway97/Pandosy St. 

(460) 

Keith Rd/ Lakeshore 

Rd 

(309) 

10 min 

50 sec 

10 min 

30 sec 

3.08 

 

4 
Gordon Dr/ McClure Rd 

(350) 

Cadder Ave/Long St 

(277) 

11min    

8 sec 

10 min 

57 sec 

-7.34 

 

5 
Cadder Ave/Long St 

(277) 

Highway97/Lodge Rd 

(414) 

23 min 

48 sec 

26 min 

20sec 

-10.6 

 

6 
Highway97/Glenmore 

Rd (412) 

UBC Okanagan 

(40) 

23 min 

31 sec 

24 min    

2 sec 
-2.2 

4.2.3 Step 3 results: mode choice 

Mode choice selects a mode that will be used for a particular trip. It is related to individual 

traveller’s characteristics and mode specific attributes. Due to a lack of disaggregate level data, it 

was decided to build aggregate based mode choice model for auto. Mode choice variable values 

were obtained from the 2006 Census data and the average value of each variable was calculated 

for each DA. Initially linear regression analysis was performed to calculate the percentage of 

auto user for each DA. But the R2 value of the linear model was found to be very low. So it was 

decided to build a non-linear regression model to calculate percentage of auto user. From the 

literature (McFadden, 1974; Domencich & McFadden, 1975; Ben-Akiva & Lerman, 1985; 

Koppelman & Bhat, 2006) it was observed that the utility for each mode is exponentially related 

to mode specific attributes. So in this research, a non-linear exponential form was considered.  

In the previous chapter Table 3.4 listed all the candidate variables for mode choice modeling. 

While selecting the candidate variables, three criteria were considered: (1) the logic (i.e. +/-) of 

the estimated variable had to be associated intuitively with auto usage; (2) the t-statistics of each 

variable should be greater than 1.96 at 95% confident limit; and, (3) the variables should not be 
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correlated. A generalized regression model was used to develop the mode choice model and after 

the regression analysis following model was obtained: 

��.���°(��k±�r{¤G�.��(²¬°�k¨G�.²³%���¨¨G�.��(¬��r{¬�_µ¬ 4.1) 
where, 
 Auto user (%) = percentage of auto user from a zone; 

BStopD = bus stop density (i.e. no. of bus stops/ TAZ area in KM2) 
 BH =  bus headways (in minutes); 
 VHH = vehicles per household; and, 
 Pop45_64 = percentage of population between ages 45 and 64. 
 
For degrees of freedom (df) of 230, the Pearson chi-square (-() of the model was 205.66 which 

is less than -(�.��,(²� 3 266.38. This implies the model fits the observed data. The details of the 

mode choice model can be found in Appendix F.  

In the next step the mode choice model was applied to calculate the percentage of auto user in 

each TAZ by using TAZ specific mode choice attributes. The average RDCO auto user was 

calculated as 86.1%, which means on an average 86.1% of total RDCO trips will be made by 

auto. This modeled value of 86.1% is very close to the observed 87.3% auto user in 2007, which 

indicates sufficient predictability of the 2006 mode choice model. Next, using the percentage 

auto user, the total number of auto trips produced from each TAZ was calculated, in order to 

build an O-D auto trip table to perform trip assignment. 

4.2.4 Step 4 results: trip assignment 

The last step of four-step transportation planning model, trip assignment, assigns traffic to the 

road network. As the purpose of this research was to build an auto-based transportation model, 

only auto trips were assigned to the road network to obtain auto volumes on each road. Transit 

assignment and development of a transit model could be the topic for future research. For the 

assignment purpose, ‘Equilibrium Assignment’ method was selected and also to obtain better 

results ‘Go to Operation’ function was used.  

After performing the trip assignment, the traffic volume on road links were compared to 

observed data obtained from the BC Ministry of Transportation and the City of Kelowna. Table 

4.4 compares traffic volume at some signalized intersections as well as compares the screenline 
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counts. It can be seen that modeled traffic volume was less than the observed volume. The reason 

may be the presence of additional through-traffic volume on Highways not accounted for in the 

model. Although the model considered RDNO and Penticton as the external zones, other traffic 

(passenger cars and freights truck) does come from other external regions and use the RDCO 

highway facilities to go to US/Canada border. This unaccounted traffic volume on highways 

could be the reason of higher observed volume. But as the percentage error for intersections was 

less than +/-30% (Lin & Navin, 1999), the trip assignment results are acceptable. This table also 

compares total traffic coming from/to the Lake country and it can be seen that the observed and 

the model values were very close. Finally it compares the traffic coming from/to the Westside. It 

can be seen that that the percentage error was little bit higher. For Westside, the observed traffic 

volumes were collected in 2007; and, as between 2006 and 2007 Westside regions went through 

major developments the difference in Westside traffic prediction is considerable.  Also after 

combining the total modeled and observed volume, it was found that total error was 12.83% 

which can be considered as acceptable. A screenshot of the assigned auto-network can be found 

in Appendix G. 

Table 4.4 Comparison of modeled and observed traffic volume 

Type Location Modeled Observed Diff. 
Error 
(%) 

Intersections 

Highway 97 & University way 5828 6683 -855 -14.67 

Highway 97  & Cooper Rd 7592 8079 -487 -6.41 

Highway 97  & Spall Rd 8913 10244 -1331 -14.93 

Highway 33& Gerstmer Rd 4708 4957 -249 -5.29 

Highway 33 & Rutland Rd 3694 4250 -556 -15.05 

Screenline 

From Lake Country to Kelowna  
3520 3706 -186 -5.28 

(Southbound traffic) 

From Kelowna to Lake Country  
2009 2278 -269 -13.39 

(Northbound traffic) 

Westbound trips across the bridge 1909 2194 -285 -14.93 

Eastbound trips across the bridge 5690 7101 -1411 -24.8 

 

Total 43863 49492 -5629 -12.83 
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After the auto assignment, it was possible to calculate total auto volume, VKT, VC, travel speed, 

and journey speed on each link. Among these attributes vehicle kilometres travelled (VKT), 

volume-capacity ratio (VC) and travel speed (SPED) are the most important exposure variables. 

For the development of CPMs it is very important to calculate total VKT for each TAZ. VKT for 

each link can be obtained directly from VISUM, but it doesn’t aggregate total VKT inside of 

each TAZ. So, it was done by manually by ArcGIS 9.3. If a link goes through two TAZs and if 

the original length of the link is used to calculate VKT for each TAZ, then it overestimates VKT 

because the length used for calculating VKT does not represent the actual length of the link 

inside of the TAZ, rather it uses the original length of the link. So dividing a link based on the 

zonal boundary is very important. ‘Intersection’ function of ArcGIS was used to divide links 

crossing TAZ boundary. Next, the lengths of new link segments were calculated in ArcGIS. 

Finally, equation 3.1 was used to calculate VKT and the total VKT in 2006 was calculated as 

520,950.  

Another aggregation bias arises when an attribute value is averaged across the entire zone. The 

average VC and travel speed (SPED) of each TAZ was calculated using four different methods; 

which are: (1) simple average; (2) weighted by VKT; (3) weighted by traffic volume; and, (4) 

weighted by link length. It was found that the values obtained weighted by VKT and traffic 

volume were very close and the values weighted by length were always less than the values 

weighted by VKT and volume.  It was important to avoid correlation between variables while 

calculating weighted average. As VC is the ratio between volume and capacity, average value of 

VC was calculated weighted by link length; and, as travel speed (SPED) is the ratio between 

distance and time, average value of SPED was calculated weighted by traffic volume. Following 

Figure 4.5 shows the values of VC in different RDCO zones and compares VC to give an idea 

about the congestion level indifferent part of the RDCO. It can be seen that VC is relatively 

higher in central Kelowna and also in some parts of Lake Country. As Central Kelowna is the 

main activity centre of the RDCO, higher VC is intuitive. For the Lake Country, the reason could 

be the number of fewer roads and higher traffic volume which made the value of VC higher. 
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Figure 4.5 Volume-capacity (VC) ratio in 2006  

 

Kilometres 
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4.3 Transit service and road network improvements in 2020 

One of the main objectives of this research is to build RDCO transportation planning models for 

year 2020. Even though the research is focused to quantify the road safety benefits of increased 

transit usage, it is also very important to consider future road network improvements, which may 

add new roads to the existing road network and thus increase VKT and/or decrease VC. So this 

research considered both of transit and road improvements while building the 2020 RDCO 

transportation planning model. But the improvements were considered in different combinations, 

which were necessary because of the uncertainty involved in improving both road network and 

transit service at the same time. The uncertainty arises due to the need of huge financial support 

and policy changes. Four different sub-scenarios were considered in 2020 model. The sub-

scenarios are: (1) do-nothing (no road network and no transit service improvement) scenario; (2) 

scenario with only road network improvement but no transit service improvements; (3) scenario 

with transit service improvements but no road network improvement; and, (4) scenario with 

improvements of both road network and transit service.  

4.3.1 Kelowna Regional Transit System  

RDCO transit service is operated by the Kelowna Regional Transit System which started in 

1977. This transit service operates in each of the RDCO municipalities. It provides fixed route 

transit services and Flexi-route ‘HandyDART’ services for special needs passengers. Transit 

ridership in the region has increased significantly since 1977. The following Figure 4.6  shows 

the trend in transit ridership in the region. The ridership was stable from 1979 to 1990, even 

though from 1981 to 1987 overall ridership declined. During 1987 to 2000 due to increase in 

transit services, transit ridership increased significantly. In 2007 total annual ridership was 

3,000,000 passengers.  
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Figure 4.6 The Kelowna Regional Transit System ridership trend (IBI Group, 2005) 

At present, 22 bus routes are operated in the region. Some of the buses carry higher passengers 

and some of them carry lower. In 2006, 33.4% of the RDCO area was covered by transit service 

when a 10 minutes walking distance (@ 1 m/sec walking speed) is considered. It was also found 

that transit covered 89% of urban areas and 24% of rural areas as well. The area coverage by 

transit service is given in Appendix I. Table 4.5 compares weekday transit ridership for different 

buses and also for different years. From 2006 to 2008, total transit ridership increased about 

26%. One of the main reasons was the introduction of the 97-Express bus and the U-Pass 

program for University of British Columbia Okanagan (UBCO) students. A typical 2006 

weekday bus ridership count is given in Appendix J.  
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Table 4.5 Comparison of weekday transit ridership in the RDCO 

Bus 

route 

no. 

Bus route name 
 October, 

2005 

October, 

2006 

November, 

2007 

October, 

2008 

Growth (%) 

between 

2005-2008 

1 Lakeshore  2,036 2,056 2,241 2,468 21.22 

2 North End Shuttle  143 153 172 224 57 

3 Dilworth  122 99 119 146 20 

7 Glenmore 919 993 985 1,260 37.11 

8 University 3,687 3,091 2,688 2,913 -20.99 

9 Shopper Shuttle   675 134 141 n/a 

10 North Rutland 2,780 2,979 2,821 2,710 -3 

11 South Rutland 1,553 1,419 2,169 2,277 47 

12 McCulloch 135 102 113 110 -18.52 

14 Black Mountain   47 72 110 n/a 

15 Crawford   24 29 31 n/a 

16 Southwest Mission 90 102 136 n/a 

20 Lakeview 369 308 389 426 15 

21 Glenrosa 1,368 1,367 1,570 1,610 17.69 

22 Peachland   84 28 21 n/a 

23 Lake Country 354 448 421 576 62.71 

24 Shannon Lake 483 459 518 590 22 

25 East Boundary     85 99 n/a 

27 Horizon 61   54 42 -31.15 

28 Smith Creek 55 61 36 41 -25.46 

29 Bear Creek   59 20 15 n/a 

97 97 Express     1,905 2,709 n/a 

 

School Special 310 237 234 253 -18 

 

Total 15,326 15,055 16,903 18,925 23.48 

 

In 2005 the Central Okanagan Smart Transit Plan was prepared, which reviewed the existing 

transit services and also proposed major transit improvements by 2020. Some of the major 

proposed transit improvements are given below: 

• Introduction of queue jump lane to reduce travel time. 

• Left turn modification to reduce delays at some specified intersections. 

• Traffic signal priority to reduce delay at some selected Highway 97 intersections. 

• Bus stop inventory of the bus stops used by the Kelowna Regional Transit System. 
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• Improvements of the access and egress facilities at the Orchard Park Mall bus exchange. 

• Long term vision with different types of bus services, such as: (1) high frequency rapid 

transit with limited stops; (2) high frequency major town centre connector service; (3) 

medium frequency feeder service and, (4) low frequency community service.  

The 2005 transit master plan also proposed bus headways for different buses. The following 

Table 4.6 (source: IBI group, 2005) summarizes AM period bus headways for year 2005 as well 

as for year 2020. 

Table 4.6 Proposed transit headways in 2020 (IBI group, 2005) 

Bus 

route 

no. 

Route name Type 
Headway 2005 

 (AM period) 

Headway 2009-21 

(AM period) 

1 Lakeshore Connector 15 10 

2 North End Shuttle Local 30 10 

3 Dilworth Local 30 30 

7 Glenmore Local 30 20 

8 University Connector 15 20 

9C 
Central Rutland/ Black 

Mt. 
Community 30 10 

10 North Rutland Connector 15 
 

10E University BRT BRT 30 10 

11 South Rutland Community 15 10 

12 McCulloch Community 30 20 

19 Rutland Night Local 
Replaced by 

Community Service 

Replaced by 

Community Service 

20 Lakeshore Local 30 30 

21E Westside BRT BRT 
 

10 

21C Glenrosa Shuttle Community 20 10 

22 Peachland Community 45 30 

23 Lake Country/ University Community 40 30 

24 Shannon Lake Local 30 30 

26 Westside Night Local 
 

Replaced by 

Community Service 

27 Horizon Community 30 30 

28 Smith Creek Community 30 30 

29 Oakaview/Crawford Community 

 

30 

30 McKenzie/Ellison Community 

 

30 

31 Clifton/ Glenmore Valley Community 

 

30 

32 McDougall Community   30 
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In 2007 BC Transit reviewed the RDCO transit service and proposed some additional new 

improvements. The major improvements of the reviewed plan are listed below: 

4.3.1.1 Service proposals for the City of Kelowna 

• Additional UBC-Okanagan express trips 

• Introductory bus rapid transit (BRT): downtown Kelowna to UBC-Okanagan 

• Reallocation to introduce shopper shuttle#9 

• Reallocation to combine South Rutland#11 and Central Rutland#9 

• Service reliability improvements of Glenmore # 7  

• Introduction of 15-minute commuter service to Glenmore area 

• Route adjustments of  McCulloch# 12 and North Rutland #10  

• Additional Sunday service on University#8 

• Additional HandyDART van service (shared with regional district) 

• Increased evening, weekend and holiday services 

• Introduction of Ellison / McKenzie community bus (shared with regional district) 

• Community bus extension to Pandosy town centre 

• Extension of Dilworth#3 route to Magic Estates 

4.3.1.2 Proposals for the District of Lake Country  

• Increased evening, Sunday and holiday service 

• Introduction of HandyDART service 

• Additional weekday 15-minute commuter service 

• Introduction of Oyama / Copper Hill bus route 

4.3.1.3 Service Proposals for the West side 

• Additional morning Westside UBC-O express 

• Additional morning Peachland commuter service 

• Expansion of  the existing Horizon#27 and Smith Creek#28 

• Proposed East Boundary#25 service 

• Proposed extension to Bear Creek / Westside rd. 

• 15-minute commuter service for Lakeview #20 and Shannon Lake #24  
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• Re-routing of Glenrosa#21 via Mt. Boucherie complex  

• Westside and Peachland extended evening, weekend and holiday service 

• Additional HandyDART service 

• Bus rapid transit (BRT) phase III: Westbank to downtown Kelowna 

Based on the changes in 2020 transit routes, following Figure 4.7 was prepared which shows the 

2006 transit routes as well as highlights those routes which will be re-routed or introduced. A 

map was also produced to show transit coverage map and it was found that for 10 minutes 

walking @ 1m/sec speed, transit routes in 2020 will cover 46% of the total RDCO area. 

Following Table 4.7 gives an idea about transit service changes between 2006 and 2020. Some of 

the values are from year 2003 as shown in the table. 

Table 4.7 Transit service comparison between 2006 and 2020* 

Parameters 2006 2020 

Service hours 112,000 (1) N/A 

Route km 282 (1) 427 (1) 

Bus stops 802 (1) 1281 (3) 

Average headways 24.7 (1) 17.7 (1) 

Average travel time 28.8 (2) N/A 

No. of bus 37 (1) N/A 

Area coverage for 10 minutes 
walking distance 

33.4% of RDCO (3) 38.5% of RDCO (3) 

No. of bus stops/ route km 2.84 (1) 3.0 (3) 

Passenger/year 2,750,000 (1) 5,087,500 

* Sources: (1) BC Transit   (2) 2007 HH Survey for RDNO, RDCO   (3) Estimated (AA) 

4.3.2 Future road improvements 

It is very important to forecast future travel demand and to plan necessary improvements to 

accommodate future demand. In case of the RDCO, each municipality have reviewed future 

transportation needs and planned for necessary changes. Details of the road improvement plans 

can be found in the Official Community Plan (OCP) of each municipality. Primarily future road 

improvements include construction of new roads and addition of new road lanes (i.e. widening of 

existing roads). For this research, future transportation network map was obtained from each city 

and Figure 4.8 was produced to highlight changes in future roads.  The roads in black color 

represent future roads which will be constructed or modified in 2020. The roads in red color are 
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the existing roads in 2006. It can be seen that lots of road improvements are planned for 2020 

and this research will quantify how these road improvements will affect the road safety.  

 

 
Figure 4.7 Changes in 2020 transit routes  

 

Kilometres 
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Figure 4.8 Road networks of the RDCO in 2020 

Kilometres 
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4.4 The 2020 RDCO transportation planning model 

As discussed earlier, this research considered both of transit and road improvements while 

building the 2020 RDCO transportation planning model. Four different sub-scenarios were 

considered to develop 2020 transportation planning model. As each sub-scenario planning model 

involved the same steps, the results are discussed below by describing the results of each step: 

4.4.1 Trip generation results 

For trip generation process, the 2006 variables and their trip generation rate were used. Based on 

the 2020 OCP of each city, the land-use related trip generation variables (i.e. residential area, 

commercial area etc.) were calculated for each TAZ.  As the number of school going children 

was also in 2006 model, it was necessary to predict the number of school-going students in year 

2020. For each of the RCDO school (i.e. school district #23), a careful observation was made and 

it was observed that the number of students decreased from 2004 to 2006. From the population 

projection made by the City of Kelowna (City of Kelowna, 2009) it was found that the 

percentage of population between ages 0 to 19 would decrease by 3.9 percent from 2006 to 2020. 

So, the number of students in 2020 was predicted by applying 4% decrease (compared to 2006) 

in student numbers. 

 As the 2006 base model includes two external zones (i.e. RDNO and Penticton), prediction of 

2020 traffic volume coming from these two external zones were also important. The Okanagan 

Valley Transportation Plan (OVTP) gives the inter-regional daily traffic volume for year 1994 

and year 2020. The traffic volume from OVTP can be found in Appendix K. The total number of 

daily trips coming from/to these external zones was obtained from the OVTP model. But as the 

VISUM model was for AM period, it was necessary to calculate AM period traffic volume for 

these external zones. Assuming a linear traffic volume growth, the daily traffic volume in 2007 

was calculated from the OVTP model and it was compared with the AM period traffic volume 

found in 2007 Okanagan household survey. For Penticton it was found that in AM period, 1.9% 

of daily trips came from Penticton to the RDCO and 17.09% of daily trips went from the RDCO 

to Penticton. In case of RDNO in the AM period, 41.7% of daily trips came from RDNO to the 

RDCO and 27.6% went from the RDCO to RDNO. Using the percent of AM period traffic, total 

number of 2020 external Am period trips was calculated. Finally using the trip generation rate, 
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total number of trips generated from each zone was calculated. Total number of produced trip 

was calculated as 215,522 and attracted trips as 313,628. Following Figure 4.9 shows the trip 

generation densities in 2020. The darker color represents higher trip density and lighter color 

represents lower density. It can be seen that in 2020 the town centres of each municipality will 

generate higher number of trips compared to other part of the municipality. 

 

Figure 4.9 Trip generation density in 2020 

Kilometres
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4.4.2 Trip distribution results 

In the next step, trips produced from each TAZ were distributed to other zones by Gravity model. 

‘Travel time’ was considered as the impedance and the same friction factor function was used as 

2006 model. After several refinements, an O-D table was prepared to show number of trips 

between each pair of zones. 

4.4.3 Mode choice results 

To predict the percentage of auto user in each TAZ, mode choice equation 4.1 was used. The 

equation contains four different variables, namely (1) bus stop density (BStopD); (2) bus 

headway (BH); (3) vehicle per household (VHH); and, (4) percentage of population ages 

between 45 and 64 (Pop45_64). For do-nothing scenario, even though there will be no 

transportation and road network improvements, the age distribution of the population will 

change. From a population projection ( City of Kelowna, 2009) it was found that for the RDCO 

‘Pop45-64’ would decrease by 1.2% and for the City of Kelowna it would decrease by  1.8% 

from 2006 to 2020. So for each TAZ, the 2020 ‘Pop45_64’ was calculated using the above 

mentioned percentage reduction. These predicted ‘Pop45-64’ values were used for each of the 

four 2020 scenarios.  

Except Pop45_64 variable, for Scenario#1 (i.e. do-nothing) and Scenario#2 (only road 

improvements), mode choice variable values were kept same as year 2006 and the auto user 

percentage for each TAZ was calculated using equation 4.1. The average auto user percentage 

for both scenarios was calculated as 86.8%. But Scenario-3 and Scenario-4 consider transit 

improvement and hence, the values of mode choice variables were different than Scenario-1 & 2.  

Transit improvements can change the value of bus stop density, bus headway, and vehicle 

ownership. The bus headway was obtained from the proposed 2020 transit master plan which is 

listed in Table 4.5. For each TAZ the average transit headway was calculated and for the whole 

RDCO average headway in 2020 was calculated as 17.8 minutes compared to 2006 average 

headway of 24.7 minutes.  The 2020 transit master plan doesn’t give any detailed plan about bus 

stop improvements. It discusses about the inventory and improvement of bus stops within the 

region. So it was not possible to calculate the exact bus stop density in 2020. An increase of 2% 

annually was assumed to predict 2020 bus stop density. Also for the proposed new bus routes, 
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bus stops were considered 500 m apart for each direction. Transit improvement has the potential 

to reduce average auto usage and vehicle ownership by 5% to 10% (Kim & Kim, 2004; Litman, 

2007; Litman, 2010). Again, auto operating cost and auto parking cost are the two important 

mode choice variables which were not included in the 2006 mode share equation. But auto 

operating cost will increase due to higher fossil fuel price. Also in future the availability of free 

parking area in the RDCO may become less and people may have to spend more money for auto 

parking. These two cost issues may discourage people to use fewer autos. Considering all the 

facts, it was assumed that due to transit improvements vehicle ownership would decrease by 8% 

over 14 years (i.e. 2006-2020); which means 0.57% annual decrease.  Finally using the equation 

4.1, the percentage of auto user for each TAZ was calculated and the average auto user for the 

RDCO was calculated as 79.6%. It can be seen that due to transit improvements, auto share 

reduced from 86.8% to 79.6%. If the percentages of other mode users remain constant, then 

transit improvement will increase by 7.2%. Following Figure 4.10 shows the mode share for 

different modes in 2006 and 2020. 

 

(a) 2006 mode share                                                   (b) 2020 mode share 

Figure 4.10 Mode share percentages for different modes in the RDCO 

Also in case of external zones, it was assumed that in 2020 there will be no transit service 

between the RDCO and Penticton; and all trips coming from/to the Penticton would be made by 

auto.  In case of Vernon, it was found that in 2009 AM period, by using transit (bus#90) an 
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average of 70 persons made their trips from the RDNO to the RDCO; which means 2.6% of total 

AM trips were made by transit. As the demand for this route is increasing, it was assumed that in 

2020 one extra bus would be added to the existing transit service and 100 persons would come 

from the RDNO to the RDCO. These 100 trips will be 2.95% of the total trips (= 3,390 trips) in 

2020. So it was assumed that 97.05% of total trips coming from the RDNO to the RDCO would 

be made by auto.  

4.4.4 Trip assignment results 

As Scenario-1 & 3 do not include any road improvements, the 2006 road network was used for 

their assignment process. But both of the Scenario#2 and Scenario# 4 include road 

improvements. Using the 2020 road network plan for each city, new improved RDCO road 

network map was built and used for the assignment purpose of Scenario-2 & 4.  After assigning 

auto trips to road network, different exposure variables such as traffic volume, VKT, VC, SPED 

was calculated. Following Table 4.8 summarizes the exposure variables for each of the sub-

scenarios in 2020. Also a sample distribution of VC can be found in Appendix L. 

Table 4.8 Comparison of the RDCO transportation planning model outputs 

Scenario 
Total VKT 

(x 1000) 
Total 

TLKM 
Avg. 

INTD 

Avg. 
urban 

VC/TAZ 

Avg. 
rural 

VC/TAZ 

% of 
Auto 

user/TAZ 

2006 Scenario 520.95 3,269.02 38 0.139 0.07 86.76 

2020 Do-Nothing 
(Scenario #1) 

1,385.57 3,269.02 38 0.285 0.228 86.76 

2020 Road Impv.  
1,422.21 5,850.24 40 0.225 0.219 86.76 

(Scenario #2) 

2020 Transit Impv. 
(Scenario #3) 

1,270.16 3,269.02 38 0.261 0.209 79.56 

2020 Road+ Transit 
Impv. (Scenario #4) 

1,306.94 5,850.24 40 0.121 0.114 79.56 

 

It can be seen that Scenario #2 has the highest VKT while, Scenario#3 has the lowest.  

Scenario#2 is about road improvements which will add new roads to the existing road network. 

As a result of that length of total road will increase and consequently VKT will increase. 
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Scenario# 3 has no road improvements and hence, there is no possibility of increasing VKT. But 

Scenario# 3 includes transit improvement which can reduce the total number of auto trips and 

hence, can reduce VKT. On the other hand, Scenario# 4 includes both road improvements and 

transit improvements and that is why the VKT in this scenario is in between the VKT of 

Scenario# 2 and 3. The next parameter TLKM represents the length of road lanes and for road 

improvement scenarios it has the highest value of 5,850.25 km. In case of VC, it can be seen that 

the average value of VC is very low. The reason of having low VC could be due to aggregation 

error. More research is needed to refine the value of VC. But from the table it can be seen that 

VC will decrease due to road improvement as well as for transit improvement. The highest 

reduction (almost 50%) of VC will occur when both of road and transit improvements will occur 

at the same period. Road improvements will increase the road capacity and on the other hand 

transit improvement will decrease the auto volume. For their combined effect the reduction of 

VC will be higher compared to other scenarios. It can be also noted that in Scenarios#2, for 

urban areas road improvement will reduce higher VC than that of rural areas. In urban areas 

traffic volume on roads is higher and addition of a new lane can significantly reduce VC while in 

case of rural area it will have less reduction due to less traffic volume in rural areas. If we look 

only at transit improvement, it can be seen that transit improvement alone can reduce VKT by 

8.3% and VC by 2%. The reduction of VKT and VC will reduce road congestion and can 

decrease the travel time of road users.  It also has the potential to reduce road collisions which 

will be quantified by developing community-based macro-level collision prediction models. 

4.5 Development of community-based macro-level collision prediction models 

Based on the methodology described in Chapter three, AM period (i.e. 6am-9am) CPMs were 

developed by using 2004-06 collisions data and 2006 VISUM model outputs. The correlations 

between CPM input variables were checked and they were not found to be correlated. Also it was 

found that collision data followed Negative Binomial distribution. As the main objective of the 

research is to compare the road safety condition of 2020 sub-scenarios, it was decided to develop 

only exposure based CPMs. A total of 15 CPMs where developed. Following Table 4.9 and 

Table 4.10 lists all CPMs along with their goodness of fit and t-statistics of variables. 
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Table 4.9 2006 urban collision prediction models for the RDCO 

Model 
No. 

Model Form κ DoF Pearson ·2 
SD ·2 

0.05, dof 
t-Stat 

Urban CPMs (total collisions) 

01 TAM3 3 0.02213. VKT�.¾(³° 

  0.909 235 198.11 202.00 271.76 Const.: -8.67 
VKT: 11.19 

02 TAM3 3 0.01535. VKT�.¾(¬. e�.���µ(Á>ÂÃ 

  0.874 234 177.15 

 

189.88 

 

270.68 

 

Const.: -9.10 
VKT: 11.14 
INTD: 2.94 

03 u�Ä3 3 1.01. u�tÄ�.�°�¬ 

  1.09 223 256.88 253.04 258.84 Const.: 0.07 
TLKM: 6.24 

Urban CPMs (severe collisions) 

04              ��Ä3 3 0.004214. 1tu�.³(¾( 

  0.885 235 218.67 

 

197.47 

 

271.76 

 

Const.: -9.07 
VKT: 9.59 

05             ��Ä3 3 0.002419. 1tu�.³²¬%. `�.��µ°° ©Æ¡¤ 

  0.848 234 200.55 

 

185.38 

 

270.68 

 

Const.: -9.38 
VKT: 9.57 

INTD: 3.13 

06            ��Ä3 3 0.3749. u�tÄ�.�°¾ 

  0.985 226 251.66 221.41 262.07 Const.: -5.14 
TLKM: 5.27 
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Table 4.10 2006 rural collision prediction models for the RDCO 

Model 
No. 

Model Form κ DoF Pearson ·2 
SD ·2 

0.05, dof 
t-Stat 

Rural CPMs (total collisions) 

07 TAM3 3 0.07401. VKT�.¬¬³³ 

  0.954 210 216.35 196.54 244.81 Const.: -6.62 
VKT: 7.65 

08 TAM3 3 0.06001. VKT�.¬²%². e�.�%µ² Á>ÂÃ 

  0.925 209 211.89 187.53 243.73 Const.: -6.96 
VKT: 7.45 

INTD: 2.99 

09 u�Ä3 3 0.2612. u�tÄ�.¾(� 

  1.00 206 216.84 206.40 240.23 Const.: -5.03 
TLKM: 6.23 

10 u�Ä3 3 0.2139. u�tÄ�.µ²µ. `�.�(²¾° ©Æ¡¤ 

  1.03 208 197.61 216.87 242.65 Const.: -5.4 
TLKM: 5.48 
INTD: 4.34 

Rural CPMs (severe collisions) 

11 ��Ä3 3 0.002383. 1tu�.¾°¬° 

  0.676 212 196.96 124.60 246.97 Const.: -9.98 
VKT: 9.66 

12 SAM3 3 0.005483. VKT�.°�¾. e��.�²¬²ÉÊËÃ 

 0.662 210 178.73 118.59 244.81 Const.: -8.22 
VKT: 8.96 

SPED:-3.28 

13 ��Ä3 3 0.002251. 1tu�.¾µ². `�.�%¬�µ ©Æ¡¤ 

  0.666 211 196.67 120.85 245.89 Const.: -
10.03 

VKT: 9.46 
INTD: 2.23 

14 ��Ä3 3 0.1171. u�tÄ�.�°% 

  0.732 211 192.15 141.46 245.89 Const.: -6.94 
TLKM: 4.47 

15 SAM3 3 0.09. TLKM�.�°. e�.�%²¾� Á>ÂÃ 

  0.721 209 185.92 137.93 243.93 Const.: -7.14 
TLKM: 4.42 

INTD:2.21 
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For total AM collisions (TAM3), it can be seen that VKT has the major influence on collision 

predictions. Increase in VKT will result in higher collisions. The co-efficient of VKT was 

between 0.5 and 1 which was also found in previous researches (Tanner, 1953; Poppe, 1997a, 

1997b; Lovegrove, 2007). During the development of CPMs it was found that VC was positively 

correlated with total collisions. This result is intuitive because if the congestion level increases, 

the probability of collision occurrence also increases. But the t-statistics of VC was low (i.e. 

<1.96) and hence, VC was not included in the developed CPMs. The lower value of VC could be 

the reason for being insignificant. Typically VC is a very important CPM parameter and more 

research should be done to address this issue.  

It was also found that road collision is negatively associated with travel speed on the link. 

Intuitively, increased travel speeds should be associated with increased collision frequency and 

severity, but the opposite situation may arise due to various reasons. Lovegrove (2007) identified 

three possible causes which are: (1) the existence of correlation between speed and other un-

identified variable that makes the result counter-intuitive; (2) the stratification of variables is not 

correct and is needed to be further investigated; and, (3) as the operating speed is the model 

output, error in predicting individual link’s speed may cause the error. From observation it has 

been found that in the RDCO, most of the collisions occurred near the intersection and that is 

why the operating speed on links may not be intuitively correlated with collisions. To observe 

the effect of intersections in collision prediction, intersection density (INTD) was used in the 

CPM development process. It was found that intersection density is significantly related to total 

collisions as well as to severe collisions. The TLKM variable was also positively related to the 

number of collisions. Increase in TLKM will increase the exposure level of road users and it 

would increase the possibility of collisions.  

4.6 Quantifying the road safety benefits among 2020 sub-scenarios 

Community-based macro-level collision prediction models are very useful proactive empirical 

tool which relate number of collisions with neighbourhood traits. CPMs also have the capability 

to predict collisions at different scenarios. So, 2006 CPMs were used to predict the number of 

collisions in 2020. For urban total AM collisions, model # 02 (includes VKT & INTD) and for 

urban severe collision, model # 06 (includes VKT and INTD) were selected to predict 2020 

urban collisions. For rural total collisions, model # 10 (includes VKT and INTD) and for rural 
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From Figure 4.11 it can be seen that in 2020 for ‘do-nothing’ scenario total number of urban 

collisions would be 1,245 and for road improvements scenario it would be 1,232 collisions. Due 

to road improvements the reduction is only 1%. From the transportation model it has been found 

that due to road improvements, VKT haven’t changed drastically and for that reason the 

reduction of collisions is very few. In case of transit improvement, it could decrease total 

collisions by 6.8%. But if both transit and road improvements are considered together then total 

collisions reduction is only 7.2%. These results clearly suggests that road improvements will not 

have significant impact in reducing collisions. But because of reduced VKT transit 

improvements have the capability to reduce collisions. It can be also observed that transit 

improvements could reduce 7.8% of urban severe collisions.  

In case of rural collisions, do-nothing scenario will experience 500 total collisions and 297 

severe collisions. Scenario#2 (i.e. road improvements) will experience 535 total collisions and 

316 severe collisions. It is interesting to see that due to road improvements, rural areas will 

experience an increase in total and severe collisions. As road improvement adds new roads to the 

network, it increases VKT and INTD. As VKT increase, people will be more exposed and hence, 

there will be more possibility of collisions. Another possible explanation for increased rural VKT 

due to road improvements is that these future road improvements may have the unintended 

impact of shifting commuting, through traffic out of urban areas (hence reduced VKT) and 

through rural areas that lie on the desire line between adjacent urban areas. So, for rural areas 

instead of reducing collisions, road improvements would increase the number of collisions. This 

result could be very important to transportation planner during planning of new road facilities in 

rural areas. On the other hand, transit improvements can decrease rural total collisions by 3.8% 

and rural severe collisions by 6.4%. These reductions are lower when compared to urban area. 

The reason for this is, transit service does not cover all rural areas and it will not significantly 

reduce the number of auto users where transit service is not available. So the reduction of VKT 

and the number of collisions in rural areas is not as much as for urban areas.  

Due to road improvements, intersection density will not increase significantly. Also the affect of 

road improvements (includes increase in intersection density) are insignificant in reducing 

collisions. So another comparison was made to quantify road safety benefits by considering 
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CPMs having VKT only. Table 4.11 gives the number of predicted collisions for each of the 

2020 sub-scenario. 

Table 4.11 Predicted 2020 road collisions (considering CPMs with VKT only) 

  

Scenario# 1       

(do-nothing) 

Scenario# 2                        

(road impv.) 

Scenario# 3                       

(transit impv.) 

Scenario# 4                

(road & transit impv.) 

Urban 
Total Coll./3yrs 1,280 1,251 1,193 1,171 

Severe Coll./3yrs 536 522 496 484 

Rural 
Total Coll./3yrs 532 562 510 539 

Severe Coll./3yrs 330 347 308 324 

 

Again from the table it can be found that road improvements would increase rural collisions by 

6%. On the other hand, transit improvement could reduce urban total collisions by 6.8% and 

rural total collisions by 4%. In both cases, it is clear that transit improvements have the potential 

to reduce total and severe collisions. On the other hand, road improvements will not significantly 

increase road safety; instead it would increase the number of rural collisions.  

4.7 Summary 

Based on the methodology, this chapter developed transportation planning model for the RDCO 

as well as collision prediction models.   Due to the availability of Census-2006 data, year 2006 

was used as the base year for the RDCO transportation planning model. The total number of trips 

generated from each zone was calculated using the ITE trip generation rates and it was calibrated 

by comparing with the 2007 observed data. In the next step trips were distributed to various 

destinations and it was found that average travel time in the RDCO was 15.99 minutes and 

average trip distance was 14.04 km. A travel time survey was conducted within the RDCO 

boundary and it was compared with the modeled travel time. The error in modeled travel time 

was found to be very small. This research also predicted a mode share equation which will 

calculate the percentage of auto user in each TAZ. The average auto user percentage in the 

RDCO was calculated as 86.14% which was very close to the observed 87.3%. In the trip 

assignment step, the trips were assigned to the road network and the number of traffic volume in 

various intersections and screenlines were compared to observe the error in prediction. Finally 

from the auto network various network related variables such as VKT, VC, travel speed, travel 

time were calculated. 
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This research also built transportation planning model for four different 2020 sub-scenarios. 

They are: (1) do nothing scenario; (2) scenario with only road improvements scenario; (3) scenario 

with only transit improvements scenario; and, (4) scenario with both transit and road 

improvements. Among these four scenarios, Scenarios #3 and #4 includes transit improvements 

which was associated with increased bus stop density, decreased bus headway and decreased 

vehicle per household. It was found that due to transit improvements, auto user percentage would 

drop by 7% from 87% to 80%. Table 4.7 listed different modeled network outputs and compared 

the changes in VKT, VC and TLKM for each scenario. It was found that Scenario # 4 has the 

lowest VKT and VC compared to other scenarios, because transit improvement will decrease 

auto volume on roads and road improvement will increase the road capacity. So due to the 

combined effect, Scenario # 4 can achieve 50% less VC than Scenario#1. 

The research also developed collision prediction models based on 2006 VISUM model outputs. 

It has been found that collisions are significantly related to VKT, TLKM, and intersection 

density. The coefficient of CPM parameters varied depending on the types of collisions and land 

use (i.e. urban/rural). A total of 15 CPMs were developed for 2006 and four types (i.e. urban 

total, urban severe, rural total and rural severe) of CPMs were selected to predict 2020 collisions. 

It was found that instead of reducing collisions road improvements would decrease the number 

of urban collisions and increase the number of collisions in rural areas. The possible reason for 

higher rural collisions is that due to road improvements commuting, through traffic will use new 

rural roads that lie adjacent to urban areas and hence, urban VKT would decrease and rural VKT 

would increase. On the other hand, transit improvement can reduce urban total collisions by 6-

7% and urban severe collisions by 4-8%. It can also reduce rural collisions by 4%. So it can be 

concluded that for both urban and rural areas, transit improvement has the potential to make 

roads safer.  
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CHAPTER  5  ROAD TRAFFIC COLLISION ANALYSIS OF THE 

REGIONAL DISTRICT OF CENTRAL OKANAGAN 

5.1 Introduction 

While previous chapters discussed the global road safety context, developed RDCO 

transportation planning model, and identified transit related road safety benefits, this chapter 

analyses the RDCO road safety situation. Specially, this chapter identifies collision prone 

locations (i.e. zones, highways and intersections) and finds collision patterns in the RDCO. 

Section 5.2 discusses the road safety context of British Columbia (BC) as well as of RDCO. 

Section 5.3 identifies not only CPZs but also ranks those CPZs to pursue priority-based 

countermeasures. Section 5.4 prepares a risk map along Highway 97 and Section 5.5 identifies 

collision prone road intersections based on their collision frequency. Section 5.6 estimates the 

economic cost of road collision and finally Section 5.7 summarizes all of the results. 

5.2 Road safety context  

Between 1996 and 2006, the population growth rate in BC was 1.39% annually. In that period 

number of licensed vehicles increased 1.9% annually and the number of licensed driver increased 

1.63% annually (ICBC 2000, 2006). Also traffic collisions increased at an annual rate of 0.57% 

between 1997 and 2006. Figure 5.1 compares the fatality rate in BC with other Canadian 

provinces for 2007. It can be seen that in 2007, BC had a fatality rate of 1.58 per 10,000 vehicles 

which was higher than the Canadian average of 1.38. This figure also compares the 2007 

fatalities with the average fatalities during 1994 to 1998. It is clear that all of the provinces 

experienced less collisions in 2007 compared to 1994-1998. BC has also experienced a reduction 

of 0.42 fatalities per 10,000 vehicles. 
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Figure 5.1 Fatality rate per 10,000 vehicles in different provinces of Canada 

In BC, for last 20 years the total number of road collision victims has decreased significantly. In 

1988, the total number of victims was 44,776 and in 2007 it was 26,414, indicating a 2.16% 

annual reduction. Figure 5.2 shows the recent fatality trend in BC. There was a sudden drop in 

the number of victims between 1995 and 1997.  The reason was due to a major collision 

reporting policy change in 1996 when police in some municipalities began to attend only 

collisions of a more serious nature. So property damage only (PDO) and personal injury 

collisions have been under-reported since 1996. This affect of the policy change can be observed 

in the figure. By comparing the number of collisions before and after 1996, it can be seen that 

difference between the average numbers of collisions was around 48,000 collisions. That means 

almost 50% collisions were under-reported due to policy change, or in other words, after 1996 

the total number of collisions (reported + unreported) would be double if no policy change was 

made. Considering this fact, it may be concluded that the decrease in road collisions was small 

even though it followed a decreasing trend. More details of the collision history in BC can be 

found in Appendix M. 
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Figure 5.2 Number of victims due to road collisions in British Columbia 

The Insurance Corporation of British Columbia (ICBC, 2007) reported that in BC a total of 

47,870 road collisions occurred in 2007, resulting in 17,914 injuries and 372 fatalities. In other 

words, each day, on average, 1.14 fatalities and 68.7 injuries occurred.  To improve Canadian 

road safety, Canadian Council of Motor Transport Administrators (CCMTA) initiated “Vision 

2010” which set a collisions reduction target for BC. The fatality trend in BC and the target line 

of Vision 2010 (CCMTA 2007, ICBC 2007) are given in Figure 5.3. The figure indicates that the 

fatality trend line in BC was always higher than the target Vision 2010 line. In 2007 there was a 

difference of 100 fatalities between these two lines. This clearly indicates that the target has not 

been met and road safety improvements are needed to improve the existing situation.  
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Figure 5.3 Fatality statistics in British Columbia 

In the RDCO, between 1996 and 2006, the annual population growth rate was 1.82%. Rapid 

population growth produced more vehicular trips. As a result of more vehicles, more road 

collisions took place. In 1996, the total number of collisions was 2,067 and it almost doubled in 

2006 to 3,882 collisions. Figure 5.4 shows the collision trend in the RDCO. It can be observed 

that the number of total and severe collisions increased significantly between 1996 and 2006, but 

the rate of increase was greater for total collisions than severe collisions. Figure 5.5 compares the 

number of collisions per 1,000 people between BC and RDCO. The increase of collision rate in 

the RDCO was much higher than that for BC. This clearly shows the road safety condition in the 

RDCO was not improving.   
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Figure 5.4 Total number of road collisions in RDCO 

 

 

Figure 5.5 Comparison of road collisions trend between BC and the RDCO 
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5.3 Collision prone zones in the RDCO 

It is clear that the road safety condition in the RDCO was not improving, rather it was 

experiencing increasing rate of collisions. So, it is important to know which locations 

experienced higher collision frequency than the average frequency. Collision density maps can 

be very useful to identify locations with higher frequency. The number of collisions inside each 

zone was calculated and was normalized with respective to the TAZ area. As collisions are rare 

events and collision frequency fluctuates around its long-term mean, three years of collision data 

were used for each case. Using 1996-1998 collision data, one map was produced and the other 

map was produced using 2004-2006 collisions data.  After preparing the collisions density maps, 

it was found that most of the higher collision density areas were located around the central (i.e. 

busiest part) of Kelowna, which is shown in Figure 5.6 and 5.7. Both maps were scaled in the 

same way so that they could be compared. By comparing the maps, it appears that each zone 

experienced more collisions in 2004-2006 compared to 1996-1998.  
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Figure 5.6 Collision density map of the RDCO for year 1996-98 

Kilometres Kilometres 
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Figure 5.7 Collision density map of the RDCO for year 2004-06  

Kilometres Kilometres 
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5.3.1 Identification of collision prone zones in 2006 

A black spot is a location which exhibits significantly higher collision potential when compared 

to average collision potential from a group of similar locations. To ensure that resources are 

spent only on locations with the highest potential for safety improvements, it is important to 

follow a sound procedure to properly identify and rank black spots for diagnosis and treatment. 

Identification of collision prone zones is a very important part of road safety analysis because it 

will identify zones that are experiencing higher road collisions frequency.  

Identification of collision prone zones was done by using 2004-2006 collision data. It was done 

based on the method described in Section 3.6. The number of predicted collisions, E (Λ), was 

obtained using such CPMs that considers VKT and INTD. Using the observed and predicted 

collision data, Empirical Bayes (EB) estimate of each zone was calculated and using equation 

2.29, a zone was identified as CPZ or non-CPZ. Equation 2.29 is repeated here for convenience.  

1 e Í +Kk�-)�- 3K�L)� Î1 e Í X hf�g)G%Y�hCElm�n)��hCElm�no�)�op hf�g)C�qD
Г�NGIrs��)K�L)� �-Ï Ð : �3 0.95)       (5.1) 

As urban and rural areas have different characteristics in terms of predicting collisions, CPZs 

were identified separately for urban and rural areas. Twenty five urban CPZs were identified out 

of 242 urban TAZs and nine rural CPZs were identified out of 258 TAZs.  Figure 5.8 shows the 

location of CPZs. It can be seen that most of the urban CPZs were around downtown Kelowna. 

Higher number of CPZs in downtown Kelowna is intuitive because this is the centre of activities 

that generated high volume of traffic. Also, most of the CPZs were found to be located along 

Highway 97. The reason could be the higher traffic volume on Highway 97.  
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Figure 5.8 Collision prone zones in the RDCO in 2006 
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5.3.2 Ranking of 2006 CPZs 

After identifying the CPZs, the next important step was to rank CPZs to take countermeasures on 

a priority basis. Based on the literature review, ranking was done for both of potential collision 

reduction (PCR) and collision risk ratio (CRR) method. At first, each CPZ was ranked for both 

methods and then the rankings of each CPZ were summed. A combined ranking was obtained 

where zone having lowest ranking number was ranked as the most collision prone zones.   

Table 5.1 Ranking of 2006 urban CPZs  

Urban Area 

Rank 
Zone 

ID 

observed 

coll./3yrs 

modeled 

coll./3yrs 

EB estimate    

/ 3yrs 

observed coll. density      

( 3yrs coll./area_KM
2
) 

1 171 31 7.9 28.7 173.18 

2 99 18 4.9 16.0 40.09 

3 168 15 4.00 13.0 180.72 

4 247 16 4.8 14.3 18.48 

4 179 24 9.3 22.7 357.41 

6 55 18 7.0 16.8 39.22 

7 347 8 1.1 4.9 102.56 

8 173 9 2.4 7.2 30.2 

9 231 7 1.3 4.8 152.17 

10 155 30 14.8 29.2 175.54 
 

Table 5.2 Ranking of 2006 rural CPZs  

Rural Area 

Rank 

Zone 

ID 

observed 

coll./3yrs 

modeled 

coll./3yrs 

EB estimate / 

3yrs 

observed coll. density       

( 3yrs. coll./area_KM2) 

1 395 61 6.1 53.8 66.09 

1 34 38 2.6 28.8 43.33 

3 19 12 2.2 9.1 21.78 

4 249 13 3.3 10.9 56.52 

5 385 10 2.2 7.7 6.31 

6 3 6 0.8 3.2 3.3 

7 397 6 1.6 4.4 2.04 

8 366 5 1.3 3.5 2.44 

8 201 5 1.4 3.5 3.11 
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Table 5.1 and 5.2 ranks the top ten CPZs for both urban and rural areas. This table also gives the 

observed collision density for each CPZ. In urban areas, collision densities were higher 

compared to rural areas. It can be observed that high collision density TAZs are not always 

ranked higher, rather opportunity to reduce collisions has more importance in the ranking. The 

potential for significant collisions reduction is important, because significant number of 

collisions can be reduced by applying countermeasures in high ranked CPZs.    

5.3.3 Collision prone zones in 2020 

This section made an attempt to identify potential collision prone zones in 2020. The total 

number of 2020 collisions was predicted for do-nothing scenario and calculated using the CPMs 

having VKT and INTD. As for year 2020 it is not possible to get observed data, the RDCO 

collisions trend was considered to extrapolate the number of possible collisions in 2020. It was 

found that if the current trend continues, then by 2020 the total number of collisions would be 1.6 

times of 2006 collisions. So it was assumed that in 2020 each TAZ would experience 1.6 times 

of 2006 collisions. Assuming this, the number of 2020 collisions for each TAZ was calculated 

and considered as ‘observed’ collisions to calculate TAZ specific EB estimate. Later based on 

the methodology, zones were identified as CPZ or not. It was found that there would be thirty 

two urban CPZs and fifteen rural CPZs. Figure 5.9 shows the urban and rural CPZs in 2020. It 

can be observed that the number of CPZs would increase between 2006 and 2020, and hence, 

more road safety improvements should be taken to reduce the number of possible 2020 CPZs. 
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Figure 5.9 Collision prone zones in the RDCO in 2020 

5.4 Collision density map along Highway 97  

From the above result, it is evident that most of the CPZs were located along Highway 97. The 

Highway 97 corridor is the busiest transportation corridor in the region. This corridor is used by 

both local and through traffic. Between 1997 and 2001, the total number of collisions on 

Kilometres 
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Highway 97 was 3,088, while between 2002 and 2006 it increased to 4,780 collisions; indicating 

1.5 times increase of collision frequency. So it is important to understand the safety along 

Highway 97 and a risk map can be very useful to compare collision risks at different segments 

along the highway.  

Within the RDCO boundary, the total length of Highway 97 is about 66 km. Based on the 

methodology, the entire length of the corridor was divided and shorter (<1 km) segments were 

merged together so that the minimum length of each segment became more than 1 km. Also 

using three years of collision data (i.e. 2004-2006), the collision density for each segment was 

calculated. After preparing the collision density map, it was found that most of the collision 

prone segments (CPSs) were in central Kelowna. Figure 5.10 shows the collision density map 

focusing on the City of Kelowna. Segments with high collision density are marked in dark color, 

while segments with lower collision density are marked in light color. It was found that most 

collision prone segments were located near Orchard Park mall in Kelowna. This is intuitive 

because Orchard Park mall is a centre of activities that produces higher traffic and hence, it has 

higher probability of collisions. From the collision data, it was found that 56% of Highway 97 

collisions occurred between Abbott St. and McCurdy Rd. This corridor consists of 32 

intersections within a length of 7.5 kms (i.e. 4.27 intersections/km). The presence of a high 

number of intersections could be the reason for high collision occurrence. So an intersection 

analysis was performed, which is described in the next section. 
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Figure 5.10 Collision density map of Highway 97 (near Kelowna downtown) 

 Orchard Park mall 
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5.5 Intersection analysis 

This section identified collision prone intersections based on the collision frequency of each 

intersection. Collision data for three years (i.e. 2004-2006) were used for the analysis. A 30 m 

buffer area was created for each intersection and the number of collisions inside of each circular 

area was calculated. Worst fifteen collision prone intersections were selected and the average 

annual collisions density (i.e. collisions/ AADT) for each intersection was calculated. Based on 

the collision density, intersections were ranked as shown in Table 5.3. Not surprisingly it was 

found that 12 intersections were at Highway 97. This table also shows the total number of traffic 

volume entering each intersection. The entering traffic volume at these intersections is very high 

compared to other intersections in the region. High traffic volume at these intersections was not 

only responsible for higher collisions, but also for lowering the level of service (LOS). From a 

study of the City of Kelowna (2007) it was found that in 2007 LOS of these intersections was 

between D and F (where LOS-A gives the least and LOS-F gives the maximum average delay 

per vehicles) and these intersections would experience LOS-F by 2020 if no improvements were 

taken.   

Table 5.3 Top fifteen collision prone intersections in the RDCO 

Rank Location 
No. of 

collisions/3yrs 

Traffic 
volume 

(entering) 

avg. annual 
coll. rate (coll. 

/AADT) 

1 Highway 97 & Westside Dr 178 
52,496 

1.13 
(2006) 

2 Dilworth Dr & Springfield Rd 224 
114,207 

0.65 
(2006) 

3 Highway 97 & Abbott St. 216 
110,121 

0.65 
(2005) 

4 Highway 97 & Banks Rd. 183 
100,827 

0.60 
(2006) 

5 Highway 97 & Dilworth Dr 256 
148,678 

0.57 
(2006) 

6 Highway 97 & Cooper Rd. 222 
143,374 

0.52 
(2006) 

7 Highway 97 & Gordon Dr 218 
144,000 

0.50 
(2004) 
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Rank Location 
No. of 

collisions/3yrs 

Traffic 
volume 

(entering) 

avg. annual 
coll. rate (coll. 

/AADT) 

8 Highway 97 & Spall Rd. 236 
166,251 

0.47 
(2006) 

9 Bernard Ave. & Spall Rd. 119 
84,630 

0.47 
(2005) 

10 Highway 97 & Leckie Rd 145 
112,815 

0.43 
(2006) 

11 Highway 97 & Sexsmith Rd. 175 
150,406 

0.39 
(2006) 

12 Highway 97 & McCurdy Rd 116 
100,071 

0.39 
(2006) 

13 Highway 97 & Leathead Rd 136 
119,506 

0.38 
(2006) 

14 Benvoulin Rd. & KLO Rd. 109 
97,132 

0.37 
(2006) 

15 Highway 97 & Highway 33 168 
354,440 

0.16 
(2006) 

5.6 Collision pattern 

One of the important steps of road safety improvement programs (RSIPs) is to understand 

collision patterns (i.e. collision types, time of occurrence, severity etc.). By understanding the 

actual collision pattern, selected countermeasures will be more effective in reducing collisions. 

The 3-year collision pattern (2004-2006) was analyzed and Figure 5.11 was produced. It can be 

seen that 80% of the total collisions occur on weekdays and most collision occur on Friday 

(18%). Also this figure indicates that 30% of the collisions occur between 3pm - 6pm followed 

by 23% of the collisions between 12pm - 3pm. More than 50% of the collisions occur in the 

afternoon period (12pm - 6pm). Also 10% of the collisions occur in the morning rush hours (6am 

- 9am) compared to 30% collision in afternoon rush hours (3pm - 6pm).  Later, collisions were 

examined based on the type of area (i.e. urban or rural). It was found that 14% of the rural 

collisions occurred from 6am to 9am and 44% occurred from 12pm to 6pm. In urban areas, 9% 

of the collisions occurred from 6am to 9am and 56% occurred from 12pm to 6pm. The reason for 

fewer morning collisions in urban zones could be presence of less social and shopping trips at 

this time. On the other hand, collisions between 12pm – 6pm are relatively higher in urban areas 
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due to higher social and shopping trips. Also due to higher intersection density in urban areas, it 

was found that 48% of urban collisions were ‘Rear End’; whereas 31% of rural collisions were 

‘Rear End’. As traffic volume is positively related with collision occurrence, traffic volume 

composition at the identified collision prone intersections was also analyzed and it was found 

that 15% of daily traffic was between 6am – 9am and 10% of collisions were occurred at that 

period. On the other hand, 45% of daily traffic was between 12pm – 6pm and 57% of collisions 

occurred in that period.  It means that between 12pm – 6pm the occurrence of collisions is 

relatively higher than other periods of the day. 

  

                           

Figure 5.11 Collision patterns for year 2004-2006 
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Also by looking at the month, it was found that the collision occurrence is almost same in each 

month. Three different seasons were considered: (1) fall (i.e. September-December); winter (i.e. 

January-April); and, (3) summer (April-August). It was found that 36% of total collisions 

occurred in fall, whereas 29% in winter. In summer, it was 35%. As the RDCO is the centre of 

tourism activities in summer, tourists coming to the RDCO significantly increases vehicular 

trips. The number of students driving generally falls in the summer and increases in the fall. In 

winter, people make less trips and hence, there is less probability of road collisions.  

After analyzing the collision types, it was found that the predominant type of collision was ‘rear 

end’ collisions, which was 44% of total collisions. ‘side impact’ collisions were 18% and 

‘conflicted’ collisions were 22%. Here it is necessary to mention that by definition ‘conflicted’ 

collisions include those collisions which didn’t have clear description to identify actual collision 

type. Usually ‘rear end’ type collisions occur mostly at intersections because of the presence of 

traffic signals and stop signs. For the RDCO it was observed that most of collision occurred at 

the intersections and also it can be realized from the CPMs where intersection density (INTD) 

was a significant collision variable. More attention should be given to reduce intersection related 

collisions. Signal co-ordination, changes in signal timing, addition of new turning lanes, 

construction of roundabouts etc. could be effective countermeasures to improve intersection 

safety. Also, as Kelowna downtown has high intersection density, construction of a bypass to 

avoid Highway 97 traffic could be a possible solution. More research is needed to find 

appropriate countermeasures. 

5.7 Economic cost of collisions 

The direct and indirect economic costs of road collisions are very high. Globally, the economic 

cost of road injuries varies from 1% to 3% of Gross National Product (GNP), and in Canada the 

total collision cost in 2004 was $63 billion which was 4.88% of Canada’s 2004 GDP (UN, 2003; 

Vodden et al., 2007).  Due to high collision cost of collisions, it is very important to find 

associated collision costs so that the economic benefits of any road safety improvement measure 

can be evaluated.  

Collision cost has several components (i.e. victim related cost, property damage, administrative 

cost).  An example of different types of collision components and associated costs are given in 

Appendix N. Based on the geography and socio-economic condition, collision cost varies from 
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place to place.  For BC, Table 5.4 lists three different methods of cost estimate (Lovegrove, 

2007).  The Human Capital Cost (HCC) method is based on the estimated value of an individual 

person’s contribution to society in terms of direct impact on GNP (Miller, 1993). On the other 

hand, the Willingness-to-Pay (WTP) method is based on the willingness of the road users to pay 

for a safe journey (Miller, 1998). WTP is a measure of how much a society or an individual is 

willing to pay to avoid death/injury resulting from a road collision (Jones-Lee et.al., 1985; 

Mishan and Schelling, 1971). These two methods are based on economic assessments that 

involve a tradeoff between risk and economic resources. In contrast, the Insurance Claims (IC) 

method does not consider social costs, only the average actual auto insurance payment is 

considered for the estimation (ICBC, 2004).  

Table 5.4 Typical road collision costs ($CDN 2004) in BC for a single collision  
(Lovegrove, 2007)  
 

Collision Severity Human Capital Cost Willingness to Pay Insurance Claims 

Fatal Collision CDN $ 1,000,000 CDN $ 4,200,000 CDN $ 281,000 

Injury Collision CDN $ 35,000 CDN $ 100,000 CDN $ 44,000 

Property Damage Only CDN $ 5,000 CDN $ 6,000 CDN $ 4,500 

 

This table clearly indicates that the economic cost of collision varies depending on the type of 

estimating method. The WTP method estimates the highest and the IC method estimates the 

lowest cost. Based on 2007 collision data (ICBC, 2007) and the method used, it was estimated 

that in 2007 the collision cost in BC varied from $1 billion to $3.6 billion (in $CDN 2004), or in 

other words $230 to $850 annually per BC resident. Figure 5.12 shows collision cost (all values 

are in 2004 Canadian dollars) of the RDCO for 1996-2006. It clearly shows that the collision cost 

increased between 1996 and 2006. According to Insurance Claims (IC) method, between 1996 to 

2001 collision costs increased by 41% and between 2002 to 2006 it increased by 22%. But 

according to WTP method it increased by 15% during 1996-2001 and 33% during 2002-2006. A 

sample calculation can be found in Appendix O. 
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Figure 5.12 Economic cost of collisions (in thousands 2004 CAD) in the RDCO 

Nevertheless, whatever methods are used, it is evident that the collision costs are increasing, and 

these costs are very significant when compared to average income of people. In 2006, the total 

RDCO population was 162,276 and the average individual income was $32,030. So, according to 

WTP method the cost of collision in 2006 was $1,097 per person which was 3.42% of the annual 

income of a person living in the RDCO. In the words, in 2006 the collision cost was 2.55% of 

2006 GDP of BC. To give a better idea about these collision costs, they can be compared with 

transit fares. In 2006, the monthly transit pass was $47 and the average collision cost per person 

was $1,097. It implies that monthly collision cost of $91 is twice the cost of monthly transit pass. 

Road safety collisions have become not only a social burden but also an economic burden to 

society. 
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5.8 Summary 

The primary objective of this chapter was to identify collision prone locations and to find 

collision patterns. It was found that the number of collisions in the RDCO had an increasing 

trend while in BC it had a decreasing trend. In 1996, the total number of collision in RDCO was 

2,067 and it almost doubled in 2006 to 3,882 collisions.  

To pursue road safety improvement, it is important to identify and rank collision prone zones so 

that priority-based countermeasures can be taken. To identify CPZs, three years of data (2004-

2006) were used. A total of twenty five urban CPZs and nine rural CPZs were identified. Most of 

the TAZs were in central Kelowna and most of them were along Highway 97. After preparing a 

collision density map along Highway 97 it was found that the most collision prone highway 

segments were in the centre (i.e. busiest part) of Kelowna, especially near Orchard Park mall. An 

intersection analysis found that most of the high ranked collision prone intersections were 

situated at Highway 97. Also after identifying 2020 CPZs it was found that new zones would 

become CPZs and hence, more road safety improvements should be taken to preclude them from 

becoming collision prone.  

After analyzing the collision patterns, it was found that 30% of collisions occurred between 3 pm 

and 6 pm followed by 23% collisions between 12 pm and 3 pm. More than 50% of collisions 

occurred between 12 pm and 6 pm. It was also found that ’rear end’ collisions was the 

predominant type of collisions, which was 44% of total collisions. As ‘rear end’ collisions are 

very common at intersections, more research and investigation are needed to improve 

intersection safety.  

Finally, the economic cost of collisions in the RDCO was calculated by three different methods. 

The Willingness to Pay (WTP) method estimated collision cost of $183,628,000 in 2006, while 

Insurance Claims method estimated $75,929,000. Also based on the WTP method, the average 

collision cost in 2006 was calculated as 3.42% of the annual income of a person living in the 

RDCO. The results indicate the need for more attention to collision prone locations so that by 

reducing the number of road collisions a safer, economic and efficient road network can be 

obtained.  
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CHAPTER  6  CONCLUSIONS, CONTRIBUTIONS & FUTURE RESEARCH 

6.1 Summary & conclusions 

Road traffic collisions have been recognized as a global major public health and safety problem. 

It has become one of the top ten leading ‘causes of death’. The enormous social and economic 

burden of road collisions was one of the motivations of this research. Another motivation came 

from the sustainability concern. The present automobile or vehicle-based transportation system is 

responsible for more congestion, environmental pollution, and road collisions. Energy crises 

have become a threatening issue to the earth and in future, increasing trend of fossil-fuel will 

make transportation more expensive. All of these issues emphasize the need of shifting towards 

an auto-alternative sustainable transportation system which will reduce environment pollutions, 

improve road safety, and enhance regional economic growth in such a way that it will have less 

harmful effect on the future of the earth.   

This thesis intended to quantify the road safety benefits of sustainable transportation in the form 

of increased transit service. The study area of the research was the Regional District of Central 

Okanagan (RDCO) which is situated along the shores of Okanagan Lake in the southern interior 

of British Columbia, Canada. The first objective of the research was to develop an auto-based 

transportation planning model of the RDCO for year 2006 and year 2020. The second objective 

was to conduct road safety analysis due to future transit and road network improvements, and the 

third objective was to identify collision prone locations (i.e. zones, highway segments and 

intersections) of the region. 

This research built a 4-step transportation planning model of the RDCO for year 2006. The 

model was built for the morning rush hours (6am-9am). Using the Institute of Transportation 

Engineers (ITE) trip generation rates total number of generated trips for each Traffic Analysis 

Zone (TAZ) was calculated. In the next step, based on the Gravity model, the trips were 

distributed to different zones and an origin-destination (O-D) table was prepared. This thesis also 

developed a new mode share model for the RDCO, which can calculate the percentage of auto 

(i.e. private vehicle) user in each TAZ. Using the auto-mode share equation, auto-trips were 

assigned to the network to get traffic volume on links. Finally using the model output (i.e. VKT, 

VC, SPED) and measured variables (i.e. TLKM, INTD) different types of community based 
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macro-level collision prediction models were developed for both urban and rural areas. It was 

found that the collision number was significantly related to vehicle kilometres traveled (VKT), 

volume capacity ratio (VC), intersection density (INTD) and total lane kilometre TLKM). Based 

on available data, these well-fitted Collision Prediction Models (CPMs) have the capability to 

predict the number of collisions at community-level. 

The 2020 transportation planning model also allows for four different sub-scenarios: (1) do-

nothing; (2) only road improvements; (3) only transit improvements; and, (4) both transit and 

road improvements. For each sub-scenario, separate RDCO models were created and different 

outputs (i.e. VKT, TLKM, VC etc.) were extracted. It was found that transit improvements can 

reduce auto (i.e. private vehicles) mode share from 86.7% (do-nothing) to 79.6% (transit 

improvement). The number of RDCO road collisions was predicted for each scenario with the 

help of CPMs. The difference between sub-scenarios results were statistically significant and it 

was found that road improvements and transit improvements have the ability to reduce urban 

total collisions by 1-2% and 7-8% respectively. Transit improvement was also found to be 

effective in reducing rural road collisions by 4-8%. But it was observed that instead of reducing 

collisions, road improvements would increase rural collisions. Due to road improvements some 

commuting, through traffic could use rural roads instead of urban roads and hence, it would 

increase the number of rural collisions. It suggests that unless justified, improving (i.e. 

construction of new roads) road network in rural areas will not increase road safety. This result 

can be very useful to transportation planners before implementing any road improvements in 

rural areas.  

Using CPMs and a standard Empirical Bayes (EB) statistical technique, this thesis identified and 

ranked collision prone zones CPZs for both urban and rural areas, many of which were adjacent 

to Highway 97. These would help to adopt priority-based countermeasures to reduce collision 

frequency in these CPZs. A collision density analysis along Highway 97 identified collision 

prone intersections in the RDCO. After analyzing the collisions, it was found that more than 50% 

collisions occurred between 12pm and 6pm and 44% of total collisions were ‘rear end’ type 

collisions, suggesting the need for intersection safety improvements. Finally, this research 

calculated the economic cost of road collisions in the RDCO. It was found that in 2006 average 
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collision cost to a person was 3.42% of his/her annual income. This emphasizes the huge 

economic burden of road collision to society. 

6.2 Research contributions 

The following items represent the main contributions of this research: 

A. Development of RDCO transportation planning model for 2006 and 2020 

Transportation planning models can generate information useful to decision makers to access the 

consequences of transportation-related actions. One of the main contributions of the research was 

to develop 4-step transportation planning models for morning (i.e. 6am – 9am) traffic in the 

RDCO. One model was for year 2006 model and the other for 2020. Different types of land-use 

variables were used to calculate the total number of trips from each zone. An auto origin-

destination (O-D) table was prepared to show the distribution of trips. A mode choice model was 

developed to predict the number of auto users from each TAZ and finally, after assigning trips 

traffic volume on each link was found. The 2006 base year model was calibrated with measured 

(i.e. counted) data and this base year model can be used for any future planning related works. 

For the 2020 RDCO transportation planning model, future land use, transit improvements, and 

road network improvement plans were used. It was realized that other than transit, land use and 

road improvements have profound impact on road safety. Future land use was used to predict 

future traffic volume and future road network was used in different combinations with transit. 

Four different 2020 sub-scenario models were built, which were: (1) do-nothing (no transit and 

road improvements); (2) only road improvements but no transit improvements; (3) only transit 

improvements but no road improvements; and, (4) both transit and road improvements. Even 

though the first two steps (i.e. trip generation and trip distribution) were same for each sub-

scenario, mode choice and trip assignment results were different. Each scenario output would 

help to realize different situations in 2020. These models would help to predict future traffic 

volume on the road network and these would help decision makers plan for the future. The 

impact of any land-use strategy can also be evaluated with the help of these planning models.  
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1. Adjustment of trip generation rates for the RDCO 

For the development of 2006 transportation planning model, ITE trip generation rates 

were used to calculate total number of trips produced by and attracted to each zone. 

After that total number of trips for each municipality was calculated and compared with 

the observed 2007 household survey data. By comparing, trip generation rates were re-

adjusted in such a way that errors in model prediction became less. After a few 

iterations, the trip generation rates were re-adjusted and new trip generation rates for the 

RDCO was obtained. These RDCO specific trip generation rates can be used for any 

future trip generation predictions. 

2. Development of the first mode choice model for the RDCO 

Creation of a mode choice model is the third step of traditional 4-step transportation 

model. It calculates how many trips will be made by each available transportation mode 

in the study area. Unfortunately, there exists no mode choice model for the region. So, 

this research developed a new mode choice model for auto, that includes different input 

parameters (i.e. bus headway, bus stop density, vehicle per household and percentage of 

population between age 45-64) to calculate the percentage of auto user in each zone. 

The input data were obtained from the available Census-2006 data and the predicted 

auto user percentage was very close to the observed data. This mode choice model can 

be very useful for future mode shift analysis because it can predict the changes in auto 

user due to any changes in mode choice variables. Beside auto, this research also 

calculated other mode choice variables that can be used for developing other mode 

choice equations. 

B. Development of collision prediction models for the RDCO 

Collision prediction models are very powerful proactive road safety tool that can be used to 

predict the number of collisions based on independent variables. This research developed several 

AM period CPMs for both urban and rural areas of the RDCO. These CPMs can explicitly 

evaluate the road safety of any proposed road improvements. Even though this research 

developed only exposure related CPMs, it also calculated the values of other CPM variables (i.e. 

TDM, S-D, network) which can be used to develop different forms of CPMs.   
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C. Evaluation of road safety for future road network and transit service improvement 

This research built four different sub-scenarios for 2020 including transit and road network 

improvements. For each sub-scenario, the total number of expected collisions was predicted with 

the help of collision prediction models for both urban and rural areas. The road safety condition 

of each sub-scenario was compared with other sub-scenarios. This research suggests that transit 

improvement could reduce both urban and rural collisions. But instead of reducing collisions, 

road improvement would increase rural collisions. This result could be very useful to 

transportation planners before constructing any new roads in rural areas. 

D. Black spot analysis 

Black spot analysis is very important to properly identify and rank black spots for diagnosis and 

treatment. Using CPMs and EB technique, this research identified collision prone zones for both 

urban and rural areas. It also identified future zones that will exhibit higher collision potential 

than the average if no transit and road improvements will be done. This identification would help 

to focus on existing and potential CPZs to reduce collision frequency. This research also 

prepared a collision density map along Highway 97 and identified collision prone intersections in 

the RDCO. The collision pattern was also analyzed to understand and implement appropriate 

countermeasures. This research has found that collision frequencies are highest at road 

intersections and higher intersection density in the Highway 97 corridor made it one of the most 

collision prone locations in the region. Identification of collision prone locations opens the 

opportunity to do some future research to improve road safety at intersections. 

E. Development of RDCO database for future research  

A big contribution of the research was to build an updated and expanded RDCO database for 

socio-demographic and transportation variables. The development of a transportation planning 

model requires huge spatial datasets, which are not easy to handle and manage. Different types of 

data were obtained from different sources in different formats. This research converted them in 

useable format and aggregated them for each TAZ. Some of them were used in the research and 

some of them can be used for future research. The construction of the RDCO database will make 

future research more efficient and less time consuming. 
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6.3 Recommendations for future research 

During the research, several limitations and the need for future improvements were identified. 

Therefore, this section presents some of the recommendations for the future research to enhance 

and strengthen the methodologies and the outcome of the transportation planning model as well 

collision prediction model: 

• Travellers make trip decisions based on different factors such as trip purpose, travel time, 

travel cost etc. Among these factors, trip purpose is the most important factor to influence 

trip making decisions. Usually if the trip is work related, travellers do not hesitate to make 

relatively long distance trips. But in case of social trips, the probability of making a trip 

decreases with the increase of travel cost (i.e. time, distance). That is why different trip 

purposes have different friction factors and it is very important to know the purpose of the 

trips. But due to a lack of local trip purpose survey, this research considered only one 

general trip purpose. Identifying different trip purposes and conducting a trip survey to 

develop purpose based friction factor equation would be a very important topic for future 

research.  

• This research developed a mode share equation for auto. But due to lack of data, it was 

developed based on an aggregated approach. It has been proven that disaggregate level mode 

choice models have several advantages over aggregate models and thus, disaggregate mode 

choice models have been widely used throughout the world. Disaggregate models require a 

detailed traveller survey to understand travellers’ mode specific perceptions. A detailed 

traveller survey can be undertaken to develop disaggregate level mode choice model. To be 

conservative, this research didn’t include the effect of auto operating cost and auto parking 

cost. But in future the price of these two variables will increase and it will discourage auto 

travel. Another important variable was ‘journey time’ which was also not used in the mode 

share equation.  Inclusion of these variables can enhance the mode choice equation to predict 

better mode splits. A detailed household survey can be done to obtain disaggregate level 

data. 

• For transportation planning model calibration, it is very important to have observed data 

which can be compared with modeled output. For the RDCO, there exist no origin-

destination (O-D) trip tables to show the observed number of trips for each O-D pair. 
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Development of an O-D table can be very useful to calibrate the model. This can be done by 

counting traffic, household and roadside survey. 

• A good quality digital road network is the corner stone of building a transportation planning 

model. It should contain sufficient road network information such as free flow speed, 

number of lanes, link length, link and node capacity, type of nodes etc. For this research the 

digital road network didn’t include the capacity of links, rather it included link types. So 

based on the link type, capacity of each link was defined manually. But similar types of links 

had different capacity in different locations based on the geometry and surrounding 

environments. In some cases, it was found that the digital road network map had more lanes 

than the existing network. So, a careful observation was made to correct the capacity, speed 

limit, and numbers of lanes. Further investigation is required to increase the model 

efficiency. Also there is a need of digital signalized intersection map which could be used to 

define the types (i.e. signalized, non-signalized) and capacity of intersections. This can be 

done by collecting better data from the respective authority and also by manual inspection. 

• In the RDCO transportation planning model, four external zones were considered. But 

external traffic volume was only used for the Vernon and Penticton external zones. For East 

and West zones, traffic volume was set to zero. More research is needed to estimate future 

traffic volume for these zones.  This research also assumed that by using transit, 100 trips 

will come from RDNO to RDCO and no trip will come from Penticton to the RDCO. The 

validity of the assumption also needs to be verified. This can be done by collecting the future 

transportation plan from the associated authority, if available.  

• This research has found that increasing transit services in rural areas would result in a 

reduction of rural collisions.  From road safety perspective, transit should be improved (i.e. 

increased bus frequency, new routes) in rural areas. Again improvements of transit services 

will result in reduced green house gas emission, noise pollution, and traffic congestion. 

Meanwhile, in rural areas transit ridership is relatively low and transit improvement will cost 

a significant amount of money. A detailed social cost-benefit analysis (SCBA) could be a 

future topic for improving transit in rural areas. 

• This research has built auto-based transportation planning models. It is recommended that a 

transit model be constructed to predict transit volume on links, transit travel time, transit 
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ridership, and transit demand. Collecting transit ridership data for each bus stop would help 

to predict transit ridership profile along transit routes. It would also help to improve the 

existing transit system. The use of a railway can be a part of future RDCO transit system and 

inclusion of railway transit system in the Okanagan Valley may result in a better 

transportation network in terms of safety, efficiency, and environmental impact. The cost 

and benefits associated with a future Okanagan valley railway service could be a very 

important topic for future research. 

• The collision prone zones, Highway 97 collision density map and collision prone 

intersections were identified in this research. It also identified potential collision prone zones 

in 2020. More research is needed to determine the actual cause for collision prone locations 

and to take necessary countermeasures to improve existing road safety. It is also important to 

take necessary actions to preclude other locations from becoming collision prone. 

• The RDCO VISUM transportation planning model calculates volume capacity (VC) ratio for 

each link. But it was observed that the average zonal volume capacity ratio was very low. 

Aggregation error might be the problem of having lower values of VC. It was also found that 

VC is not statistically significant in developing collision prediction models. Lower value of 

VC could be the problem. So, more research is needed to clarify this VC problem. 

• Development of collision prediction models requires two time consuming steps of analysis. 

In the first step, data are extracted and manipulated that requires manual and computational 

methods, several software, and several disparate datasets. In the second step, data are entered 

into regression software, and an iterative procedure is followed to develop the CPMs. This 

includes selection of error distribution structure (i.e. Poisson or Negative Binomial), 

stepwise explanatory variable selection, goodness of fit test and refinement of model by 

outlier analysis. These steps are very time consuming and an automated procedure should be 

developed to perform these steps.  

• Different types of data were obtained from different sources and aggregated to calculate 

TAZ specific values. But spatial aggregation is related to a bias called Modifiable Areal Unit 

Problem (MAUP). This problem can significantly change the aggregated value of the 

variables as well as the parameter estimates of CPM variables. Giving more attention to 

address the effect of MAUP could be an important topic for future research. Also instead of 
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using GLM method, other statistical regression methods (i.e. GWPR, FBSA etc.) could be 

used for developing collision prediction models. These new methods might be useful to 

increase the accuracy of predictions. 
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APPENDICES 

APPENDIX A  Example of an Activity Based Modeling Framework 

 

Figure A.1 Example of an activity based modeling framework (MBRC, 2009) 
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APPENDIX B  Traffic Analysis Zones (TAZs) of the RDCO 

 

Figure B.1 TAZ map of the RDCO 

Kilometres 
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Table B.1 RDCO traffic analysis zone statistics 
 

City of 
Kelowna 

District of 
West 

Kelowna 

District of 
Lake 

Country 

District of 
Peachland 

RDCO 

No. of urban zone 211 25 6 0 242 

No. of rural zone 166 45 36 11 258 

Total area (km2) 237.71 77.97 110.75 17.15 443.58 

Average area (km2) 0.63 1.11 2.64 1.56 0.89 

Minimum area (km2) 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.31 0.01 

Maximum area (km2) 9.77 15.33 19.22 5.27 19.22 

Standard deviation 0.98 1.96 4.57 1.34 1.84 
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APPENDIX C  Steps Involved in the Calculation of Modeled Variables 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For each link Calculate  
VKT =Volume*Length  

For each link  
calculate (VC*Length)  

For each link  
calculate (Speed*Volume) 

Summarize TAZ column for 
having 

1. Sum of VKT 
2. Sum of volume 
3. Average VC 
4. Average speed 
5. Sum of (VC*Length) 
6. Sum of (Speed*Length) 

Calculate VC weighted by length 

For each TAZ: (VC*Length)/Length 

Calculate Speed weighted by volume 

For each TAZ: (Speed)/Volume)/Volume 

Transportation planning model (VISUM) 

Export links to shapefile 

Import link ‘shapefile’ into ArcGIS 

For each link: calculate total volume, 
average VC, average speed 

In ArcGIS: perform ‘intersect’ operation 
between link and TAZ shapefiles 

Calculate Length (KM2) for each link 
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APPENDIX D  Number of AM Period Trips (2007 Okanagan Household Survey) 

Table D.1 Number of AM period trips (2007 Okanagan household survey) 

 

  Trip Origin 

  RDCO RDCO     

Trip 

Destination 

City of 

Vernon 

CS, 

Lumby 

(east) 

Spal/Ar

m/End 

(north) 

Lake 

Country 

(north & 

east) 

West side 

(WB & PL) 

(west) 

Central 

Kelown

a 

Sub. 

Kelowna 

Out of 

region 
total 

RDNO 19,644 7,491 11,578 731 395 261 611 24 40,735 

City of Vernon 16,409 3,197 4,034 674 272 261 427 24 25,298 

CS, Lumby 

(east) 1,168 3,886 387 37 25 0 157 0 5,660 

Spal/Arm/End 

(north) 2,067 408 7,157 20 98 0 27 0 9,777 

RDCO 1,573 458 546 7,377 18,376 22,066 43,999 124 94,519 

Lake Country 

(north & east) 185 18 22 3,847 66 230 699 0 5,067 

West side (WB 

& PL) (west) 91 0 72 75 11,670 1,058 898 74 13,938 

Central 

Kelowna 820 343 236 1,690 5,017 14,603 20,228 22 42,959 

Sub. Kelowna 477 97 216 1,765 1,623 6,175 22,174 27 32,554 

Out of region 192 18 589 56 677 113 435 22 2,102 

Total 21,409 79,67 12,713 8,164 19,448 22,440 45,045 170 13,7356 
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APPENDIX E  2010 Field Trip Routes 

 

Figure E.1  2020 field trip routes # 1, 3 & 6  
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Figure E.2  2020 field trip routes # 2, 4 & 5  
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APPENDIX F  2006 Mode Share Equation Results 

 
 ��.���°(��k±�r{¤G�.��(²¬°�k¨G�.²³%���¨¨G�.��(¬��r{¬�_µ¬  

where, 
 Auto user (%) = percentage of auto user from a zone; 

BStopD = bus stop density (i.e. no. of bus stops/ area in KM2) 
 BH =  bus headways (in minutes); 
 VHH = vehicles per household; and, 
 Pop45_64 = percentage of population between age 45 and 64. 

 
Mode share equation parameter estimates: 

                                                  antilog of 
Parameter estimate s.e. t(232) t pr. estimate 
Constant  3.507  0.125  28.16 <.001  33.34 
Pct45_64age  0.00459  0.00216  2.13  0.034  1.005 
BH  0.002699  0.000662  4.07 <.001  1.003 
BStopD  -0.000937  0.000388  -2.41  0.017  0.9991 
VHH                                                    0.3752       0.0523      7.1      <.001          1.455 

 
Table F.1 Correlations between parameter estimates 

 

Parameter                                    Constant Pop_45_64 BH BStopD VHH 

Constant 1 -0.215 -0.7 -0.343 -0.961 

Pct45_64age -0.215 1 -0.281 0.117 -0.007 

BH -0.215 -0.281 1 0.276 -0.012 

BStopD -0.343 0.117 0.276 1 0.239 

VHH -0.961 -0.007 -0.012 0.239 1 
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APPENDIX G  VISUM Screenshot of the 2006 RDCO Transportation Planning Model 
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APPENDIX H  Sample Procedure of Transportation Modeling in VISUM 
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APPENDIX I  Transit Coverage Map in 2006 

 

Figure I.1 Transit coverage map in 2006 

• for 10 minutes walking distance  @ walking speed of 1m/sec 

 

Kilometres 

Area coverage: 

33.4% of RDCO area 
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APPENDIX J  Weekday Transit Ridership in 2006 

Table J.1 Weekday RDCO transit ridership in 2006 

  Number of  passengers   

Bus No Bus name 
AM Peak 

(6am-9am) 

PM Peak 

(3pm-6pm) 

Daily 

(24 hours) 

AM period 

share (%) 

1 Lakeshore 548 644 2056 26.65 

2 North End Shuttle 29 45 153 18.95 

3 Dilworth 38 24 99 38.38 

7 Glenmore 286 270 993 28.80 

8 University 710 992 3091 22.97 

9 Shopper Shuttle 190 235 675 28.15 

10 North Rutland 657 857 2979 22.05 

11 South Rutland 341 499 1419 24.03 

12 McCulloch 31 37 102 30.39 

14 Black Mountain 15 15 47 31.91 

15 Crawford 5 10 24 20.83 

16 Southwest Mission 35 40 90 38.89 

19 S. Rutland Night 0 25 224 0 

20 Lakeview 88 114 308 28.57 

21 Glenrosa 426 445 1367 31.16 

22 Peachland 28 23 84 33.33 

23 Lake Country 142 129 448 31.7 

24 Shannon Lake 126 180 459 27.45 

26 Westbank Night 0 0 78 0 

27 Horizon 17 31 61 27.87 

28 Smith Creek 21 20 59 35.59 

99 School Special 0 237 237 0 

  Total 3734 4872 15055 24.8 
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APPENDIX K  Inter-Regional Trips from the Okanagan Valley Transportation Plan 

(OVTP, 1995) 

Table K.1 Intercity trips between Kelowna and Vernon in 1994 

From/To Osoyoos 
Penticton & 

Summerland 

Peachland & 

Westbank 
Kelowna Vernon 

Osoyoos  1,427 2,387 81 289 10 

Penticton & Summerland  2,686 1,046 1,112 3,119 58 

Peachland & Westbank  75 1,631 1,227 14,230 477 

Kelowna  171 3,076 14,283 6,431 4,268 

Vernon  17 92 892 3,338 1,352 

 

Table K.2 Intercity trips between Kelowna and Vernon in 2020 

From/To Osoyoos 
Penticton & 

Summerland 

Peachland & 

Westbank 
Kelowna Vernon 

Osoyoos  2,012 3,882 158 500 11 

Penticton & Summerland  4,368 1,696 2,309 6,164 70 

Peachland & Westbank 133 3,713 2,911 29,482 923 

Kelowna  292 6,370 29,631 15,133 8,670 

Vernon  20 108 1,762 6,364 3,363 
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APPENDIX L  Distribution of VC for Urban Zones in 2020 Scenario#1 (do-nothing) 

 

 

Figure L.1 Distribution of VC for urban zones in 2020 Scenario#1 (do-nothing) 
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APPENDIX M  Road Collision History of British Columbia, Canada 

Table M.1 Road collision history of British Columbia, Canada (ICBC, 2007) 

 

No. of collisions 

 

No. of victims 

Year PDO Injury Fatal Total 

 

Injured Killed Total 

1988 101277 30935 535 132747 

 

44181 615 44776 

1989 111300 39062 491 150853 

 

47471 587 48058 

1990 122300 35073 567 157940 

 

50599 654 51223 

1991 66563 32073 463 99099 

 

47383 537 47920 

1992 62331 39328 419 102078 

 

48435 473 48908 

1993 60984 32293 412 93689 

 

46952 512 47464 

1994 63362 33337 458 97157 

 

48299 534 48833 

1995 60398 32681 411 93490 

 

47474 493 47967 

1996 47783 27145 357 75285 

 

40201 407 40608 

1997 26094 21077 341 47512 

 

31542 391 31933 

1998 22117 19170 378 41665 

 

29995 433 30388 

1999 20998 20002 380 41380 

 

30030 419 30449 

2000 22255 20016 361 42632 

 

29927 404 30331 

2001 25320 20223 354 45897 

 

29657 398 30055 

2002 27161 20114 399 47674 

 

29361 453 29854 

2003 28599 20940 400 49939 

 

30810 456 31266 

2004 28811 20300 409 49520 

 

29194 444 29638 

2005 29822 20375 404 50601 

 

28759 459 29218 

2006 30003 19883 366 50252 

 

27622 409 28031 

2007 18683 18683 372 37738 

 

25997 417 26454 

 

 

Figure M.1 Road collision trend in British Columbia, Canada (ICBC, 2007) 
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APPENDIX N  Collision Cost Components 

 

Figure N.1 Collision cost components (De Leon et al., 2005) 

 

Table N.1 Road collision cost components (Parry, 2004) 

Crash cost by severity (costs are in 2004 U.S. dollars) 

Crash Cost Components 

Fatal 

Injury 

Disabling 

Injury 

Evident 

Injury 

Possible 

Injury 

Property 

Damage Only 

Medical 22,095 19,471 5,175 3,485 140 

Household Productivity 0 6,944 1,854 1,244 85 

Lost Wages 0 25,014 6,239 4,160 155 

Legal Costs 102,138 5,167 1,101 681 15 

Insurance Administration 37,120 5,999 1,776 1,181 152 

Property Damage 10,273 4,357 3,824 3,413 1,642 

Police & Fire Services 833 175 112 90 31 

Travel Delay 5,247 885 797 785 696 

Employer Costs 0 1,679 665 461 67 

Total, Excluding Quality of Life Costs 186,480 69,479 21,543 15,500 2,983 

Quality of Life Costs (pain, grief etc.) 3,000,000 83,239 19,560 10,725 464 

Total, Including Quality of Life Costs 3,186,408 152,718 41,103 26,225 3,447 

 * “Quality of Life Costs” represents the value of non-monetary costs such as pain, grief, and          

     reduced enjoyment due to deaths and injuries.  
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APPENDIX O  History and Economic Cost of RDCO Collisions 

 

Table O.1 RDCO collision history 

Year 
Total 

Collisions 

Fatal 

Collisions 
Population 

Total Collisions/ 

1000 population 

1996 2,067 5 141,628 14.59 

1997 1,977 4 145,463 13.59 

1998 2,148 3 148,762 14.44 

1999 2,164 1 150,305 14.4 

2000 2,357 7 152,098 15.5 

2001 2,669 0 154,156 17.31 

2002 3,013 1 155,692 19.35 

2003 3,082 8 158,264 19.47 

2004 3,483 6 159,333 21.86 

2005 3,600 4 163,142 22.07 

2006 3,882 6 167,417 23.19 

source: BC Transit and BC Stat 

 

Table O.2 Sample RDCO collision cost estimation for year 2006 

Type of 

collision 

No. of  

Collisions 

 Each 

Collision 

Cost (IC) 

Total 

Cost 

(x1000) 

(IC) 

 Each 

Collision 

Cost 

(WTP) 

Total 

Cost 

(x1000) 

(WTP) 

 Each 

Collision 

Cost 

(HCC) 

Total 

Cost 

(x1000) 

(HCC) 

PDO 2,438 4,500 10,971 6,000 14.628 5,000 12,190 

Injury 1,438 44,000 63,272 100,000 143.800 35,000 50,330 

Fatal  6 281,000 1,686 4,200,000 25.200 1,000,000 6,000 

Total 3,882   75,929   183,628   68,520 

 

• IC= Insurance Claims method 

• WTP= Willingness to Pay method 

• HCC= Human Capital Cost method 

 


